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Plato seerns to have taken the concept of appropriateness, as cxpressed by the two 

word-families to prepon and 10 prosëkon. to be of considerable value in cosmoIogica~ 

speculation, judging from a number of passages in the Timaeus. The sarne language was used 

by Xenophanes (B26, in Diels-Kranz' Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker) and possibly by 

Anacimander (A26, D-K). A fiesh examination of these words in their contexts shows that 

the accounts of prepein and prosëkein in Liddell, Scott. and Jones' Greek-English Lexicon 

(9th ed., 1996) are incornpiete. An epistemic interpretation of these verbs, when they are 

used impenonally, e.g. "it makes sense," "it is piausible," "it stands to reason," or "it is 

likely," is sometimes an important aspect of their composite sense and sometimes rnakes 

better sense of the text than does its main rivals. Those rivals are a moral one. on one hand, 

e.g. "it is right." "it is necessary," or "it is obligatoq," and a generally normative or "quasi- 

moralfi one, on the other, e.g. "it is fitting," "it is suitable." or "it is appropriate." 

In chapier one I present a case against the adequacy of moral or quasi-moral 

interpretations of this language in a sample of cosmological texts in the Tirnaeus. Chapter 

two illustrates. from a number of passages in non-Platonic authors, that the epistemic sense of 

this language was available to Plato. Chapter three shows that Plaro himsrlf ysed this 

language cpistemically in a number of texts other than the Timaeus. In chapter four 1 make 

use of the results of chapters two and three to illuminate Plato's meaning in Tirnaeus 29b. and 

. . 
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29d. regarding methodological discourse; 38a. 38b. 48b. 50d, and 62d. regarding meta- 

cosmological discoune; and 33b, 333, 5 la, 52c. 54c. and 55d. regarding cosmological 

discourse. 1 conclude this chapter with an estimate of how this study affects our overall 

interpretation of the Timaew. In chapter five 1 argue that since Plato stands in a tradition of 

using language of this kind in this way to specu!ate in matters strictly speaking beyond 

verification, there is good reason to interpret both Xenophanes B26 and Anaximander A26 

epistemically as well. 
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1: Why We Need an Epistemic Construal of prep- and prosék- 

Now and then in the cosmological passages of the Tirnaeus Plato says that something 

is appropnate or fitting.' The net effect of this. particularly when such language is applied to 

the cosmos itseif, and by implication to its maker, is that both are thought of as being good in 

some vaguely normative, moral, or quasi-moral manner. But as the sample of texü included 

in this chapter supgests, in some cases there are good reasons to doubt that this is at al1 a 

correct translation, and in other cases there are good reasons to doubt that it conveys Plato's 

meaning completely. 

Timaeus begins his discourse naturally enough with some methodologicd remarks 

(27d-29d). The upshot of this section is that, given the sort of thing the world is, the best 

one can hope for in cosmology is plausibility. Knowledge, saictly speaking, is out of the 

question simply because the world is physical. The best possible, he says, is a "plausible 

account" (eikos logos) or a "likely story" (eikos muthos). This appears to be a way of making 

non-arbiuary decisions about things smctly speaking beyond Our reach, a 'way of opinion. ' 

Plato probably did not invent this 'way.' In the transition from the Way of Truth to 

the Way of Seeming Parmenides speaks of the deceptiveness of mortal words in cosmological 

speculation. By this he appean to mean that discourse about physical nature, by virtue of its 

reliance upon opposites -- i.e. multiplicity. fundamental discreteness among two or more 

things or processes taken to be real -- for explaining natural change, is in fact for that very 

I The relevant texts are: 29b, 29d, 32b. 33b, 38a. 38b, 38e, 39b, 41c, 41e, 42b, a d ,  
48b, SOd, 5la, 52c, Mc, 55d, and 62d. 



reason inherently incapable of representing reality just because reality is in his view 

something single and not multiple. The only other kind of thinp there might be, in addition 

to a real thing, would be a non-real thing. i.e. a thing which does not exist. But of course 

nothing actually is non-existent (except perhaps in language. and rherefore, deceptively. in 

thought). Still, Parmenides does not therefore conclude that there is simply nothing wonh 

saying about the natural world: 

Here I stop rny trustworthy speech to you and thought 
About tmth; from here onwards learn mortal beliefs, 
Listening to the deceitful ordering of my words; 
For they established two fonns in their mincis for narning, 
Of which it is not right to name one -- wherein they have gone 

astray -- 
And they distinguished opposites in body and established signs 
Apar& from one another: here, on the one hand, aetherial fne of flame, 
Which is gentle, very light, everywhere the sarne as itself, 
But not the same as the other, but on the other hand, that one too by 

itself, 
In connast, dark night, a dense and heavy body; 
All thir orrangemenr I proclaim to you as plausible 
(ton soi ego diakosmon eikora panta phatizo) 
Thus no opinion of mortals shall ever ovenake you [fi. 8.50-611.' 

In this fragment Parmenides contrasts the Way of Seeming, which is plausible- at best, with 

the Way of Tmth, which surely aims to go well beyond mere plausibility: fragment 8.1-49 

strongly gives the impression of a goddess who knows that what she is saying is 

7 D. Gallop (tr.), Parmenides of Elea: Fragmenrs. A Text and Translation with an 
Introduction. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984, 1987. Emphasis mine. 

3 Parmenides' confidence in his conclusion that "there is only one way left, namely that 
it is." as Furley shows, is based upon strictly formal considerations: "Stripped to its 
essentials, Pmenides' argument takes the following fom: Either p. or q, or both p 
and q. But not q. And if not q, then not both p and q. Hence 'it remains' that p" (39). 
Furley observes that "there is no positive reasoning to support the daims of this 

(continued ...) 



Xenophanes. by tradition Parmenides' teacher, also seems to have made use of this 

idea of plausibility. most likdy in a theological context. In Fr. 3 4  Xenophanes points out that 

human beings engage in speculation concerning the gods and "dl rhings" (probably including 

cosmology, as part of naturai philosophy)' fiom behind a veil of ignorance ifr. 34): 

... and of course the clear and certain mth no man bas seen nor will there be 
anyone who knows about the gods and what 1 say about d l  things. For even 
if, in the best case. one happened to speak just of what has been brought to 
pass, still he himself would not know. But opinion is allotted to dl?  

If no one will ever know about the gods, it follows that cvery potentially informative 

utterance about the gods expresses somedung other than knowledge, vil. opinion. ïkis does 

not imply that no opinion is hue, but only that the mrh of any opinion could never be 

defiitively ascertained. Nor does ii imply chat some opinions aren't bener than others. 

Consider the following "opinions" concerning the divine in the Fragments of Xenophanes: 

'( ... continued) 
rernaining Way: its only recommendation is that its rivals have been refuted" @. 
Furley. 'Truth as What Survives the Elenchos," in D. Furley. Cosmic Problems: 
Essays on Greek and Roman Philosophy of Nature [Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 19891) 44. 

.t E. Hussey ('The Beginnings of Episternology," in S. Evenon [ed-1, Epistemology. 
Cornpanions ro Ancienr Thought 1 [Cambridge: Cambridge Univenity Press, 199 O]): 

The range of *ai.i', in 'opinion is constructed in ail cases', is obviously 
likely to be detennined by the area in question. But we do h o w  at least 
that dl claimed knowledge about the gods f a h  under Xenophanes' 
denial. So the entire framework, taken for eoranted by Homer and 
Hesiod, of generally accepted mths about the go&, on which in . 
particular rested their own daims to be speakers of interestins miths, is 
here swept away [19]. 

5 Unless indicated otherwise, a l  translations of Xenophanes are those of J.H. Lesher, 
Xenophanes of Colophon: Fragments. A Tex? and Translation wifh a Cornrnentary 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19%). 



1. 'Ethiopians Say that their go& are snub-nosed and black; Thracians that 
thein are blue-eyed and red-haired" [fr. 161. 

2. "Mortais suppose that gods are bom. Wear dieir own clothes and have a 
voice and body" [fr. 141. 

3. "If horses or oxen or lions had hands or could draw with their han& and 
accomplish such works as men. hones would draw the figures of gods as 
similar to horses. and the oxen as similar to oxen. and they would make the 
bodies of the son which each of them had" [fr. 151. 

4. "Homer and Hesiod have attributed to the gods all sorts of things which are 
manen of reproach and censure among men: theft. adultes., and mutual deceit" 
[fr. 11: cf. fr, 121. 

5. "One god is ,matest among gods and men. not at al1 like monds in body or 
in thought" [fr. 233. 

6.  "... whole he [se. die god] sees. whole he W. and whole he hem" [fr. 
241. 

7. "... but completely without toi1 he [SC. the god] shakes al1 things by the 
thought of his mind" [fr. 251. 

8. "... aiways he [SC. the god] abides in the sarne place. not moving at ail. nor 
is it seerniy for him to navel to different places ac different Urnes" [fr. 261. 

1 see no reason to disagree with general scholarly opinion thar opinions 5-8 represent 

Xenophanes' own views and that opinions 1-4 report and implicitly criticize the views of 

~ t h e r s . ~  It would follow, if this scholarly opinion is correct, that Xenophanes thinks opinions 

5 -8 are betier than opinions 1-4. But in what sense or senses are they 'bener'? How c m  one 

evaluate competing opinions regarding the non-evidsnt in terms of their Likelihood of being 

- - - - - .. - - 

6 Lesher 5;  G.S. Kirk, J.E. Raven, and M. SchofieId (m. and ed.) The Presocratic 
Philosuphers: A Critical History with a Selection of Texts, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambndge University Press. 1983, 1990) 168-69; W.K.C. Guthrie. A History of Greek 
Philosophy I: The Earlier Presocratics and the Pythagoreans (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 1962) 370-74. 



true, since one is not, on Xenophanes' view, able to determine which opinion or opinions are 

in fact me? As Hussey notes, Xenophanes' cnticism of the Homeric and Hesiodic theologies 

does not. of course, entai1 the falsity of the Hornenc and Hesiodic accounts of 
the gods: only that those accounts are not well based and c m o t  be ueated as 
'known for certain'. From many other fragments and reports it is clear that 
Xenophanes took them to be not oniy improbable, but religiously and morally 
offensive as weU. Any account of the go& will not only not be able to put 
itself forward as known for certain, but will, to command Xenophanes' 
approval, have to be built on some radically new foundation.' 

It is hard to see how this "radically new foundation" might be comctly consûued in terms 

only of purified moral and religious canons of acceptability. While such canons seem to do a 

reasonable job of accounting for opinion 4 and an at least prima facie reasonable job of 

accounting for opinion 8. opinions 1 and 2 appear xather to express Xenophanes' awareness of 

culnirally relative, literally anthropomorphic tendencies on the part of human beings when 

they engage in theological speculation. Opinion 2 seems clearly to irnply that mortals 

mistakenly suppose that gods are born, Wear their own clothes, and have voices and bodies. 

But what inference we are to draw as to Xenophanes' own view on the subject of divine 

embodiment is not clear. both interpretations -- that the god has a divine body, that the god 

has no body -- have been defendedos 

If Xenophanes held that that which is divine has no body, then any depictions of gods. 

including those of the Ethiopians and the Thracians. would be irnplausible ones simply 

because they are depictions. According to this interpretation, Xenophanes thought bat the 

reason gods are neither snub-nosed nor red-haired is not that their noses are hooked and that 

7 Hussey 19. 

a For a useful discussion of this point, see Lesher 97-102. 



their hair is some color other than red, nor is it ihat theological matters stand such that if the 

gods are snub-nosed then they cannot also be red-haired, nor is it that the gods have beaks 

nther than noses and are bald radier than hajr; the reason that the go& are neither snub of 

nose nor red of hair is that go& do not have bodies at dl .  This would explain why, if it is 

the god who "shakes al1 thin&' he must do so with his mind. It would also go some way 

toward explaining why the god sees, thinks, and hem "whole;" for the language of part and 

whole seems to make more sense when applied to a body than to a min& because the latter 

does not obviously have parts. But it must be conceded that it does not explain very well 

why it would not be "fitting" for the god to travel fiom one place to another, as though it 

were better for him to stay in one spot; for if the god has no body, how can he either move 

or stay in one place? 

On the other hand, Xenophanes might have meant that the divine has a specid son of 

body. This is suggested by the god's behg unlike mortals in body and in thought (opinion 5 )  

and his being capable of some kind of mental activity (opinions 6 and 7). Thus the god is 

unlike mortals in respect of rnind but possessed of mind nonetheless. It seems plausible, 

then, that wliatever dissimilarities there rnight be between human and divine bodies does not 

extend to the point of existence in the former case and non-existence in the latter one. Still, 

why it would be inappropriate for the god's body to travel frorn here to there is not clear. 

particularly h light of opinion 7, which seems to imply that there is no need for it to do so. 

It might be useîul to ask on what grounds Xenophanes mighht reasonably have 

expected that anyone would believe his opinion conceming divine embodiment. He has not 

given us that information. but we might speculate that he reasoned along some such lines as 
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follows. Suppose that the T h c i a n s  held that the go& had blue eyes and the Conicans held 

that they had brown eyes. Clearly it would be arbiû;uy to decide in favor of either color 

rather than the other: an impartial judge would easily sec that any reason pro on the part of 

the Thc ians  could with equal plausibility be countered with a reason conna on the part of 

the Corsicans. There is clearly no way to resolve theological differences as long as the 

debate remains on this level. But now suppose that divine bodies are not at ail iike mortal 

ones, whatever thïs might fmally amount to. Then the dilemma between brown and blue eyes 

is obviously a false one, the relevant dilemma being rather between the C go&' having eyes and 

theïr not having eyes. (In case Xenophanes held the incorporedis. thesis, the dilemma is 

between embodiment and non-embodiment.) Whatever else might be said for or against such 

a way of proceeding in theological speculation, it does seem to have at least some usefuhess 

for resolving otherwise undeciciable differences of opinion. It resolves differences by 

abolishing the very t e m  in which those differences wcre cast. The pnce to be paid consists 

in giving up as illusory ali  anthropornorphic depicuons of the god: some consolation, 

however, might be f o n d  in its being a price to be distributed equaLly among dl. This 

speculation, if correct. seems to suggest that the canon of plausibility is to Xenophanes' way 

of reckoning superordinate over those of religious and moral acceptability, both because the 

former comprehends and gives whatever force both of the latter are thought to have, and 

because in so doing it is evidently adequate to the task of making sense of dl of the opinions 

listed above and not only some portion of them. As well, it makes sense out of, and so 

accounts for. Xenophanes' apparent belief that there is in fact a reasonable prospect of real 

intellectual progress in obscure things. as frr. 18 ("Indeed not frorn the beginning did go& 
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intimate al1 things to mortals, but as they search in time they discover berrer") and 35 ("Let 

these things be accepted, certainly, as like the realities") suggest. even if the f ia1  auth about 

topics in theology (and probably natural philosophy, including co~rnology)~ might forever 

ehde us. 

Recall that Hussey, cited above. said that "Xenophanes took h e m  [Le., the Homenc 

and Hesiodic accounts of the go&] to be not only improbable. but religiously and rnorally 

offensive as well" (emphasis mine). In general, however, it serms prefenble to use the word 

" plausibiliry " rather than "pro bability " wherever possible in order to avoid any suggestion that 

the ancient and modem conceptions of probability -- on the questionable assumption that the 

ancients had a concept of probability at all -- have something in ccmmon. "Plausibility" 

conveys the idea of the degree to which one account is to be accepted as being more likely to 

represent the nuth than another account is. and is in fact sS11 the basis upon which certain 

types of legal verdicts are to be rendered (cg. the jury's decision as to the defendant's guilt 

or innocence). Trobability" by conmst conveys the idea of the statisticd likelihood of one 

event's occurring radier than another. Rescher describes the concept of plausibility as 

n i e  core of the present conception of plausibility is the notion of the extent of 
Our cognitive inclination towards a proposition - of the exrenr of its epirremic 
hoZd upon us ui the light of the credentials represented by the sources from 
which it derives.!' 

Rescher then goes on to drive a wedge between the plausibility of a thesis and its probability: 

9 Fm. 19, 27, 28, 29, 30, 3 1, 32, 33, and 37 (Lesher 120-1 48). 

;O N. Rescher. Plausible Reasoning (AssedAmsterdam: Van Gorcum, 1976). 

I l  Rescher 14. 



The plausibility of a thesis wili not be a measure of its probabilify -- of how 
likely we deem it. or how c h a g ~ e d  we would be to fmd it fa!sLkd. Rather, it 
reilects the prospects of its being fitted into Our cognitive scherne of things in 
view of the standing of the sources or principles that vouch for i ts  inclusion 
herein. The key issue is that of how readily the thesis in view could make its 
peace within the overall frarnework of Our cognitive commitments, cornidering 
that we fmd it generally easier to stand by the declarations of sources we class 
as diable and correspondingly mistwordiy than those of sources whose 
reliability we evaluate as iess substantial.:' 

The Greeks had a concept of plausibility, he continues. but not of probability as it is cumntly 

undentood: "the Greek idea of tmth-likeness. vensimilitude, or 'approximation to what must 

achidy be so' ... represents an altogether difleerenr fundamental construction of the 

plausibleiprobable from that which ultimately gave rise to the calculus of probability."" He 

cites in support of this claim, Metaphysics 1010a4, which makes no sense if it is constnied in 

terms of probability (or of likelihood, for that matter). Here Anstotle rejects the metaphysical 

theory of cenain philosophers: they speak piausibly (eikolos) but do not say what is me 

(alëthë). Fortunately. "probability" is not the only way of talking about "approximation to 

what rnust actually be so;" "Likelihood" wiU do just as well, and will make the ensuing 

discussion clearer than it would otherwise be. The concept of likelihood indeed seems rnost 

similar to what contemporary epistemologists c d  the revised concept of "subjective 

probability." Lehrer, for instance, consmes this kind of probability in terms of "degrees of 

belief representing rational bening quotients," by which he means expressions of belief in the 

I I  Rescher 14. For a compelling discussion of the inherent conservatism goveming 
scienrific theorizing, see T.S. Kuhn. The S~uciure of Scientific Revolutions. 2nd ed. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970). 

II Rescher 38 n. 1. 



mosr Likely outcornes of events based on some species of rational caicularion.!' Lehrer's 

concept of the 'best bet' is very useful in the context of making forecasts. But we must 

distinguish anorher kind of 'best bet' in order to deal adequately with the cases 1 am 

interested in here, which seem at least sometimes to have nothhg to do with the repeatability 

of events. While sometimes the 'best bet' qua forecast is precisely what is needed. in 

Xenophanes' frr. 18 and 35 what seems required is not an 'expected outcorne' but racher a 

'reasonable guess,' on the supposition that Xenophanes' hope is in these cases not related to 

making more accurate predictiom but rather to making more accurate inferences or gaining 

superior inrzght into the way things nctua- are. "approximation to what rnust actuaily be so." 

as Rescher puts it. If so. then while Xenophanes' eoikota toir e tmoi s i  may well mean 

"[being] like the realities" (Lesher) or "resembling the m ~ t h . " ~  it seems to amount to "being 

plausible" or "bzing Likely ." 

We might profitably imagine hypheses  of this non-demonstrable but nonethelrss 

more or Iess plausible son as being put to a jury deemcd rationally competent to decide and 

whose rendered verdict functions in an important sense as the criterion of rational 

acceptability. This does seem to be the model for reasonable persuasion in i\ristotle's 

Rhetoric. Bumyrat, in an illurninating discussion of Aristotelian enthymeme, argues that an 

1 J For its unrevised version see W. Kneale, Probability and Inducfiart (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 1952) 4. For its revûed version see K. Lehrer, KnowZedge (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1974, 1978) 141. For die distinction between the subjective. 
frequency, and logical concepts of probability see Lehrer 138-39 and M. Black, 
"Probability ," in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy , rd. P .  Edwards (New York: 
~Macmillan and Company and The Free Press. 1967, 1972) 6: 475. 

: 5 Tr. R.D. McKirahan. Jr., Philosophy Before Socrates: An Intmduciion with Texts and 
Cornmen~ory (Indianapolis: Hackett. 1994) 67. 



enthymemr was not originally a syllogism missing a premise. as is commonly thought. but 

rather a "consideration" or "a son of argument" distinct from full-blown syllogistic 

demonsuation. In syllogistic demonsüation, hristot!e say s at Posterior haly t ics  1.2. 7 1 b20 

if., one infers a necessary conclusion "frorn premises which are true, prhary, imrnediate, 

better known than, prior to, and causative of the concl~sion."~~ Rhetoric, on the other hand 

-- what Bumyeat calls "relaxed" reasoning -- is useful in lawcouns or in discussions rnodelled 

on thern; for in rhetoric 

the task of a speaker is to prove a case to the satisfaction of an audience 
(pistis). That is above all a matter of demonsrrathg various things (apodeixis 
tzs), and a speech that sets out to dernonstrate various things (apodeixis 
rhétorikë) does it by presenting considerations for the audience to think about 
(enth~mëma).~' 

The idea that in such "informa1 reasoning," as it would later be designated, what matters is 

the vote of the voter, recurs at Topics 8.1 1, 161 b34 ff.: 

One ought not to demand that the reasoning of every problem should meet with 
the same general acceptance and be equally convincing: for it is an immediate 
result of the nature of things that some subjects of inque are easier and some 
more diff~cult, so that, i fa  man carries conviction by means of viervs which 
meet with the reidesr acceptance possible. he has argzled i ~ e l l . ' ~  

Bumyeat clairns that "this is the moment at which enthymeme is fmt focused as an object of 

; 6 H. Tredemick (tr.), Arisrotle: Posterior Analytics (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1960, 1989). 

17 M.F. Bumyeat, 'Znthymeme: The Logic of Persuasion," in DJ. Furley and A. 
Nehamas [edd.!, Aristotle's Rhetoric: Philosophical Essays [Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 19941 12 Fereafter refeiied to as 'Logic"]; re-worked as 
"Enthymeme: Aristotle on the Rationality of Rhetoric," in A.O. Rorty [ed.], Essays on  
Aristotle's Rheroric [Berkeley: University of California Press, 19961). 

18 ES. Forster (tr.), Arisrotle: Topica. in Tredennick, Puslerior Anaiyrics. Emphasis 
mine. 



logical snidy," and interestingly observes that "more often than not. it [i.e. enthymeme] is 

argument in a context where certainty and conclusive proof are not to be had .... yet a 

judgment must be made."" He interprets eikos helpfully in terms of "common sense" so as 

to acknowledge, as he puts it, thar "eikos is a good deal more culture-relative than 

'pr~bability'."'~ Thus consmed eikos naturally figures prominently in legal contexrs, where 

neither the speaker nor the audience is typically expert in the topics being debated2' -- and, 

we may add, is reasonably to be expected when authors such as Xenophanes and Parmenides 

teel themselves to be specularing about what is beyond verification.' 

Something similar to this is going on in the Tirnaeus. A "plausible account" o r  "likely 

story." we saw, is the best one can hope for in cosmolo~ .  according to Tirnaeus. He has. 

indeed. a good deal of argument to back this chim up, which is the son of thing one would 

expect when dealing with non-self-evident matters. Why, then. does he conclude his 

mzthodological staternent by saying that it's good not to look for more. as though one had an 

option? And why does he appear ro repeat himseff? 

!Y Bumyeat, 'Logic" 12- 13. 

20 Bumyeat, "Logic" 26 n.66. 

2 1 Bumyeat, "Logic" 21. 

3-7 -- Sirnilarly, E. Garver (Aristotle's Rhetoric: An Act of Churacler [Chicago: University of 
0 reason Chicago Press. 19941 145) says that "in deliberative and instrumental rensonin,, 

persuades me because I want it to: othenvise 1 would not have engageci in reasoning 
in the fmt place. Prior to deliberation. I am cornrnitted to following reason where it 
leads. because 1 am deliberating about means to an end 1 atready have" (emphasis 
mine). In the sort of cases we are considering. cosrnological or theological ones. that 
end seems to be: uying to figure out what is most likely by means of what is most 
plausible. 



Don't be surprised then. Socrates. if it tums out repeatrdly that we won? be 
able to produce accounts on a great many subjects -- on gods or the corninp ro 
be of the universe - that are completely and perfectly consistent and accurate. 
Instead, if we can corne up with accounts no less likely than any. we ought to 

Des. are be content, keeping in mind that both 1. the speaker. and you. the jud, 
only human. So we should accept the Likely tale on these matters. It behooves 
us not to look for anything beyond this (hoste peri touton ton eikota rnurhon - 
apodechornenous prepei routou mëden eti pera  tei in).‘^ 

The usual interpretation of this methodological conclusion is in a generally normative 

manner." However. Timaeus does not argue that it is wrong or in any way bad to succeed 

in acquiring knowledge in the case of die universe: radier, it is not possible to succeed. 1s it 

then perhaps wrong or bad ro i7-y to succeed to acquire cosmic knowledge? But there is no 

suggestion that any divinity is threatening those who would txy; rather. there is only inevitable 

defeat because the object of investigation is incapable of yielding knowledge. 

Still. it's somehow obvious that i f s  not a good idea to attempt the impossible. What 

23 Unless otherwise indicated, a l  translations of the Tirnaeus in th is  chapter are those of 
D.J. Zzyl, in J.M. Cooper and D.S. Hutchinson (edd.). Piato: Compiere Works 
(Indianapolis: Hackea, 1997). As a matter of convention, 1 italicire foreign words and 
things 1 wish to emphasize and underline words 1 merely wish to point out without 
implying any emphasis in so doing. 

2s D. Lee (Plato: Tintaeus and Cririar &ondon: Penguh, 1965. 19771): 7onel should not 
look for anything more han a Likely story in such matters," H.G. Zskl (Platon: 
Timaios, (Harnburg: Feliu Meiner, 19921): "so ist es angemessen. darüber hinaus 
nichts weitcr suchen zu woflen," L. Brisson (Platon: TUnéelCritias, par i s :  
Flammarion, 19921): '3 ne sied pas de chercher plus loin." and F.M. Comford 
(Plam's Cosrnology [London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1937, 19561): "it is fittine 
that we should, [Le. we should] in these maners. accept the likely story and look for 
nothing funher." In the case of citations fiom PlatoTs Tirnaeus. 1 compare'the 
translations of' the object passage from the editions indicated above in the hope that it 
will be illurninating to do so. For sometimes translation A will notice an important 
feature of the Greek that translation B misses; sometimes A simply ernphasizrs a 
different aspect of the Greek than B does; occasionally al1 that c m  bc said is that [for 
whatever reasons) A and B agree. 
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is it about Timaeus' argument which makes it appropnate to be satisfied with plausibility? 

What does he mean by "it's appropriate?" Does he in fact mean "it's appropriate?" Or is 

thcre a more satisfying way of rendering Timaeus' words so that they mean what they must 

reasonably mean, namely that one should be willing to accept such an account in such a 

context, where "should" denotes, not a canon of momiity or quasimorality. but rather of 

reasonability ? 

One of the premises which supports Timaeus' conclusion contains a semantically 

sirnilar word, prosëkei. He uses it to Say sornething about the relationship between an 

account and what it is an account of: 

Now in every subject it is of utmost importance to begin at the natural 
beginning, and so, on the subject of an image and its rnodel, we must make the 
following specification: the accounts we give of things have the same character 
as the subjects they set forth. So accounts of what is stable and fixed and 
transparent to understanding are themselves stable and unshifring. We must do 
Our very best to make these accounts as irrefutable and invincible as any 
account may be (kath' hoson hoion te kai anelenktois prosëkei logois einai kai 
anikëtois. toutou dei mëden elleipein). On the other hand, accounts we give of 
that which has been formed to be like that reality, since they are accounts of 
what is a likeness, are themseIves likely, and stand in proportion to the 
previous accounts. Le., what being is to becoming, mth is to conviction [29b- 
cl - 

In this case my sample of translators does not even agree whether prosëkei is to be constmed 

nomatively rather than non-normatively. Zeyl seems to leave it unconsmied altogether, on 

the supposition that it is hoion te and not prosëkei which is rendered by "rnay." 1s Timaeus 

perhaps making a comment of a non-normative son about the kinds of things which are 

natural for accounts just because they are accounts. as Comford suggesrs??-' That seems 

75 "so far as it is possible and it lies in the nature of an account to be incontrovertible 
and irrehtable, there must be no falling short of thai." 
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somehow unlikely, given that there are two different kinds of accounts. each with its own 

degree of "stability." 1s Timaeus perhaps making a comment about what is and is no& 

somehow permitted or tolerated in the case of accounts, as zekf5 suggests? If so. who or 

what permits or tolerates such things in the case of accounts? 1s it perhaps a marrer of what 

is appropriate for accounts, as Brisson s~ggests?'~ But what does it mean to Say that it's 

appropriate or fitting for a discoune to be irrehtable and invincible? For one thing, only 

rational speech has any hope of being irrefutable. 1s Timaeus then making a comment about 

rational speech as opposed, Say, to aesthetic speech. i.e. poetry? 1s he perhaps suggesting that 

some arguments are irrefutable and invincible but inappropriately, or somehow or other 

wrongly, so? That doesn't seem likdy, since having an irrefutable argument would seem to 

be the closest one can corne to having auth itself, the son of thing Xenophanes would be 

content with, and something pre-eminently desirable. How is one to specif. the sort of 

normativity relevant to arguments, if indeed the word is to be taken normativdy? 

Timaeus uses the same language in two other broad contexts, namely to t a k  about 

cosmological discourse and to engage in cosrnological discoune. For an example of the 

former, consider the digression on the appropriate use of language at 37e-38a. His argument 

may be analyzed as follows: 

(1) It's to predicate "was" and "will be" of the becornint that passes in 

2 6 "soweit dus überhaupt geht und Reden unwiderlegbnr sein dürferr und unbésiegbar. 
dürfen sie es da on nichts fehlen lassen." 

27 "pour autant qu'il est possible et qu'il convient à un discours d'être irréfitable el 
invincible." 



time, for these two are rnoti~ns;'~ 

(2) It's for anything which is always changeless and motionless to 
become neither older nor younger in the course of 

[therefore] 

(3) According to the m e  account it's to predicate only "is" of 
sornething changeless. even though we do predicare "was" and "wiU be" of it 
as well? 

When we think it's appropriate to Say X and inappropriate to Say Y, we generally and 

reasonably expect approval in the fmr case and disapproval in the second And ir is clear 

that there is an aspect of approval and disapproval involved in this sort of case. But again 

the disapprovai appears to be cognitive rather than moral in tone: there do nor seem to be any 

moral consequences of not getting this langage ri@. The so-called "inappropriate" or 

"wrong" language seems in a case like this one to be incorrect language, &en Timeus' 

metaphysical cornmiunents, rather than bad Ianguage, given whatever social sensibilities hc 

rnight have, and as the epithet "inappropriate" rnight easily suggest. S M ,  it does make some 

sense to suppose that one oughr to prefer speaking conecrly to speaking incorrectly. that 

someone who prefers incorrect speech to correct speech is somehow perverse -- cenainly 3 

normative maner. One might even reasonably daim that the very notion of "correct speech" 

is inherently normative insofar as it involves critena for distinguishing the good from the bad 

2s to de ën ta t'estai peri rën en chronüi genesin iousan ~repei  legesthai -- kineseis gar 
eston. 

!O de aei kata t'aura echon akinërüs oure presbuteron oute neoteron prosêkei 
gignesthai dia chronou. 

legomen gar dë hos ën estin te kai esrai. tëi de to estin monon kata ton alëthë logon 
prosëkei. 



and the better From the wone. But the precise question I want to deal with is how to 

undentand that kind of nomativity, what the sense is in which one ought to prefer the correct 

to the incorrect. It is in some sense appropriate to do so, to be sure; but that does not tell us 

precisely what "appropriate" means in such a case. 

For two cases in which Tirnaeus uses this language in relation to the univene itself we 

may cite 33b and 54c. In the former he says that the Demiurge gave the universe the 

appropriare shape (to prepon). narnely a sphere. In the latter each of the 'elrments' is said to 

have its own appropriate (ta prosëkonta) shape. These shapes do not srem to be undenrood 

simply as those which have been arbiaadY assigned by the Demiurge to the fundamental 

units of fire, air, water, and earth and to the whole universe; rather, he seems to have 

assigned them to them for a iiurnber of reasons, ùicludinp that they are in some sensr the 

finest (kal[ista. 3Oa, 53b) of shapes. This tells us that the Derniurge is motivated by the 

cntena of to prepon. ro prosëkon, and to kalon, but it does not tell us how to think of these 

criteria. So what makes one shape bener than another? It cannot be how beautifui they look. 

since no color is assigned to these naniral bodies and since shape without color cannot be 

seen. Could the Derniurge have assigned the various shapes differentiy, or would doing so 

have violated some supra-cosmic normative order presumed to govem çven him? Lf so. is the 

normativity best construed in terms of appropriateness? If not. how might we more profitably 

consme it? 

At 52c Timaeus argues that copies of Forms, Le. the four kinds of ultimate natural 

bodies. exist in somethinp, and this something is the Receptacle (Place or Space). Because an 

image is borne neither by itself nor by the thing it is an image of, it must corne to bc present 



in something different," namely the Receptacle. This "rnust" cannot be either moral or 

quasi-moral in sense, since there is no question that the Derniurge might have had to -- or, for 

that matter, have even been able to -- prepare the Receptacle in such a way that it reflects 

things accurately, since it has its own inherent nature, whatever it is. frorn etemity (52d). 

Nor. consequently, c m  there be any obligarion upon the Derniurge to do something to the 

Receptacle, or upon the Receptacle to have one character rather than another. either. it simply 

has whatever character it has. There are no alternatives for it. But in that case, what sense 

does it make to talk about it in moral or quasi-rnoral tenns, if, that is. the language is 

intended normatively? 

A large number of these questions cm be intefigibly and satisSing1y answered by 

vimie of the hypothesis I suggest in this dissertation. I will argue that the apparent oddity of 

Plato's use of to prepon and ro prosëkon in a cosmological conrext is an illusion resulting 

from a misinterpretation of this language. 1 propose a new, widely unrecogrized and not yet 

clearly established, consmial for to prepon and i~ prosëkon. This consmal may be thought 

of as essentialiy epistemic in sense. and when used this way it performs cognitive and rational 

tasks. The epistemic sense of this language appears in general to be usehl for dealing with 

that which saictly speaking falls short of knowledge, Le. within the domain of intelligent 

opinion or rationally infonned guesswork. It seems to have two related applications: (1) to 

estimate the likely character of things objective (better rendered as "it is likely" than "it is 

probable"), on one hand, and (2) 

dia tauta en heterai prosêkei 

to express one's state of rational consciousness (well- 

tini gignesthai. 
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rendered as "it makes sense," "it stands to reason," or "it is plausible") on the other. A 

helpful way of conceiving their relationship seems to be as follows: if some person S (or. if S 

is not reasonably quaWied to judge, S's proxy, someone reasonably qualified to judge, Le. an 

expert) fmds A to be more plausible, i.e. to make more sense. than B. then S has good reason 

to regard. and perhaps ought rationally to regard, A as being more likely to be me, or as 

being more Likely to represent the mth. than B is. One might object that, despite fmding 

quantum mechanics less inteUigibIe than Newtonian mechanics, most people accept the 

former as more likely to be m e  than the latter. This objection is easily met by observing that 

rnost people's acceptance of quantum mechanics as being superior to Newtonian mechanics is 

not due to any insight of their own into the explanatory preferability of the former to the 

latter, given that they are in al1 likelihood not sufficiently well acquainted with the data 

requiring explanation to be able to tell which theory performs better; rather, their confidence, 

such as it is, is borrowed fiom and dependent upon that of the experts, who are reasonably 

deemed most competent to decide. These experts, in mm, could not reasonably accept 

quantum rnechanics over Newtonian mechanics as being more likely unless they were of the 

opinion that the former made more sense in relation to the &ta to be explained than did the 

latter, i.e. did a superior job of accounting for those data. 

It is naturally not always clear whether or not the context is simply epistemic and not 

also, for instance, what 1 have called "quasi-moral," i.e. generally normative. This may heIp 

to explain why the epistemic sense of these two verbs was for so long overlooked. In such 

cases, a reasonable and sensible compromise between "it is appropriate " and "it makes sense" 

-- a compromise which itseif both seems appropriate and to make sense -- is called for. This 



compromise or intermediate sense rnay often plausibly be rendered by "it is reasonable" or "it 

is sensible." 

My review of the literature revealed surprisingly Iittle on the subject of the use of this 

kind of language at all, let alone in cosmological or theological contexts. Pohlenz had wir ten 

an article on ro prepon, but his main concem was with ~toicisrn.~' Besides that, 1 found no 

record of scholar~hip~~ specifically concemrd either with to prosëkon or with the puzzling 

fact that Plato. and before him Xenophanes and perhaps Anaximander, seem to have thought 

it was appropriate. or made sense, to apply criteria of appropnateness not only to discounr 

about the universe and the gods but to the very univese and go& themselves. 

The plan of this thesis is as follows: chapter two iilusmtes, from a number of 

passages in non-Platonic authon, that the epistemic sense of this language was available to 

Plato. The texts 1 have selected are as foUows: Sophocles (Antigone 92, Elecnu 639, 1213, 

Philoctetes 1 1 1); Euripides (Orestes 107 1 ); Herodotus (Hirtov 2.120.4); Xenophon 

(Memorabilia 1.44, Anabasis 3.2.15- 17, Cyropaedia 2.1.15, Symposium 8.26, Apology 21); 

7 i  - - M. Pohlenz, "To Prepon: Ein Beimg z r  Geschichte des griechischen Geirtes", in 
Nachrichten der Geselkchaft der Wirsenschnfen :u GGottingen. Philoiogische- 
Historische Klasse (1 933), 53 -92. Pohlenz was interested in Panaetius ' concept of 
decorum. which Cicero said was sirnilar to the Greek ro prepon. See W. Miller (W.), 
Cicero: De Oficiis (London: Heinemann, 19 13, 192 1) 1.27-43 and pertinent comments 
by M. Pohlenz (Stoa und Stoiker [Zurich: Arternis Verlag, 1964. 19501 234-37) and 
J.M. Rist (Stoic Philosophy [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19691 190-94). 
Lesher (1 11) would later claim pretty much the same thing about epiprep6 with 
respect to Xenophanes fr. 26 as Pohlenz did about prep6. 

1-4 - - 1 examined every volume of L'Année Philologique. its predecessor Dix Années de 
Philologie, and Lustrum 4, 5 .  20, 25, 26 (corrigenda to 251, 30, 31 (corrigenda to 30), 
34, and Luc Brisson's Plaro Bibliography 1992-94. 1992-94 Supplement, and 1994-96. 
published under the auspices of CNRS. Paris. 



Isocntes (Panathenaicus 206, Areopagiticus 2 .  Antidosis 230, 

(Philoctemon 1 1, Hagnias 6, Euphiletus 9);  and Dernosthenes 
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Callimachus 5 7); isaeus 

(Aphobus 1 59. Eubulides 34). 

Chapter three shows that Plato ustd this language epistemically himself in Charmides 154e, 

[on 539e. Lysis 221b. Menesenus 238a. Republic 2.362c, Theaeterus 150a, Sophist 230e, 

Statesman 309c, Phaedrus 2596, L a w  3.678c, 11.931d, and 12.950~. In chapter four I make 

use of the results of chapters two and three to illuminate Plato's meaning in Tirnaeus 29b and 

29d, regarding matters of method: 38a, 38b, 48b, 50d, and 62d, regarding rneta-cosmological 

discourse; and 33b, 3jb, j la,  52c. 54c. and 55d, regarding cosmological discourse. 1 

conclude this chapter with an estimate of how this study affects Our overall interpretation of 

the Tirnaeus. In chapter five 1 use the results of chapters two, three, and four to re-interpret 

Xenophanes B26 (epiprep-) and Anaximander A26 (prosëk-). 



2: Extra-Platonic Evidence for an Epistemic Use 

of prep- and prosëk- 

Homer. Hesiod. Pindar. and Aeschvlus 

The root sense of prep-. as is known from Homer and Hesiod. is visual. Between 

their time and that of Pindar and Aeschylus. according to Pohlenz and ~zsher." prep- had 

corne to acquire a new, distinctively normative meaning. In so doing, however, it did not 

shed either its older, distinctively non-normative meaning or its joint -- or perhaps not-yet- 

analy zed -- non-normative and nomative meaning. 

The non-normative sense of prep-, X is plain to see, or X stands out from Y, is in 

Homer and Hesiod resaicted to the visual domain, but by the t h e  of Aeschylus includes 

those of olfaction and audition as well. This sense is illustratea in Homer, Iliad 23.453. 

where a particular horse in the race is clearlv perceptible in the dust cloud; Pindar. e t h i a n  

Ode 2.38. where Ixion embraces a cloud that Iooks like Hem; and Aeschylus, Agamemnon 

1428. where blood is visible on Clytemnestra's face, Agamemnon 13 1 1 ,  where Cassandra 

3s Pohlenz, "Tu Prepon" 53: 

Dus Verbum prep6 ist Homer gan.: geliiufig, wn die in die Augen 
fallende Üupere Erscheinung ... ru be~eichnen. Bald verwendet man es 
dann besonders fir die Züge, die ais charakreristisch fur diese 
Erscheinung ernpfunden werden. und von da a u  wird es in Airchylos' 
und Pindars Zeit zu einem Wert- und Nombegrifl, der besagt. dap dus 
ins Auge Faliende dem Trager der Erscheinung 'ansteht'. nonnaler 
Weise an ihm vorhanden ist und vorhanden sein sol!. 

For Lesher, see below. 



observes that the air coming korn her house smells like that from a tomb. and Libation 

Bearers 18. where Orestes hears Electra wailing.j5 

The combined -- or not-yet-analyzed -- sense is generally rendered as "outstanding" or 

"pre-eminent." and seems to connote both obviouçness and excellence. For examplcs of this 

type see Homer. Iliad 12.104. where Sarpedon thinks of himself as pre-eminent over al1 

odiers, and ûdyssey 8.1 72, where Odysseus says that fme speakers stand out from the crowd 

in a positive marner (a similar point is made by Hesiod at Theogony 92: cf- 377 and 430); 

Pindar, lsfhmian Ode 5.44, where Aegina is praised as a dorious ide. and Pythian Ode 7.13, 

where reference is made to a farnous victory at the Olympian festival of Zeus; and Aeschylus, 

Ewnenides 993, where Athena forecasts pre-eminence for Athens. 

The new, if vague, normative sense of prep- is as a mie consmied by mslators 

quasi-morally in some such way as "it is appropriate," "it is proper." or "it is finine," rnonlly 

as "it is right" or "it is obligatory," or more generally nomatively sirnply as "it is good." [n 

the case of Pindar, more mundane. social expectations or pressures are in play at Ofympian 

O d e  2.46, where it's appropriate [= good, proper, fiaing] for Amesidamus' son to be praised, 

because he won a prize at Olympia. In the case of Aeschylus, one may cite Suppliants 195 

and 203, both of which involve behavior deemed appropriate for, or expected of. foreipers in 

35 Interestingly, Pindar construes prepei literally and metaphoncdy in Pythian Ode 10.67, 
where. like gold. an upright mind reveals its me nature when tested by the touchstone. 
The "revelation" and correlative "sight" involved in the case of discerning the uprighmess 
of a mind cannot, clearly. be sensory sight: it must nther be mental or intellectual in 
kind. Even proto-behaviorism, on the off-chance that that describes what Pindar has in 
mind here, requires rational interpretation of observable behaviod data. The step from 
"mental seeing" to "making sense," i.e. to understanding. 1 note. is neither at al1 a big one 
nor one which we are unfamiliar with. 



need of protection while in another's territor-: in the former text they are to answer questions 

put to them by the local authonties ina mamer a~propriate for, or sociallv expected of, 

foreigners, i.e. submissively; the reason is given in the latter text: it's not amro~riate for 

those inferiors to speak boldly to their superion. 

Braswell agrees with Pohlenz that it is only with Pindar and Aeschylus that prep- 

cornes to bear a disùnctively normative sense. Pohlenz' "anstehen" being equivalent to 

Braswell's "fitting." Braswell himself analyzes the nonnativity hvolved into moral and 

aesthetic kinds: 

While Pindar sometimes employs the verb in its older sense "to be 
conspicuous" (cf. Py. 10.67), he uses it much more often, as here, in the new 
mord (and aesthetic) sense "to be fitting", which is fint attested (in Pindar and 
Aeschylus) in the f i  century and which later became an important technical 
concept of philosophy ... and literary cnti~ism.'~ 

It is unclear whether BrasweU intends a combined moral-aesthetic normative sense; at any 

rate he cites no ihstrative cases of this new normative type. The most likely case of 

specifically aesdietic usage would seem to be Olympian Ode 3.9. where Pindar says he is 

going to combine melody, air, and verses in a finino manner. Compare this ro Pythian Ode 

4.147, where Pindar's meuiing seems more probably moral than aesthetic: Jason teils Pelias 

that "it is unfitting for us two to divide up the great prerogative of Our forefathers by bronze- 

piercing swords or by spear~."'~ Lesher's semantic taxonomy of prep- usefully sums u p  the 

discussion so far: 

36 B.K. Braswell. A Comrnentary on ~ h e  Foirth Pythian Ode of Pindar (Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter, 1988) 23 1. 



Both prep6 and epiprepo range across thee  differenr (but loosely related) 
senses: [ l ]  what something seerns or appears to be (or be like). [2] what 
something charactensticdly is (or is like), and [3] what is fitting or seernly for 
sornething to be; that is, from what is empirically evident, to what is 
objectively the case, to what is normatively c~rrect. '~ 

Prosêk-, which is fust attesteu in Aeschylus, also has both non-normative and 

normative senses. Chantraine3 lists only two senses, "<concernerw. et au sens particulier 

d'&ne apparenté à»." The entry in Liddell, Scott, and Jones (hereafier LSJ)" is more 

complete. They claim that prosëk- has three root senses: (1) X has anived at, or is present or 

available for, Y; (2) X belongs to, or concems, Y; and (3) X befits, or is proper or meet for, 

Y. Of these three senses (1) is, (2) is often, and (3) is not value-neunal. Sense (1) pertains 

not only to literal arrivals of persons at places but also, metaphorically, to acquired 

characteristics, features, and capacities of situations. things, and persons. LSJ cite Aeschylus, 

Persians 143 as their illustrative text. Here the Chorus. indicaring that Xerxes has k e n  gone 

for an umervhgly long tirne, raishg serious wonies as to how he is faring, recommends that 

the Persians sit d o m  together and ponder their next move, since it has becorne needful." 

Sense (2) includes the non-normative notion that X is related to, or relevant to, Y, whether 

biologically in the case of hurnan beings or othenvise in the case of situations or things; often 

18 Lesher 1 1 1. 

39 P .  Chantmine, Dictionnaire Eryrnologique de la Langue Grecque: Histoire-des Mots 
(Paris: Editions Klincksieck, 2 968) 409. 

SO H.G. Liddell and R. Scott. A Greek-Englkh Lexicon, 9th ed., reviscd and augmented 
throughout by H.S. Jones with the assistance of R. McKenzie, with a revised supplernent 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996). 

4 1 Chantraine assigns this sense to kathëko. 



older translations in the Ianguage of "X belongs to Y" can be usefully modemized as "X is 

natural for Y." The notion of "concem" connotes both (non-normative) "relevance" and 

(normative) "interest." For examples of this sense, one rnay cite Aeschylus, Libation Bearers 

689. where Orestes retums home after a long absence (so long that Clyternnestra. his own 

mother, does not recognize him) to avenge his father's murder. He telis her that her son 

Orestes has been killed and then says, as though to ensure that she is in fact his mother, that 

he doesn't know whether he happens to be speaking to the relevant people. Sirnilar usage can 

be seen at Aeschylus, Agamemnon 1074 ff., where Cassandra wails and weeps; the Chorus 

remarks that she is calling for help ffom a god who has nothhg to do with lamentation and 

grief. Sense (3). fuially, is generally speaking conceived quasi-rnorally in terms of propriety, 

fittingness, or appropriateness to express judgments conceming socially desirable behaviors 

and attitudes: but it is also used to express the more weighty maner of moral and religious 

obligation and duty. One text illustrating this sense is Aeschylus. Libation Bearers 173, 

where Elecua discovers a lock of hair upon her father's tomb, but does not yet realize that it 

is Orestes'. Whose c m  it be, she wonders, if not her own? Good question. replies the 

Chorus, since those for whom it would be appropriate, or those whom one might have 

exoected, to make this son of offering with their hair are in fact enemies? 

The philological heart of this thesis is the clairn that neither of these typologies is 

complete. Translaton in general appear to have felt that in Aeschylus they had the full range 

of rneaning for these two word-families, and that there was therefore no need to look funher. 

Subsequent authors. from Sophocles onwards, were thus as a rule translued in Aeschylean 

47 Chantraine also assigns this sense to kathëkô. 
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semantic catepories. often with mildly, and sometimes. as 1 uied to show in chapter one. with 

highly puzzling results. In fact, however. an epistemic sense of prep- and of prosëk- cûn be 

detected already in Sophocles. A recognition of this consmal. described in chapter one. 

clarifies a good many othewise puzzling passages. 

The cases i marshail in the pages that follow are of two sorts: unambiguous and 

ambiguous. Clearly only the former can be used for the purpose of establishine the epistemic 

sense in which 1 am interested. My justification for including ambiguous cases is to show 

that sometimes an epistemic sense is part of the word's total rneaning, sometimes to show 

that an epistemic construal is an equipossibility of interpretation which is at l e s t  a candidate 

for consideration. The important point is that whether such an epistemic interpretation is to 

be accepted or rejected must be decided by a re-examination of the wider context and not 

simply by a re-examination of the lexicon, because the present hypothesis constitutes an 

addition to that lexicon. 

Generally speaking, when prep- and prosëk- are used impersonally aanslators have 

rendered them in moral or quasi-moral terms such as "one ought," "one should" "one must." 

"it is appropriate," "it is fining," and so on. Indeed this procedure often produces intelligible 

English even where the context is not quasi-moral but cognitive or rational. The reason for 

this is that such English locutions are themselves in fact used epistemically as well as rnorally 

and quasi-morally. To illustrate. most people undentand that by "if solutions X and Y are 

mixed and shaken vigor~usly~ Z ought to happen" nothing mord or quasi-mord is intended 

by "ought." Sirnilarly. a conditional staternent such as 'Tf A is like C in the sarne way that B 

is like C. then A should be like Bu is neither a mon1 nor a quasi-mon1 one but an episternic 
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one; its consequent may plausibly be rendered "then it makes sense for A and B to be alike," 

or even, more strongly, "then A and B must be alike too." Such utterances do not aim to 

approve of anything but nther to declare what is reasonable, in the latter case, and what is 

reasonable to expect, or what is likely to be the case, in the former one. The main task 1 

have set myself in the pages that foilow, then. is to argue that prep- and prosëk- have an 

epistemic sense: a subsidiary task is to suggest a more clearly cognitive. intellectuaf. or 

rational interpretation of this langage in some cases in which a generally normative or quasi- 

moral interpretation does not produce decidedy unintelligible or even highly implausible 

results. An explicitly epistemic consmial, it is to be expected. will in appropriate cases serve 

to sharpen our understanding of the sense of the particular text under consideration a good 

deal. 

I am pleased to acknowledge that on occasion -- and not only in recent times -- some 

scholars in rny estimation have correctly rendered a given text in episternic terms. Obviously 

they took their interpretive cues from the context in which the words acnially occurred rather 

than from among the choices offered by LSJ. That they were not consistent in so doing, 

however, shows that they followed no clear policy but were groping for a more sausQing 

way to handle the text than LSJ's options pemitted. This dissertation, in arguinp that the 

epistemic sense of prep- and of prosëk- is already in Sophocles a live option which must be 

explicitly considered in each case before being discarded in favor of a cornpetitor, enables 

one to confirm or disconfum such interpretive intuitions on the part of translators. 



So phocles 

Antigone 92. Antigone is angry with Ismene, who refuses to help her bury their dead 

brother because to do so would be to disobey the royal prohibition in effect. Ismene tries to 

persuade Antigone by arguing that (1) her proposed action is doomed to fail and that (2) 'Tt's 

notlit doesn't to attempt what from the start can't be done" (archèn ... thëran ou prepei 

t'amëchana). In this context amëchona cleariy sibgifies not simply extreme diffculty but 

rather practical irnpossibility, as is commonly recognized among nanslators. Now it seems 

reasonable to expect that if Antigone herself thought her proposed course of action hopeless 

she would not undertake it. Thus she and her sister evidently disagree over whether it is 

practically speaking impossible, i.e. futile. If so, it seems unlikely that Ismene has any 

reasonable hope of advancing her cause by telling Antigone, who is prepared to violate a 

royal prohibition at considerable n s k  to her personal well-being in order to bury her brother, 

that doing so violates some social or moral nom as weU (which is not likely to involve such 

nsks to her personai safety). But this is just what one üne of interpretation seems to suggest: 

"But to begin with it is wronq to hunt for what is impossib~e.'~' Compared with such a 

strong interpretation, a gentler, more generally normative one has the advantage of being 

obviously m e ,  and yields a translation of the principle involved, in consequence, with which 

Antigone (and indeed anyone else) would agree: "A quest for the impossible should not even 

43 H. Lloyd-Jones (tr.). Sophocles II: Antigone. The Women of Trachis. Philoctetes, Oedipur 
at Colonus (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 1994). Cf. E. Wykoff (tr.), 
Antigone. in Sophocles 1, edd. D. Grene and R. Lattimore (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1954): ' 'Wron~ from the s tm, to chase what cannot be." For funher 
instances of this line of interpretation see R. Fagles (tr.), Sophocles: Three Theban Plays 
(London: Allen Lane, 1982) and R.E. Braun (tr.), Sophocles: Antigone (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1973). 
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be b e g ~ n ; " ~  and "It is better not to hunt the impossible at all"" illustrate this approach. 

But anyone including Antigone would agree with this principle not because they held the 

same moral or quasi-moral code (which they need not) but because they ihink the same way. 

Anyone, that is to Say, who understands what "impossible" means and thinks that X is 

impossible to attain will not bother to ay to attain X, for the simple reason that it makes no 

sense to think that what is impossible to attain rnight somehow or other be attainable. A third 

line of interpretation perceives that this mush must be involved in Ismene's words: "It's 

madness to chase what you will never catch"" and "Why punue the impossible at ail?"" 

and "Even to attempt the impossible is f o l l ~ . " ~  NOW we are dealing here not simply with a 

thought but nther a plan for practical action, and a whoLly epistemic consmal rnight seem to 

be less than completely satisQing, even if it is undoubtedly part of what is going on. At a 

general level of analysis, we may distinguish the nmower, specifically cognitive (= covertly 

behavioral?) domain from the wider overtly behavioral one by saying that thoughts and 

J.C. Kamerbeek, The Plays of Sophocles: Commentaries, Part 111: Antigone (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1978). Kamerbeek provides a good example of a translater who resaicts himself 
to Aeschylean categories even though. as is clear from his note to this text, he correctly 
divines the sense of the text: "Tt is, of course, the verv reasonableness of these sententious 
words which elicits from Antigone her most violent outburst" (51). 

D. Grene (tr.), Sophocles: The Theban Plays (New York: A.A. Knopf, 1994). 

K. McLeish (tr.), Sophocles: Electra. Antigone, Philocrefes (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1979). 

F. Kinchin Smith (tr.), The Antigone of Sophocles (London: Sidgwick and Jackson. 1950); 
similarly H.D.F. Kitto (a.), Sophocles: Three Tragedies (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1962): "But why attempt a hopeless task at au?" and D. Taylor (tr.), Sophocles: 
The Theban Plays (London: Methuen, 1986): "But you know it's hopeless, Why begin 
when you know you can't possibly succeed?" 

R.C. Trevelgan (tr.), The Antigone of Sophocles (London: Bowes and Bowes, 1958). 



reasoning do or do not make sense. on one hand. and that plans for practical action as well as 

practical actions themselves are or are not sensible. on the other, dependhg on whether or not 

the reasoning upon which those plans for practical action or pracrical actions themselves are 

based is sound or rational. In everyday speech. however, such a distinction is rarely 

encountered: these locutions are used more or less interchangeably. Watling's "No sense in 

starring on a hopeless tash1* conveys this unanalyzed sense weU. and thus makes both 

points -- the epistemic one and the behavioml one -- simultaneously. Whether or not 

Antigone sees that she is attempting the impossible. if she insists on proceeding it is to be 

expected that Ismene would think her mad. And that is just what transpires. For Ismene, 

realizing thar Antigone's resolve is fm. tells hm, in a parting shot (98-99): "But don? you 

sze? What you're doing is crazy!" ( rom d' isth' hori anous men erchêi). 

EIecna 639. Clytemnesûx prays in some son of code to ApolIo because she is 

womed about being overheard by Electra, who. she thulks, rnight veq weU broadcast it 

around town: 

Listen, Phoebus our protector, to my secret words; for I do not speak among 
fiends. nor is it proDer for me to unfold all to the li&t while she stands near 
me ( o d e  pan anapturai p r e ~ e i  pros phüs parousës tësde plësias emoi), in case 
in her hatred and with her shouting of much verbiage she shodd spread vain 
rumours through the whole city. No, listen in this fashion. for this is how I - 

shall ~ p e a k ! ~  

It is evident that Clytemnestra thinks it is not a good idea for her to speak clearly and 

'' E.F. Watling (tr. ) Sophocles: The 

50 H. Lloyd-Jones (tr.), Sophocles I: 
Harvard University Press, 1994). 

Theban Plays (Hmondswonh: Penguixt. 1947. 1978). 

Ajut, Elecn-a, Oedipus ïyrannur (Cambridge. MA: 



intelligibly at diis rime. The question 1 am interested in is how best to consmie the goodness 

of that "good idea". There is. among the mnslaton, a wide range of normative 

interpretations:" "1 speak not among friends, nor is it meet to unfold rny whole thought to 

the light, while she stands near "1 must veil their meaning, for 1 speak : with no 

friends n e a ~ ' " ~  and "nor mav 1 unfold the whole ! to the light while this girl stands beside 

me."j4 The feeling of imminent danger required by the context. however, is beaer conveyed 

by the following translations: "1 dare nor i Unveil my thoughts while she is here. AMy enemy. 

standing beside me, ; X malicious tonse,  ! Eager as ever / For gossip to scatter in the town" 

(McLeish); "it is not safe to speak / Freely and openly when she is by.'"' Now ou prepei 

may amount, in context, to '7 dare not" or "it is not safe", but it surely doesn't mean the first, 

and without some argument or even parallei cases to judge by, there is Linle reason to accept 

the second. In this case the plan conceived is not so much intemally inconsistent as one 

whch. if successful, would produce what Clytemnesna would take to be undesirable 

consequences. Thus, from her point of view, it wouid be poor judgment to speak clearly, as 

the following translation. again combining epistemic and generally normative aspects, shows: 

Kitto translates prepei as "should" (in the sense of 'if'): 'There is one present who has 
little love i For me. Should 1 speak openly, her Sour / And clamorous tongue would 
spread malicious rumour i Throughout the city." 

R.C. Iebb (tr.. comm.) Sophocles: The PIays und Fragments. Port VI: Elecna 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1924). 

T.H. Banks (a.), Four Pfays by Sophocles (New York: Ûxiord University Press. 1966). 

D. Grene (tr.). Electra, in D. Grene and R. Lattimore (edd.), Sophocles II (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1957). 

P.D. Amon (tr.). Sophocies: Oedipur at Colonlu and EIecna (Northbrook. IL: AHM 
Publishing Corp.. 1975). 



"No sense revealing eve-thing while she is near." 

Elecm 1213. Elecua, at Agamemnon's tomb, is mouming Orestes. who. she 

presumes. is dead. Orestes, unrecognized by her, stands before her and says that she c m  now 

stop crying: 

"YOU have no reason to larnent!" 
"How c m  I have no reason to lament my dead brother?" 
"It is not nght for you to cal1 him that!" 
(- sui prosëkei tënde prosphonein phutin) [Lloyd-Jones]. 

Evidently there is no need for Electra to believe that Orestes is dead. The question 1 am 

interested in is what kind of need this is. Now Orestes is not u n d e m g  Electra's 

impression that it is appropriate to moum those who are dead but rather her impression that 

he is in fact dead. It is not then a matter of moral entitlement or duty, as mmy interpreten 

supposes6 but a matter of facnial comcmess, as McLeish rightly intuits: 'Tbat's not the way 

to Lhink of him now," that is to Say, that's not the right way to think of him now. 

Particularly in light of Orestes' immediately preceding remark ("You hrve no reason to 

lament!"), it would seem unlikely that he is saying anything other than that she has no reason 

to think of hirn as dead, as the following epistemic translation indicates: "You, have no good 

grounds for calling hirn 'dead'!" 

Philoaetes 11 1. Odysseus wants Neopolemus to mck Philoctetes into giving up his 

56 "[You have1 no noht to speak of him as you have" (Banks); "You have no rioht to cal1 
him by that name" (Grene); "It is not meet for thee to speak of hirn thus" (Jebb); and 
"you have no right to speak of hirn thus" (J.C. Kamerbeek, The Plays of Sophocles: 
Cornmentaries Parr V: The Elecfra Leiden: E.J. Brill, 19741). 
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bow and arrow. Neoptolemus. as opposed to Odysseus, has moral qualms about t e h g  lies. 

Odysseus then says, ' M e n  you stand to gain. il's not'it doesn't to hoId back" (hotan ti 

drais eis kerdos. ouk oknein prepei). It is evident enough that Odysseus regards someonz 

who holds back under such conditions as inferior to one who does not; this shows that prepei 

is at least panly nomative?' But such superiority and inferiority, in the utility-minded 

calculus of a man famous for wiliness, are inseparable from clevemess, as düs paraphrase 

conveys nicely: "He who hesitates is 10st."'~ Since, as at Elecna 639 above, chere is nothing 

incoherent about holding back when not doing so rnight produce pain. on one han4 and since 

this policy does not guarantee success, on the other, as it would if rhere were some necessary 

connection between not holding back and gaining, it seems best to take Odysseus as 

simultaneously saying something epistemic and, in this case, moral: "No sense holding back 

when you stand to gain." 

Euripides 

Orestes 1071. Pylades says that if Orestes dies, he wiU not die alone, since Pylades 

cannot imagine wanting to iive on without him. Orestes then asks him. '3 gar prosëkei 

- - -  

57 R.C. Jebb (tr.), Sophocles: The Pluys and Fragments. Part N: The Philocietes 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1924): ' m e n  thy deed promises sain, 
unmeet to shrink." Cf. R.G. Ussher (tr.), Sophocies: Philoctetes (Wanninster: Ans and 
Phillips. 1990): 'When you are working for some advantage, vou must not hesitate"; R. 
Torrance (tr.), Sophocles: The Women of Trachir and Philoctetes (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1961): "None should recoil when what he does brings profit"; Banks: "It is won% 
to hang back when you stand to gain." 

G. MeNames (tr.). Sophokles: Philoktetes (Pon Townsend, WA: Copper Canyon Press. 
1986). Cf. McLeish: "It's for your own good. Rernember that." 
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karthanein s '  emou meta;" Now since Py lades has already given Orestes his reason for 

prefemng death to Life in this circurnstance, it szzms to me less iikely that Orestes is asking 

Pylades about some real or irnagined need, duty. or obligations bearing upon the situation 

than that he is cnticizing Pylades' sentimental proposal. Arrowsrnith seems to think that 

Orestes is questionhg Pylades' moral inference (viz. 1 ought, therefore. ro kill myself too): 

"Why should my dying mean that you should die?''" Orestes is here nying to bring Pylades 

back to his sober senses, and his question is the more iikely to do that the more 

unambiguously ir is consuued in an epistemic mannx "What sense does it make for you to 

die with me?" This translation highlights the faulty or irrational basis of Pylades' proposed 

course of action. 

Herodotus 

Hictory 2.120.4. Herodonis accepts the Egvprian version of the story concemins 

Helen. namely that she was not in Troy but rather in Egypt when the Greeks dernandzd her 

remm from the Trojans. He offers a number of reasons in support of his view. First, Priam 

would not have risked loshg so much just in order that Paris could have Hekn as his wifi. 

Second, Hector, Paris' older and braver brother, was in fact heir to the dirone,. not Paris. 

59 P. Veilacott (tr.), Euripides: Orestes and Other Plays (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972): 
"What obligation rests on you to die with me?" Cf. M.L. West (tr.), Euripides: Orestes 
(Wminster. Aris and Phillips, 1987): '%%y. what is fittino about your dying with me?": 
J. Peck and F. Nisetich (m.). Ewipides: Oresies (New York: Oxford University Press. 
1995): "Whv must you die with me?" 

50 W. Arrowsmith (W.). Oresres. in D. Grene and R. Lattimore (edd.). Euripides II( (New 
York: The Modem Library, 1942). 



Third. "it was nor likely that Hector would put up with his brother's Iawlzss behavior (ton 

prosëke adikeonti toi adelphe6i epitrepein), especially as it was the cause of much distress 

both to himself and to every other Trojan be~ ides . "~~  This is the most plausible way CO 

interpret this line. How and Wells have remarked long ago that "the whole chapter is an 

instance of Greek rationalizing criticisrn,"" and more recently Lloyd6" has made an 

observation conceming what he calls Herodotus' argument by eikos which is worth quoting 

extensively : 

Argument by eikos is not uncornmon. It would be surprising if the case were 
diffsrent. 'lot only had Hecataeus used it but in Herodotus' own liferime 
rhetorical teachers had built up an elaborate theory of eikos as a device in 
forensic oratory .... Iü influence dominates the oratory of Antiphon and it is al1 
pemasive in the wntings of Thucydides, both in speech and in narrative. It is 
also common in the works of die Hippocratic Corpus. A man so closely 
attuned to the thought of his  age as Herodotus could not fail to assimilate 
something of this and examples of argument by eikos are not diff~cult to fmd in 
Book II....- II, 45 provides us with an example of an important group-of 
eikoziz, viz.. the pisris kato tu ëthos which is of great importance in forensic 
oratory, particularly in Lysias. It is a r p e d  that the Eaptians could not have 
dealt with Herakles in the way the Greeks suggest because the Egyptians 
simply do not do that sort of thing .... [Another example occurs at] a, 120 
where Herodotus corroborates the Egyptian version of the fate of Helen by 
pointhg out the sheer improbsbility that a man would not give up the woman 
in the circumstances in which Priam found himself. 

6 1 A. de Sélincourt (tr.), Herodom: The Histories, New Edition (London: Penguin, 1996; 
orig. tram. 1954). 

62 W.W. How and J. Wells, A Commentary on Herodotus, Vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
19 12, 1964) 224. No comment is given in W.G. Waddell (ed.), Herodotus Book II 
(London: Methuen, 1939). 

A.B. Lloyd, Herodotus Book II: Commentary 99-182 ('Leiden: E.I. Brill 1988) 162-63. 

64 Lloyd at this point cites as cases of argument by eikos the following passages in book II: 
22, 25.2, 27, 43.2-3, 45, 49.2-3, 56, 93, 120, and 134. 
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It is not necessary to know whether or not Herodotus has the historical facts right in 

order to tell what he means by ou prosëke. The context clearly shcws that he does not mean 

"it was not fitting for Hector to zive in to his outlaw brother? Any such interpretation 

seems wrongly to assume that Hector did approve of Paris' misdeed. Herodotus, however, 

irnplies exactly the opposite: Paris' behavior caused enormous uouble -- which would not 

have been incurred if they had had Helen wiih them. whether Priam or Hector was king - 

both for Hector and for his city. Hector was not different kom but s lmi lar  to Mam. 

Herodotus cornes to his own concIusion as follows: There's no good reason to think that 

Priam would have permiaed his city to sustain the kind of damage it did just so Pans could 

keep Helen, nor would it have made sense for Hector to do so? Hence it's unlikeiy that 

Hector did so, and hence Helen most likely was not in fact in Troy at the turie. 

Xenophon 

Memorabilia 1.4.4. Aristodemus says that living things which are intelligent and 

active (e.g. human beings) deserve greater admiration than do stationary and senseless 

artefacts (e.g. statues), provided only that they are the products of design and not simply of 

chance. Socrates asks him which of these two Ends is due to chance and which is due to 

design. supposing that one of them has no discemible purpose and the other of them does 

have some usefulness. Aristodernus responds, "Prepei men tu ep' Gpheleiai gignornenu 

65 W. Blanco (tr.), Herodotus: The Hisfories (New York: W.W. Norton, 1992). 

66 Perhaps this is the force of Grene's "Hector it would cenainlv not have suited to comply 
with his erring brother"? (D. Grene [tr.], The History. Herodorus [Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press. 198 71). 
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gn&zês einai erga." Marchant in my estimation rightly ascertains what Aristodemus is saying 

here: f'Presurnablv the creature that serves some usehl end is the work of design.'" 

TredennickH translates less clearly. but nonetheless not clearly wrongly. 'Those which are 

useful should be the products of design." Socntes is here asking Aristodemus which of two 

possibilities is more likeiy to be the case, not which of them ought to be case, Le. which of 

them it would be somehow better if it were the case; but as 1 showed in chapter one, "should 

be" and "ought to belt are in fact also commonly used in a value-neutral manner to convey 

nothing more than likelihooh. The text may be rendered, accordingly, either as 'The 

creature which serves some usefd end is likelv to be the work of design" or as "It makes 

sense for the creature which serves some useful end to be the work of design." The - 
conecmess of the epistemic interpretation, in this case, is con fmed  by the variety of 

examples Socrates subsequently provides, which he evidently takes to illusnate "the results of 

forethought." This part of their conversation concludes as follows: 

S: Are you in real doubt whether such provident arrangements are the result of 
chance or of design? 
A: No, indeed .... Looked at this way, they seem very much like the 
contrivances of some wise and benevolent craftsman [tr. Tredennick]. 

Anubasis 3.2.15-17. Xenophon here tries to encourage his men for banle. He does 

not threaten hem, nor does he remind them of their duties and obligations as defenders of 

67 E.C. Marchant (W.), Xenophon VI: Memorabilia. Oeconornicur; with O J .  Todd (tr.), 
Symposium and Apology (Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press. 1923. 1979). 

6'3 H. Tredennick (tr.) and R. Waterfield (rev. tr. and ed.), Memoirs of Socrates, in 
Conversations of Socrates (London: Penguh, 1990: on$. trans. 1970). 



their society; rather. he argues that they have good reason to be hopeful for a good outcome 

in the current battle. His argument may be helpfully analyzed as follows: 

i l )  The gods are likely to be on Our side, because we (but not our enemies) 
were faithful to Our oaths taken in the name of the gods; 

(2) Your forefathers were themselves exceptionally brave men who, with the 
help of the gods, fought Xerxes' army very well: 

(3) Just a few days ago. in order to help Cyrus in his bid for the throne, you 
yourselves fought the descendants of Xerxes' m y  bravely: 

(4) Now you are fighthg for your own safety; 

(5) Surely it's for you to be much more brave and enthusiastic [now than 
then] @ o h  dêpou hwnas prosëkei kai ameinonas kai prothwnoterouc einai). 

[Moreover,] 

(6)  It's for you to be even more confident agaulst the enemy now (kai 
tharraleüteroris nun prepei einai pros tour polemiow), 

[and hence, fmally -- in light of your dernonstrated superior bravery, 
enthusiasm, and confidence -1 

(7) 1s it at al1 for you to still be afraid of them? (ti eti humin prosëkei 
1outou.s phobeisthai:) 

(7) is in fact a question, however, whose clearly irnplied answer is "no." We may thus 

reconfïgure (7) to the inference: 

(7a) It's not at ail for you to still be afraid of them ([ouk] eti humin 
prosëkei toutous phabeisthai). 

The best way to begin in this case is to consider the most likely sense of the 

argument's conclusion, (7a). Now as premises (1) - (4) show. both by their content and by 



their implicitly answering any important objections, that is to say by giving them al1 the 

reasons they need Xenophon is trying to bring the men to their senses, in much the same 

way that Orestes tried to bring Pylades to his senses in the passage from Euripides above. 

There is no question of any obligation to be afraid: if anything there is no need for fear. But 

this need once again is not a moral or quasi-moral need but a cognitive one. Wamer clearly 

and in rny view correctly perceives this: "What reason do you have to be afi-aid of &hem any 

longer?"69 Xenophon, thinking perhaps that if they agree with him they will be able to -- or 

perhaps will thereby already have -- put their fears behind hem, is hoping the men will see 

that according to this argument it makes no sense for them to be afraid, as this translation, 

essentially similar to Wamer's. indicates: "Does it still make any sense for you to be afraid of 

them?" The rhetoncal answer is clearly No, and the crucial point is the positive effect that 

answer is likely to have on the fghting prowess of the men. 
w 

Since (7a) is most plausibly taken epistemically, it would be very surprising if sub- 

conclusion (5) did not bear an episternic sense as well. It is not the only way to take it. as 

Rouse's more clearly normative translation shows: "1 take it vou oueht to be much better and 

much more resolute." Still, in context, Le. given that Xenophon has argued to this conclusion 

from a number of facts without invoking a specifically moral premise (e.g. 'Whenever X. it is 

good to Y"), Rouse's translation seems less satisfying than does Wamer's: "1 am sure it is 

rkht to expect frorn you much greater courage and a much greater will to victory," where "it 

- - 

69 R. Wamer (tr.), Xenophon: The Persian Expedirion ~anondswor th :  Penguin, 195 1). Cf. 
Rouse, who may or rnay not intend "should" epistemicaliy: 'Then why should you fear 
them?" (W.H.D. Rouse, The Mnrch Up Country [Ann Arbor, MI: Univknity of Michigan 
Press, 19641). 



is right" must mean "it is correct" rather than "it is 

c m  oniy provide a variant of Warner's: "Of course 

and more enthusiastic [now than ther~j ."~~ 

11 

my right" or anything equivalent. Again I 

it makes sense for you to be much braver 

These considerations suongly suggest that it would be a mistake to constnie (6) 

morally, as Rouse and (perhaps) Wamer take it, although, considered out of context, a purely 

moral constmal of it might seem plausible enough. Rouse renden (6) as follows: "You must 

be more confident against your enemy." It is not clear to me whether Warner intends 

something moral or something epistemic by "ought": "You ouoht to feel much greater 

confidence against the enemy."" Lf Xenophon were simply ordering them to be brave no 

persuasion would be needed. Thus, in consideration of the context, panicularly the overail 

exhortatory nature of the speech. "it makes sense for you [or: you are likelv] to be even more 

confident against the enemy" recommends itself." 

Cyropaedia 2.1.15. King Cyrus here tells the cornmoners that he has a plan for 

reorganization of the temitory By way of preface to his proposal he says this: 

Fellow-citizens of Persia, you were bom and 

'O Altematively. "Naturally you are likelv to be 
than then]." 

bred upon the same soi1 as we: 

much braver and more enthusiastic [now 

7 1 Hz may. as far as 1 c m  tell, intend sornething like "you are justified" in a rational sense. 
J.S. Watson (tr.). The Anabasis or Expedition of Cyrus and the Memorabifia of Socrates 
(London: George Beil and Sons, 1878) took it this way: "At present. too. you may iustlv 
feel greater confidence against your adversaries." Such a use of "justly" seems to be 
equivalent to "with sufficient (epistemic) warrant." 

72 As Cooper et al. saw long ago: "You have also reason now to entertain a greater 
confidence in your own strength than before" (A. Cooper. et al. [trr.]. The Whole Works 
of Xcnophon [Philadelphia: Thomas Wardle. 18361). 



the bodies you have are no whit inferior to ours, and it is not likelv that you 
have hearts in the least less brave than our own (psuchar te oiuien kakionas 
humin prosëkei hémon echein) .73 

Miller himself correctly felt that the context requires an epistemic interpretation of prosëkei. 

For sirnply by addressinp them as fellow-citizens Cyrus emphasizes a commonality between 

them. This commonality is assened in respect both of body and of sou1 -- the 'outer' man 

and the 'inner' man. we might Say. Now equivalence in terms of the body would be patent, 

presumably, to ordinary physical observation; but equivalence in terms of the sou1 is not. 

Thus their quality of soul can only be (and would seern naturally to be) inferred, i.e. "seen" in 

a mental way. from their quality of body. Since the isomorphism invoked is obviously Iess 

than cenain -- who has not now and then found a rnismatch between quality of body and 

quality of soul? -- but nonetheless would seern generally to hold, it is a good bet on the part 

of Cyms that. being for a11 relevant purposes alike in respect of body, they are also alike in 
- 

respect of soul. The improvements upon Miller's translation 1 would suggest are not major 

ones: "your bodies are in no way d e r i o r  to our own, and [sol it's likelv that your souk are 

not in the least worse than ours [either]." 

Symposium 8.26. Socrates has for some time praised love for the soul as being more 

important than love for the body. He compares someone who loves the body to a man who 

rents a farrn, someone who loves the soul to a man who owns a fann: the latter seeks to 

increase the farm's value, the former seeks to get as much out of it for himself as he cm; 

73 W. Miller (tr.). Xenophon 1: Cyropaedia. Books 1-4. (Cambridge. M A :  Harvard 
University Press, 19 14, 1960). 



they thus operate with differenr motives. Socrates then says: 

Furthemore, the favourite who reaiizes that he who lavishes physical chamis 
will be the lover's sovereign will in al1 likelihood be loose in his p e r d  
conduct (eikos auton t'alla rhaidiourgein); but the one who fiels that he cannot 
keep his lover faithful without nobility of character wi!i more probablv give 
heed 10 v h e  (orosëkei mailon aretës epimeleisthai)." 

Given my recommcndation that we dispense with the language of probability in this material, 

Bartlett's translation is preferable to Todd's: "But the beloved who recognizes that he will not 

retain the fiendship unless he is a sentleman is likelv to care more for vime."" Socrates is 

here evidentiy estimating behavioral likelihoods on the basis of an initial hypothesis or 

assumption. Fuxther. prosëkei is clearly correlative with eikos, and is therefore to be 

-4pology 24. Socrates clairns that he has told the mith at his üial, and that therefore 

those who have tesufied against him have not: 

But, men. those who instructed the witnesses that they ought to break their 
oaths by giving false testimony against me, and those who obeyed them -- they 
must necessarily be aware of their own F a t  impiety and injustice. But whv 
should I be hurnbler than before I was condemned (emoi de ri prosëkei nun 
meion phronein ë prin katakrithénai), since 1 was in no way proved to have 
done any of the things for which they have indicted 

* 

7 4 O.J. Todd (tr.). Symposium. in Marchant, Xenophon VI. 

75 R.C. Bartlett (a.). Symposium, in R.C. Bariien (ed.), Xenophon: The Shorter Socratic 
Writings (Ithaca. NY: CorneU University Press, 1996). 

76 Waterfield translates in tems of what is natunl for such a person: this may to amount 
simply to its being reasonable to expect B of C, i.e. that C will likely exhibit B. But if 
by "B is natuml for C" he really means "B belonps to Cu, then the predictive force is 
considenbly stronger, and more than this context seems to me to cal1 for. 

n A. Patch (tr.). Apology of Socrates to the Jury, in Bartlett. Xenophon. 



The usual constmal of prosëkei in this case seems to be quasi-moral.7s This is an interesthg 

case because, while it seems clear enough that prosëkei connotes something about proper 

behavior, in Socrates' case in particular it simultaneous!y cormotes something more. 
* 

According to the ponrayds we have of him both in Xenophon and in Plato. he does not 

determine what he will and will not do by consulting popular opinion but rather thinks for 

himself, consistently using rational criteria. (One might Say the moral imperative for Socrates 

was to be rational.) For instance, at Apology 28. after Socrates has been condernned, 

Xenophon reports this episode: 

A man narned Apollodorus, who was there with him, a very ardent disciple of 
Socrates, but othenvise simple, exclaimed, "But. Socrates. what I fmd it hardest 
to bear is that 1 see you being put to death unjustly!" The other, stroking 
Apollodonis' head is said to have replied. "My beloved Apollodoms, was it 
your preference to see me put to death justly?" and smiled as he asked the 
question [Todd]. 

And then there is Plato's portrayal of Socrates in his Crito, where the decision to stay in or to . 
escape from prison is apparently governed by nothing other than the cogency of arguments 

one way or the other. To the extent that these pomayals are accurate representations of 

Socrates, when Socrates asks why he should think differently now that he has been found, Le. 

declared, guilty, he is thus also -- and more profoundly -- asking, "And what sense does it 

make for me to think any less of myself now than before I was condernned?" 

They may not actually be so, however: e.g. 'Why should I have a iower opinion of 
myself now than before the guilty verdict?" (Waterfield); "Why should rny spirit be any 
less exalted now than before my condemnation ... ?" (Todd). . 



Panarhenaictu 206. Isocrates explains, at section 200 ff.. that he is not ending his 

discourse at the point where most people would have expected it to end  The reason, he says, 

is diat one of his former pupils, nom whom he had requested editorial assistance, had 

expressed disagreement with what Isocrates had written about the Spartans. This former pupil 

claimed on the conrraxy that the Spartans were to be thanked for having discovered the best 

way to live, a view Isocrates describes as "unsound", "impious". "false". and "full of many 

contradictions" (203).'~ Assuming that this former pupil's view were m e ,  then, since the 
.4 

Spartans are relative newcomers to the Peloponnesus, "it must follow that those who lived 

many generations before the Spartans settled there had no part in them" (205) -- including 

those who fought against Troy and those who Lived during the t h e  of Heracles. In other 

words. says Isocrates, it rnust follow 

that al1 of them have in this respect a reputation which is false. But if, on the 
other hand, you are speakuig nonsense, and it is finin? that men who were 
descended from gods should have cultivated these v h e s  more than all others 
brosëkei de tous apo theon gegonotas kai chrésthai ruutais rnallon ton all6n) 
and transmitted them to their successon as well, then you cannot escape being 
thought mad by all who hear you for being so reckless and unjust and 
undiscriminating in your praise Forlin]. 

In this text "it is fitting" translates prosëkei less well than does "it is likelyl' or "it stands to 

reason" (and "should" should accordingly be changed to "would"). For the strength of 

Isocrates' argument, such as it is, depends upon his daim that the men of long ago were 

descendants of the go&, his implication being either that the Spartans are not descendants of 

'' G.Norlin(~.).IsocraresII:OnthePeace.Areopagiticw,AgainsttheSophists,An~idosis. 
Ponarhenaicus (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1929, 1962). 



the go& or that the Spanans are not descendants of the gods in the same marner as were 

those ancient men. Le. that the Spartans are at best less directly descended from the go& than 

the ancienü were. Consequently. given the close association of virtue and reverence of the 

oods indicated in ( 2 0 1 ) ~ ~  Isomtes is not to be taken as arguing that it was in some way 
C 

better for the ancients at that tirne dian it is for Spartans at this time to do so -- it's unlikely 

that anybody in these circumstances would dispute the clairn that it's as good for one man as 

for another to cultivare these virtues -- but raiher simply that it's more likely that die mcients 

in fact did so than that the Spartans did and stiLl do so. Bur even if it were somehow bener 

for the ancients than for the Spartans to do so. this by itself hardly d e s  out the Spanans' 

doing so now. and so would not give Isocrates' argument the support it needs. A preferable 

translation, 1 conclude, is this: "and it stands to reason [or. it7s likelvl that men who were 

descended from go& would have cultivared these virtues more than al i  others." 

Areopagisicus 2. At the beginning of this discourse Isocrates scknowlcdges that his 

listenen are probably wondering why he wishes to speak concerning the public safety. as 

thou@ Athens were in danger. Their puzzlement would be reasonable, he says, since Athsns 

h a  ri,ore than 200 warships, is at peace, rules the sea, and has plenty of allies: 

With these resources, one might argue that we have every reason to be secure, 
as being far removed from danger, while our enernies mav well be anxious and 
take thought for their own safety fhon huparchonton hëmm men an tir phëseien 
eikos einai thrrein h5.s porrü ton kindunan ontus, mis d'ech~hrois tois 
hémeterois prosëkein dedienai kai bouieuesrhai peri tës hautan sürërias) 
[Norlin] . 

Y0 Namely. "the practice of reverence in relation to the gods and of justice in relation to 
mankind and of wisdorn in relation to al1 rictivities in general." . 



Eikos einai and pro~ëkein are in this case evidently parallel, as the men ... de construction 

shows, creating a presumption of synonymy unless the context clearly indicates othenvisr, 

which it does not. Norlin's translation of eikos einai as "we have every reason to be secure" 

conveys the bais of their security nicely, and is equivaient to "we are in all likelihood 

secure." But since the same facts which warrant their own confidence j u s w  the anxiety of 

their enemies, the probability of the former is matched by the equiprobabilirj of the latter, as 

Xorlin's "while our enemies mav well be anxious and take thought for their own safety" 

seems to indicate. Still, the paralle1 involved justifies a stronger translation than Norlin's 
d 

"may well", for it is not a matter of what their enemies might feel, but what they Zikely in fuct 

do feel (though it remains only a zooci bet on Isocrates' part): "wMe our enemies are Wcelv 

to feel anxious." 

Anridosis 230. Isocrates disputes the commonly held view that clever speakers (such 

as he is) are bad men who are not to be tmsted: 

if it be true that clzvemess in speech results in plotting against other people's 
property. we should expect al1 able speakers to be intriguers and sycophants 
Cprosëken hapanras fous dunamenous eipein poluprugmonas kui sukophonm 
einai): for the sarne cause produces in every instance the same effect. In fact, 
however, you will fmd that among our public men who are living to-&y or 
who have but Iately passed away those who give most study to the art of words 
are the best of the statesmen who corne before you on the rostmm, anc, 
furthemore, that arnong the ancients it was the greatest and the most illusmous 
orators who broupht the city most of her blessings. 

The argument here is that if A is tnily the cause of B then A should never not cause B (or A 

should never cause not-B). This is another case in which "should" is better rendered by 

"would." Shce neither version of the consequent is in fact the case. Isocrates claims, the 
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principle assumed to imply it should be rejected, i.e. it ought to be rejected on rational (not 

moral) grounds. It should be noted that no more than a hiph degree of likelihood is required 

for Isocrates to make his point. which seems to be to undennine without discarding the 

gened principle. In this way he will be in a position to educate his audienccso that they no 

longer unreflectively believe that "al1 able speakers are likelv to be intriguers and 

sycophants." 

Calfimuchus 57. Isocrates argues (55 ff.) that Callimachus has in another case falsely 

testified that a living woman was actuaiiy dead. On diis ground, he continues. Callimachus' 

testimony in the current case is not to be trusteci. In order to prepare the jury for the 

eventuality that Callimachus will Say that his prosecutors are lying, Isocrates askr them to 

think about this: "Who & more likelv to present wimesses of events which have not occurred 

dian my antagonisr here ( t h  de prosëkei ton më genomenon paraschesthai rnarturas mailon 
4 

ë touton). who hirnself has the hardihood to test@ falsely for ~ thers?"~ '  Van Hook's 

episternic interpretation is in my estimation not to be improved upon. 

Isaeus 

Philocremon 1 1 .  Androcles claims that his client's father is Philoctemon's brother, 

Isaeus disputes this. saying îhat al1 of the legitimate members of the family are well-known to 

each other, and none of them has ever heard of Androcles' client. "Yet it is only natural that 

these [people] should be most trustworthy witnesses" (kuitoi tourouc eikos pistomtow einai 

3 1 L. Van Hook (tr.). lsocrares I I I  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1945. 196 1 ). .. 
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nomizein murturas), he continues, "for reiatives ought to h o w  about such matten" (tour gar 

oikeious eidenoi prosëkei ta roiaut~).~' Isaeus here cannot reasonably be taken to mean that 

relatives are under anything like an obligation to know these things because meaning this 

would not serve his purpose, which is to undermine the credibility of his opponent's claim. 

But even if some such thing were involved, it is to no purpose, forensically, unless it 

increases the odds that they are credible witnesses regarding the question of who is and who 

is not a relative; for this the best candidates are other relatives, as evevone would think 

perfectiy obviour. Forster's "it is only natural" as a rendering of eikos can in this context be 

reasonably taken to mean only "it's iikely" (again, "should" rnay and should be cchanged to 

"would"). Since prosëkei is clearly parallel with eikos, the text is consequently best 

translated: "for relatives are Iikelv to know such things." 

Hagnias 6 .  Hagnias' estate was inhented by his cousin. This cousin is now being 

sued by his own nephew, for haLf the estate. Isaeus demands that this nephew explain exactly 

how he is related to Hagnias in order to show that his suit is groundless. The nephew must 

have been squirming, given Isaeus' next comment to the jury: 

You observe that he cannot defme the relationship, but gives any sort of 
answer radier than the information which you require. Yet one who is acting 
in good faith ouoht not to be embamssed, but oueht to be able to answer 
immediately (kaitoi ron ge prattonta ti dikaion ou prosëken aporein allr euthus 
legein), and not only so but also swear an oath and produce wimesses about the 
degree of relationship, so that you might have attached greater credence to 
what he said Forster]. 

Forster's "ought" is fine provided it is construed epistemically. Euzhus [egein seems to me to 

82 E.S. Forster (tr.), Isaeur (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1927, 1943). 
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argue in favor of rendering aporein as "tongue-tied" rather than "ernbarrassed," but in any 

case there is no question of appropriate behavior in the sense of duties or obligations. but 

rather of the sort of behavior an observer would ordinarily expect to observe in such a 

situation, under the hypothesis that the wimess is telling the üuth. On the basis of normal 
.4 

and well-recopized social behavior. then, it would be unlikely that one who is acting in good 

faith, Le. one who thinks his daim is valid, behaves this way; the chances are thus good -- 

but not of course certain -- that the witness is not acting in good faith. An epistemic 

interpretation is thus caUed for: "Yet one who is acting in good faith & not likelv to be 

tongue-tied but to answer snaight off ...." 

Euphiletu 9. Euphilenis' older brother presents a variety of arguments in support of 

Euphiletus' claim to Athenian citîzenship: if he is successful, Euphilenis will not be soid into 

slavery after having his property c ~ ~ s c a t e d .  His fmt argument is that thrir father had no 

financial motive - indeed Euphiletus was as much a fiancial burden as was any other of his 

children -- for fraudulently adopùng Euphiletus, and thus "it is unlikely" (ouk estin eikos) that 

he did so. The second argument is that Euphiletus' advocate and brother would have to be 

"completely insane" if he pleaded Euphilenis' cause when success would enrail having to 

share the panimony more than would othenvise be necessary. i.e. he is not likely to be Iying 

to them (this is not stared but it is clzarly irnplied). What follows from this? 'The 

probabilities are in favour of (eikos esti) my havinp given the me evidence." He then claims 

the same credibiiity for his relatives, one of whom is his -- and of course Euphiletus' -- own 

mother: 



And in addition to the deposirions. judges. ... the rnother of Euphiletus ... 
expressed bzfore the arbitraton her willingness to swear an oarh in the 
sanctuary of Delphinian Apollo that Euphilems here was the issue of henelf 
and Our father; and who had betrer means of howing than she? (kaitoi tina 
prosëke mallon autës ekeinë~ touto eidenai;) Forster]. 

What Euphilerus' advocate needs is an argument which has a good chance of being accepted 

as (probably) being mie. Forster seerns to sense the only plausible kind of Uiterpretation of 

prosëke required by the context: an epistemic one. It is far from clear ba t  tina prosëke 

m e a m  "who had better means". however. although îhis is clearly impiied by what it doer 

mean, narnely: "who was more likely." The text is thus to be rendered: "And who was more 

likely to know than she?" Answer No one. + 

Demosthenes 

Aphobus I 59. On his own behalf, Demosthenes, having recently become old enough 

to be Iegally entitled to his inheritance, is suing Aphobus, one of three rogue gardians of his 

father's estate. Arguing from precedent by referring to a similar case. Demosthenes says that 

in six yean Amidorus' original value of three talents and three thousand drachmae had grown 

to more than six talents. On this gound Demosthenes now argues that the approximately 

seventy rninae he has been given by his guardians is insufficient: "in my case. founeen talents 

in ten years, when consideration is given to the time and terms of his [Le. Aphobus'] lease, 
-Y 

ouszht to have been more than trebled" (pleon é niplusia kata to eikos prosëkon g e n e s t h ~ i ) . ~ ~  - 

A.T. Murray, Demosfhenes N (Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press. 1936. 1958). 
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Rann-Kennedy had earlier translated similarly. as did Pearson later? Such a rendering is 

plausible, it seems to me, only if it is taken episternically. For Dernosthenes is forecasting 

normaily expected retums under ordinary circumstances, and using that information in order 

to make his statement of claim. not arguinp that on some moral or quasi-moral grounds the 
II 

rate of retum ought to have been X rather than Y. One way of rendering the implicit 

semantic relationship between prosèkon and kota IO eikos is as foiIows: "Judging by 

Likelihoods, it's reasonable to expect fourteen talents to have more than üipled in ten 

years.'185 

Eubulides 34. Euxitheus is trying to reinstate his Athenian citizenship; Eubulides is 

trying to prevent him fiom doing so. Euxitheus argues that both of his parents were full 

84 C. Rann-Kennedy (B.), The Orarions of Demosthenes, Volume 4 (London: George Bell 
and Sons, 1875): '1 therefore, who had fourteen talents, calculating by the time and terms 
of his lease, ought in ten yens to have rny estate more than aebled"; L. Pearson (m., 
comm.), Demosthenes: SU. Privare Speeches (Noman, OK: University- of Oklahoma Press, 
1972): "prosëkon genesthai. accusative absolute, 'though the result ought to have been, 
reasonably, (kata to eikos), a tripling of the capital" (141). 

Rann-Kennedy seems to see an intensQing function of prosëkon in this text. He 
comments: 

Suppose the estate of Antidorus to have been doubled in six years, it was 
capable at Athens of being more than trebled in ten years. But the fact 
shows that it was not quite doubled in six years. We may take it therefore 
that it might have been about trebled in ten yean. Then Demosthenes 
argues that his own estate might have been more than trebled. 1s there any 
overstatement in this? 1 do not see that there is: for very likely a greater 
profit might be made out of a greater estate [108, emphasis mine]. 



citizens (and not just his father)s6 on the grounds that if his mother were not in fact a 

citizen, plenty of people would be able to test@ to it. Eubulides himsdf agrees that 

everyone knows her. "Well then," Euxitheus says, "there oupht to be many to test@ from 

knowledge who she is. and not ffom hearsay only" (prosëken dépouthen eidozus ourën pollow 

hëris esti murturein. kai më monon akoën) (Murray). Once again, it is not a question of 

someone's being morally obliged to give witness from knowledge rather than hearsay. but 

rather of the iikelihood, under these circumstances, that it would not be difficult to fmd 

someone who is able to give such testimony. But since Eubulides has found no one able or 

willing to give such evidence, there is a strong likelihood that his "evidence" is in fact 
-9 

heanay; and since Athenian law specifically disallowed such testirnony, the only reasonable 

recourse. Euxitheus argues, is to throw the case out. The rext is accordingly best rendered as 

follows: 'Well then, many people could Likelv have testified to the 'fact' from howledge. 

and not only from hearsay." 

These cases constitute sufficient evidence upon which one rnay justifiably claim that 

prep- and prosëk- had epistemic uses in non-Platonic authors. In some cases there can be no 

reasonable doubt that the correct sense of the word is epistemic. rendered variously as "it 

makes sense," "it stands to reason." "it is plausible," or "it is likely." In other cases. an 

86 A.T. Murray (tr.). Dernosthenes VI (Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press, 1939. 
1956) notes that "Attic law recognized as citizens only those who were of pure Attic 
descent on both sides" (230). 
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epistemic sense is not clearly the dominant sense although it seems clearly to be pan of the 

word's composite meaning. We may conclude, then, that an epistemic sense of these words 

was available to Plato. In the next chapter I argue that Plato himself used these words this 

way. 



3: Platonic Evidence for an Episternic Use of prep- and prosëk- 

It has been shown in chapter two that prep- and prosëk- bore tpistemic rneanings in a 

wide range of non-Platonic authûrs. In diis chapter f present a number of Platonic texts 

which are most plausibly consmied in an episremic manner. By this 1 intend such 

interpretations as "it makes sense," "it is plausible," "it stands to reason." "il is likcly." and 

their equivalents. This evidence shows that when Plato used this language in the 

cosmologicai portion of the Tirnaeus he may well have done so, ar ltast in part. in an 

epistemic manner. "In part" may mean either (a) of the totality of occasions some portion are 

intended epistemically and not otherwise or (b) on a specifc occasion part of the totaiity of 

rneaning is epistemic (in conjunction. Say, with a generally nomative or moral sense). 

Charmides 1542. Socrates is not quite ready to pronounce Chamiides utterly 

irresistible; fmt he wants ro see whether Channides has one srnall thmg in addition to his 

astonishing body, namely a good soul. Irnmediately he comments. "prepei de pou. ü Kriti'a. 

toiouron auton einai tës ge humeteras onta oikias." West and West p o m y  Socrates as 

approving of the fact: "Surely it is fittin~, Critias, for him to be such. since he is of your 

family."87 But this is implausiblr, for Socntes has just indicated that he is not sure whether 

this is tme of Charmides: something more tentative or hypotheticd is called for on Socntes' 

part. Sprasue avoids this problem: "It would be a~orooriate if he did Critias, since he cornes 

- 

Y7 T.G. West and G.S. West (m.), P!ato: Charmides (Indianapolis: Hackett. 1986). 
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from your family.'"8 Here the indicative prepei is less than completely satisfyingly rendered 

as though it were optative. Watt gets the tone ri@: "He should, of course, have such a soul, 

since he does belong to your family, Critias.'"' This "should", however, must be construed 

episternically, not quasi-morally, if, as seems certain, it is good for al1 without exception to 

have a good soul, whether or not they are part of Critias' farnily. Radier, Socrates is telling 

Critias here (whether he hirnself believes it is questionable) that Channides' being part of 

Critias' family increases the odds that Charmides has a p o d  soul. But that is alI it does, and 

this uncertainty is highlighted by pou which signals either doubt or, ironically, confidence,m 

both of which are just what one would expecr in epistemic contexts. Accordingly the text is 

best rendered dong these lines: "But, Critias. it stands to reason that he's like that, doesn't it? 

After au, he's a member of your household." 

Ion 539e. Ion has just conûadicted his earlier admission conceming the range of 

Homeric passages that he was, quo rhapsode. expert in. "Oh no, you don? maintain it's 

everything, Ion." Socrates replies. "Or are you as forgetful as that? "Yet it would hardlv do 

for someone who's a rhapsode to be so forgetfùl!" (kaitoi ouk an prepoi ge epilësmonu einai 

rhnps6idon andra)? Saunders here emphasizes the aspect of the social expectations of a 

R.K. Sprague (tr.), Channides in Cooper and Hutchinson, Complete Works. 

89 D. Watt (tr.), Charmides in T.J. Saunders (ed.), Plato: Early Socratic Dialogues 
(London: Penguin, 1987). 

90 J.D. Denniston, The Greek Partich, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954) 490-9 1. 

9 1 T.J. Saunders (tr.), lon ,  in Saunders. Early Socratic Dialogues. 



rhapsode?' I have no doubt that a forgetful rhapsode could nor give the excellent 

perfonances people paid signficant surns to experience, but 1 do doubt that this is the most 

salient aspect of Socrates' meaning. Just as in the Charmides passage. where being a rnember 

of Critias' household increases the odds -- so Socrates says, at least -- of Charmides' having a 

good  SOU^. so here Ion's being a rhapsode decreases the likelihood that he is as forgetful as he 

appears to be. Still, it seerns unlikely that Ion is deliberately conû-adicting himself; the 

probability is rather that he h s  in fact forgotten what he earlier said. This is not surprïsing; 

he is neither the first nor the last to do so at Socrates' hands. But this does not show that 

Socrates is primarily interested in scolding Ion; it shows rather that the texr is to be consmed 

ironically. The rebuke, which must not simply be ignored is packaged within Socrates' 

larger epistemic point: "But of course it wouldn't be at all likelv that someone who's a 

rhapsode would be so forgetful!'"' This kind of interpretation is c o n f i e d  by the larger 

context: in fact Ion is not this forgedul, for he won fxst prke at the festival of Asclepius and 

had good hopes for the Panathenaic festival as weil (530a); he is therefore clearly nor the 

inferior rhapsode he would surely be if he were in fact as forgetful as he appears to be. 

92 A sirnilar interpretation is made by L. Cooper (a.) Ion, in E. Huntington and H. Cairns 
(edd.). Plafo: Collected Dialogues (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 196 1. 1989): 
"Indeed, it wouki il1 become a man who is a rhapsode to forger" and by P. Woodniff 
(tr.), Ion, in Cooper and Hutchinson, Comple~e Works: "But no, it would not befit a 
rhapsode to be forgetfu1." 

93 Altematively, "But of course it wouldn't make any sense for sorneone who's a 
rhapsode to be so forgetful!" 
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Lysis 22 1 b. At 2 18d Lysis accepts the theory that desire has two distinct causes. on 

one hand that it is due to the presence of something negative. on the other that it is for the 

sakc of something positive. Presently Socrates asks Lysis the following question: 

S: Lf bad things are destroyed, is there anv reason whv things which are not in 
fact bad snould be destroyed along with the bad things?" (oukoun ean 
apolldfai ta kaka. ha ge mi tunchanei onta kuka ri prosëkei rois kukois 
sunapoilus thui;) 
L: None at a11? 

This passage is recognized by Watt to be epistemic in sense. and indeed there seeas no othrr 

equally plausible way to take ir. not even if one renden fi prosèkei as "is there any need". 

For in the context of this thought-experirnent, the "nerd" imazined will be a logical (i.e. a 

predictive) one and not a moral or quasi-moral one. Wright helpfuliy avoids any nonnative 

and predictive ambiguity in the word "should" altogether by translatinp, " ~ e l l ;  if evil is being 

exringuished is there anv reason in the world for things that are not cvil to be exthguished 

with it?'" Since Socrates is asking Lysis to estimate likelihoods with respect to some 

objective statr of affairs. it seerns best tu render the text: "Well. if bad things were to be 

abolished. and thzre were with them some things that wzren't bad. is it likelv that any of 

those things that aren't bad would be abolished along with die bad things?" 

D. Watt (tr.). Lysis, in Saunden. Early Socratic Dialogues. 

95 J. Wright (n.). Lysis, in Huntington and Caims, Collected Dialogues. Lombardo also 
evidendy f d s  that a normative reading leaves something to be desired: "And if bad 
things are abolished. does this have anvthino to do with things that aren't bad being 
abolished along with them?" (S. Lombardo [tr.]. Lysis, in Cooper and Hutchinson, 
Compfete U'orks). 



Mertexenus 238a. Socrates recounts a funcral ontion he once heard from Aspasia. In 

the course of praising her country, Aspasia cites the fact rhat it produces "pin for its 

inhabitants as being a good reason for thinking of it as their mother "And it's more to 

accept such proofs in the case of a land than of a woman: for it's not land which irnirates a 

woman in conception and in birdi, but a womm the [and" (mallon de huper gës ë gunaikos 

prosëkei dechesthai toiauta tekmdria ou gar gë ,oumika memimérai kuësei kai gennësei. alla 

gunë gën). Aspasia is not here recornmending some course of action but a way of t h i n h g  

about something. This snongly suggests that the text is to be interpreted epistemicallyY 

Jowett, who seems to sense this, interprets the goodness of the proof in tems of truth: "And 

these are mer proofs of motherhood in a counùy dian in a wornadfi6 But his rendering 

raises a diffi~culty concerning de-orees of mth which does not &se if the text is mslated as 1 

suggest it be, since it is not exactly unusual for one argument to be slightly more convincing 

-- i.e. to make slightly more sense, or to bz slightly more plausible -- than another: "and & 

makes more sense to accept such proofs for a land than for a woman: for it is not land which 

imitates a woman in conception and in binh, but a woman the land." f i s  translation would 

explain why. as Ryan puts it. "such testirnonies are to be taken more senouslv on earth's 

behaif than a wornan's ....'" 

36 B. Jowen (tr.). Menexenus, in Huntington and Cairns. Collected Dialogues. Cf. R.E. 
Allen (B.). The Didogues of Plato, Vol. 1 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. 
1984): "Such proofs as these are more readilv to be accepted in behalf of a land than 
of a woman." Bury's translation might or might not be epistemic: "And proofs such 
as this one ought to accept more readily on behalf of a c o u n ~  than on behalf of a 
woman" (J.B. Bury, [W.], Pfaro Cf [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1929, 
19891). He would be correct if and only if it is. 

97 P. Ryan (tr.). Menexenus. in Cooper and Hutchinson, Complete Works. 
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Republic 2 . 3 6 2 ~ .  Glaucon has challenged Socrates to prove that die life of a man who 

is in fact unjust but is considered by al1 to be just is less desirable than the l i f i  of a man who 

is considered by a11 to be unjust but is in reality jusr. Such an unjust man is to be imagined 

as being wealthy. he continues, and as making rnuch better sacrifices to the go& than the 

poor but just man cm make. Glaucon then draws the inference made by the majoriy of 

people: "Hence & more likelv that the go&, in tum. wilI take better care of him than of a 

just person" (haste kai theophilesreron auton eimi mallon prosëkein ek ton eikoton ë ton 

d i k a i ~ n ) . ~ *  A large number of other translators agree that the text is to be taken 

epistemically: "and one can reasonablv expect he'U be m o c  loved by the go&;'" "So they 

say it would not be surprisinp if the go& were kinder to him t o ~ ; " ~ ~  "he mav therefore 

reasonablv exmct that heaven wiII bestow its favors on him rather than on thé j ~ s t ; " ~ ~ '  and 

"so that it is reasonable to suppose that the gods care more for h m  than for the just 

man. "'O2 Prosëkein is clearly to be consmied 

that. as in the case of Dernosthenes, Aphobur 

likelihoods, it's reasonable to exwct the p d s  

with ek iôn eikotsn. and a good way to do 

159, above, seems to be: "Judging by 

to favor the unjust over the just man." 

98 G.M.A. Grube (m.), Republic, rev. C.D.C. 
Works. Grube's original translation reads 
to the go&." 

Reeve. in Cooper and Hutchinson, Complete 
"with the result that he is likelv to be dearer 

99 R. Larson (tr.). Plato: The Republic (Arlington Heighrs. IL: AHM Publishing Corp.. 
1979). 

190 I.A. Richards (ed., tr.), Plato's Republic (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
1966). 

'O' R.W. Sterling and W.C. Scott (UT.). Piuto: The RepubZic (New York W.W. Norton, 
1985). 

1 O? D. Lee (tr.), Plato: The Republic (London: Penguin, 1974. 1987). 



Compared with this predictive interpretation, one which connotes approta113' of divine 

bribability on the part of people at large is less credible, supposing thar those most able to 

bribe the go& did not constitute the largest and least wealthy segment of society. Given the 

popular belief (unchanged as of today) that the wicked often in fact go unpunished, it is a 

reasonable inference -- i.e. it makes sense, and so seems Likely --, consequently, on the 

supposition that there are gods at all, that these go& can be '%ought." 

Theaetem 15Oa. Here Socrates. having compared himself to a midwife. argues that 

midwives know how to produce the most desirable offspring. Theaetenis accepts Socrates' 

analogy between midwifery and skilled fanners: both. that is. are presumed to have a h a c k  

for improving the stock they oversee. Socrates explains that midwives, unlike fmers.  don? 

practice eugenics because it would seem to onlooken too much like prostitution, but then 

ad&: "epei tais ge ontüs maiair monais pou prosëkei kai promnêsnsthai orth8s." A number 

of translaton either simply o v e r l ~ o k ~ ~ '  pou or take it to express non-ironic confidence;los 

'O3 R. Waterfield (tr.), Pluto: Republic (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1993): "and 
consequently it is more appropriate for the go& to srnile on him rather than on a 
moral person. and more likely that they will;" A. Bloom (m.), Plato: Republic (New 
York: Basic Books, 1991): "So in al1 likelihood, it is also more appropriate for him to 
be dearer to the go& than is the just man." Such translations are mechanical and 
show a lack of sensitivity to the context. 

104 F.M. Comford (tr.). Theaeretus, in Huntington and Cairns. Collected Dialogues: "Yet 
the genuine midwife & the only successful matchrnaker." 

105 R. Waterfield (tr.), Plato: Theaezezus (Harmondswonh: Pzngu in, 195 7): "But in fact 
only proper midwives are qualified to make successful matches": J. McDowell (u.). 
Plato: Theaeterw (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973): "In fact it's surely real niidwives, 
and they alone. who are the a~orooriate people to make matches correctly." 
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in either case they seem to me to render the text too strongly. as though Socntes is acnially 

claiming to know something. It is not impossible. of course. that this is what Socrates is 

doing, particularly if he is making a logical comment. as he seems to be doing: for who else 

besides a genuine matchmaker would do it right? Socrates does not disavow al1 knowlcdge. 

after al1 (2.8. Apology 29b6-9).Iw On the other hand. we have seen above that, according to 

Demiston, pou generally sipifies restraint (or, when used ironicdy. confidence). Now this 

obviously does not by itself irnply that pou does not or may not express straight-faced 

assuredness, but without argument or p d e l s  cited in support of somzthk; which clearly 

constitutes an addition co Denniston. 1 see no good reason to take it as expressing non-ironie 

confidence, especially since, as Levea shows. a perfectiy fme rendering is possible by 

constminp pou as expressing reservation ('7 supposet'). Unfominately she interprets prosëkei 

in tems of belonging, concem, or perhaps prerogative: "And yet, 1 suppose reliable 

matchmaking is a matter for no one but the me midwife."'" This interpretation seems 

ruled out, smctly speaking, since Socrates has said that. for the reason given, in fact there are 

no such people, even though it would be a good idea if there were; but if so, the naturalness 

or fimess of A with respect to B is so far something perceptible in the imagination. not in 

concrete social life. For this there is no more appropriate interpretation, it seems to me. than 

an epistemic one: "although it makes sense, 1 suppose, that ody genuine midwives would 

make correct matches." 

'O6 See P. Woodmff. 'Flato's Early Theory of Knowledge," in Evenon, ~pitremology. 
esp. 62 ff. 

1 O7 M.J. Levett (tr.), Theuetetus (rev. M. Bumyeat), in Cooper and Hutchinson. Complete 
Works. 
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Sophist 230e. The Stranger says that the goal of cross-examination is to prepare the 

sou1 for instruction, something which is of lasting benefit (230~): one is ready to leam when 

one no longer believes that one h o w s  more than one actually does (230d). Whoever has not 

bten cross-examined. he continues, even if he is the Great King hirnself, is contaminated. and 

"apaideuton re kai airchron gegonenni [aura ha korhar6taton kai kailisron e p w e  ton ontos 

esornenon eudaimona einai" (23Oel-3). In this case Socrates seems to be laying down a 

relationship between X and Y such that if A wants X then h rnust fmt do Y. There is no 

suggestion that Y is one way among others for securing X: hence Y is not the best way to 

secure X (for which a moral or quasi-moral rendering of eprepe would be naniral) but nther 

the on- way to secure X. That is to say. the relationship between X and Y is a causal (and 

thus inferential one), as White's translation dernonstrates w e k  "anyone who is going to be 

really happy & to be cornpletely clear and bea~t i f i l . " '~~ 

Staresman 309c. The S m g e r  has compared more and less stable characters to the 

warp and woof. respectively, of a woven cloth. The King, in tems of this metaphor. weaves 

together these characters so as to produce the best state, fmt bindùig togetherihe etemal part 

of their souk with divine bonds and then binding together their bodies with human bonds. 

Not surprisingly, Young Socrates again (ou) does not ~nderstand.'~ After the Stranger 

: O11 N.P. White (tr.). Sophisr. in Cooper and Hutchinson, Complere W o r b .  

'O9 This is far fiom the fmt time the Young Socntes has expressed the fact that he did 
not understand what the Stranger meant. As early as 262c the Stranger recognizes 
that. owing to Young Socrates' youthfuiness, he will need to make a special effort to 
speak intelligibly. Young Socrates indicates his lack of undentanding at 263e, 2654, 

(continued ...) 
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what he means. that me opinion is divine and occun in a supsrhuma. race, Young 

replies, "Prepei goun hout6." One line of interpretation consmes prepei 

nomatively: "It could not be more suitablv des~ribed."~'~ But on the basis of Younp 

Socrates' typical pattern of response we may presume that when his puulement has been 

removed, his understanding has been clMed. The inference to be drawn from this is that by 

prepei goun houtos Young Socrates intends something epistemic. as Waterfield rightly sees: 

"Yes, that sounds ~lausib~e.""' This c m  be slightly improved, it s ezm to me, by making 

ge clearly emphasize "that", in c o n m t  to what has gone before: "Yes. ihat at least sounds 

Phaedrw 259b. Socrates alludes to an apparently well-known taie abo-ut the cicadas 

in the tree above them. Phaedms says he seems not to have heard of rhe tale, and asks 

Socrates to tell him about it. Socrates responds, 'a men dë prepei ge philomozuon andra 

109 (.. .continued) 
266a, 267d, 267e, 277d, 279c, 281a, 281d. 283d, 2886 2 9 4  296b. 297c, 302c, 306b, 
306c, and 307c pnor to the text currently under considerarion. in each case the 
Stranger makes an effort (not always irnmediately successful) to convey his meaning. 
Most imponantly, in each case when he has undeatood Young Socrates is able to 
answer die question, i.e. he has corne to understand sornethuig he did not understand 
before. 

110 J.B. Skemp (tr.), Statesmnn, in Huntington and Cairns, Collecred Dialogues; cf. A.E. 
Taylor (tr.), Plato: The Sophist and the Statesman (Folkestone and London: Dawsons 
of Pal1 Mall, 1971): "As 'tis meet it should" and C.J. Rowe (a.), Skztesman, in Cooper 
and Hutchinson, Cornpiete Works: 'That's certainly a fiaino view to take." 

I I 1  R. Waterfïeld (tr.), Plaro: Sintesman, ed. J. Amas and R. Waterfield (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1995). 

112 Altematively. "Now that at least makes sense." 



rôn toiout6n anêkoon einai." n i e  besr interpretation of this text would seem to depend upon 

whether or not Socrates believes Phaedrus ' profession of ignorance. A quasi-moral 

interpretation like Hamilton's seems most plausible if he does: "It is most unfitting that a 

lover of the Muses should be ignorant of such a matter.""' On the other hand, an 

epistemic interpretation seems preferable if he does not. A strong reason to think that he 

does not believe Phaednis is bat this rernark figures in the fxst part of a men ... de 

construction, which shows that the two clauses are to be taken together, as related in some 

way. But a quasi-mord construal of prepoi consistently drives a wedge between the related 

clauses. The "rebuke" as a result just stands there, discomecred from what ensues, since it is 

clear that there is no sign whatsoever of irritation or disapproval in what follows: 

The story is that once, before the birth of the Muses, cicadas were human 
beings. When the Muses were bom and Song came into the world, some of the 
men of that age were so ravished by its sweetness that in theû devotion to 
singing they took no thought to eat and drink, and actually died before they 
lcnew what was happening to them [Hamilton]. 

An epistemic construal, by contrast, naturally keeps the men and the de clauses together, as 

they should be. Phaedrus seerns enchanted by Socrates and wants him simply to p on 

talking; the subject-matter seems of secondary interest. If so. then here Socrates is humoring 

Phaedrus, but not without fmt letting him know that he realizes Phaednis is toyinp with him: 

"3 W. Hamilton (tr.), Pfato: Phaedrur and Letters VZZ and VU1 (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1973, 1983). Similarly C.J. Rowe (tr.), Plato: Phuedrw (Warminster: Aris 
and Phillips, 1986): "& certainly isn't appropriate for a man who loves the Muses not 
to have heard of things like this;" A. Nehemas and P. Woodxuff (trr.). Phaedrus, in 
Cooper and Hutchinson, Complete Works: 'Everyone who loves the Muses should 
have heard of this;" and R. Hackfonh (tr.), Plato's Phaedrur (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1952): "Surely it is unbecornine in a devotee of the Muses not to 
have heard of a thing like that!" G.J. DeVries ( A  Cornmentory on the Phuedrus of 
Plalo [Amsterdam: A.M. Hakkert, 19691) does not comment on the passage. 
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"Surely it's unlikelv that a man who is a devotee of the Muses has not heard of a thing like 

thai! Anyway, according to the story, once. before the birth of the Muses. cicadas were 

human beings ...." 

Laws 3.678~. Book 3 begins with a theory about the origin of civilized Me. The 

logical origin of a city c m  be discovered, says the Athenian Stranger, by supposing a natural 

disaster to have utterly wiped out a city and asking how anyone £Yom the country, premised 

as being ignorant of things like constitutions, might begin to build one. In a word, the 

survivors would have to invent one. and some such cause probably explains the varkty of 

constitutions - both good and bad -- currently existent. Cleinias does not undentand: 

Athenian: My dear sir, c m  we really suppose that the men of that penod, who 
had had no experience of city Life in ali its splendour and squalor, ever becarne 
totally wicked or rotally virtuous? 
Cleinias: A good point. We see what you mean. 
Athenian: So it was only as time went on, and the numbers of the human race 
increased, that civilization advanced and reached its present stage of development? 
Cleinias: Exactly . 
Athenian: The process was probably (h6s eikos) not sudden, but p d u a l ,  and took a 
considerable tirne. 
Cleinias: Yes, that's perfectly plausible (Kai mala prepei touth' houtüs)."" 

In this text eikos constrains the interpretation of prepei, as everyone recognizes, and shows 

that they are to be construed ~imilarly.'~' Pangle mechanically and unconvincingly renders 

- . - - - - - - - 

Il4 T.J. Saunders (tr.), L a w ,  in Cooper and Hutchinson. Cornpiete Works, 

115 Cf. A.E. Taylor (a.). LQws, in Huntington and Cairns, Collected Dialogues: "Nothing 
can be more likelv" and R.G. Bury (tr.), Pfuro X: Law I,  Bks. 1-6 (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1926. 1984): "Yes. that is most likelv." 



it: 'This seems most appropriate."lL6 For the issue is not about the appropriateness of 

things having gone in the way suggested but about the appropriateness of thinking rhat the 

Athenian is right in his hypothesis. But this suffices to show that the sense of the word is in 

fact epistemic and not quasi-moral. An alternative to Saunden' excellent translation would 

be: "Yes, that makes a lot of sense." 

Lows 11.93 Id. In a section concemin= respect for parents. the Athenian daims that 

there is a close connection between wonhip of the gods and respect for parents. He cites a 

number of examples from the poets, 

which ail go to show that the gods take the parents' side against the children: 
no man, you'U fmd, c m  curse anyone as effectively as a parent can curse his 
child; and that's absolutely ri@ So if it is nue (më ... hëgeislho) that the 
go& Listen to the prayen of fathers or mothers who have been wantonly 
insulted by their children, isn't it reasonable to suppose (ouk ... hëgësornetha;) 
that when by contrast the respect we show our parents delighrs them so much 
that they pray hard to heaven for a blessing on their cfiildren, the gods wiU be 
just as ready to listen as before. and p t  us it? Lf not, they'd be conferring 
blessinp unjustly -- which we maintain is a peculiarlv inappropriate thing for a 
god to do (ho dé phamen hëkirra theois eimi prepon) [Saunden]. 

It is usual to render prepon quasi-morally."' This interpretarion has a certain prima facie 

plausibility, but I do not fmd it convincing. In the fmt place, the Athenian's argument 

cannot be presumed to work unless hêkista ... prepon effectively makes the entertained 

hypothesis unlikely. This dialectical aim would be performed immediately if einai prepon 

116 TL. Pangle (tr.), The L a w  of Plato (New York: Basic Books. 1980). 

117 Cf. Taylor: "a thought most unworthv of it"; Pangle: "sornething we clairn is least 
fitting for go& to be" Bury: "that, as we assert, would be most unbecoming in gods" - 
(J.B. Bury [tr.], Plato XI: Lows II, Books 7-12 [Cambridge. MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1926, 19841). 
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actually means "to be likely" but only indirectly if it means "to be appropriate": for we would 

stiil require the premise that whatever is inappropriate is also unlikely. in the case of a god. 

This argument is under either interpretation missin; a prernise. but considerations of economy 

seem to me to favor taking it epistemically rather than quasi-moraily. In the second place. 

suppose that conferring blessings unjustly is bad. If so. what makes it bad is clearly the 

injustice of doing so. But that is a moral matter, not simpIy a more generally normative one. 

It is puzzling why the translaton do not Say, as one might reasonably expect them to. that it 

is wrong for the gods to behave thus but only that it's undesirable for hem to do so. Finally, 

a rendering in t e m s  of appropriateness implies that it is more unacceptable. that is to Say 

worse, for a god than it is for a human being to behave unjustly. But it seems to me highly 

unlikely that Plato would leave this glaring implication open; rather than suggesting that it is 

in any degree good or acceptable for a human being to be unjust. it seems far-more plausible 

that he would have conceded its likelihood in the human case without being willing to appear 

either to condone or even to excuse it. For these reasons an episternic inrerp~tation seems 

best. Now since the gods have, in Lows 10, been def ied  as being good (and omniscient and 

omnipotent), it would be unlikely in the extreme that they would be unjust; for nothing 

epistemically incoherent makes sense and it makes no sense that something might be 

simultaneously specifically unjust and generally good. The hypothesis c m  thus be dismissed 

because there is no reason whatever to believe it, as this nanslation shows: 'If not, they'd be 

granting blessings unjustly -- but this, according to us [= our @er argument?]. makes sense 

least of al1 [or: is least likelv of al11 in the case of gods." 
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L a w  12.950~. The Athenian says that in most cities the d e n  exhort the citizens to 

value a good reputation in the eyes of other states, and that this is a good thing. But it is 

even more desirable to pursue such a reputation while being truly good, "And so it will be 

entirely nght and ProDer (arepon a n  eië) if the state we are now founding in Crete wins 

among men a brilliant reputation for vimie." It is usual to consme prepon an eië 

n~rrnatively."~ But that it would be good for the city to have such a reputation is hardly in 

question; whether it is fikely or not is. The Athenian's answer is that, given the excellent 

laws which have through the course of these 12 books been frarned it is likely. This seems 

guaranteed by the next clause: "if things go according tu plan there is every reason to expect 

b a s a  d'efpis autën ek ton eikotün) that, out of all the states and counaies which look upon 

the Sun and the other go&, Magnesia will be one of the few that are wel1 administered" 

(Saunders). Thus this text seems to me to be most satisSingly rendered as follows: "And so 

it would be likelv that the state we are presently founding will win a brilliant reputation 

among hurnanity for its excellence." 

* 

The passages in this chapter stem to me to demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubt 

that prep- and prosëk- were used by Plato in an epistemic sense to mean "it makes sense," "it 

is plausible." "it stands to reason," or "it is likely." We may now proceed to an exegesis of 

118 Cf. Pangle: "it would be fitting;" Taylor: "it will only be proper;" Bury: "it would well 
becorne it." 
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chose texts in the îosmological passages of the Tirnaeus in which this language occurs and in 

which an awareness of the epistemic sense of these verbs makes a signnificant difference to 

our understanding of what Plato is saying. 



4: Construing prep- and prosëk- in the Cosmology of Plato's Timaeus 

In chapter one 1 discussed a small sample of cosmologicai passages from Plato's 

Timaeus in which a quasi-moral interpretation of prep- and prosëk- in terms of 

appropriateness, fittingness, or their equivalents raised rather puzzling questions. 1 claimed, 

on tmst at the tirne, that an epistemic consüual of these verbs would help to solve these 

difficulties. 1 then argued, in chapter two. that a wide range of non-Platonic authors including 

playwrights, historians. and orators used these verbs impenonally in a distinctively epistemic 

manner to mean "it makes sense," "it is plausible," "it stands to reason," or "it is likely." 

Thus this sense was available to Plato. In chapter three we saw that Plato himself used this 

language in this sense in a variety of dialogues outside of the Thaeuc. 1 now discuss how an 

awareness of the epistemic sense of prep- and prosëk- illuminates Plato's meaning in those 

passages of this dialogue which are pertinent to methodological, meta-cosmological, and 

cosmological discourse. 

The Tirnaeus purpom to give a rational account of the consmction of the 

univer~e."~ This account, as is well-known, is a teleological one; the univene as well as its 

contents are thought of as being aim-seeking, goal-directed, or purpose-dnven. That is to Say, 

119 According to Diogenes Laenius, Timaeus speaks for Plato, as do Socrates, the 
Athenian Stranger of the Laivs and the Eleatic Stranger of the Sophist (RD. Hicks 
[tr.], Diogenes Laertius: Lives of Eminen~ Philosuphers Vol. 1 [Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press 1925, 199 11 3.52). The hypothesis that Timaeus does not 
speak for Plato was defended by A.E. Taylor, A Cornmentary on PZato's Timoeus 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928) and in my estimation convincingly undermined by 
Comford in the preface to his Plaro's Cosmology. 
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a given thing is taken to be inadequately explained as long as one limits oneself to physical 

causes and effects; in order to properly understand it, one has to appeal also to non-physical 

explanations for physical thiiigs. To illustrate, at Phaedo 99a Socrates says that the fact that 

his legs are bent does not adequately explain why he is sitting in prison, about to die. His 

bent legs explain what it takes to sit, or what is necessarily involved given rhat he is sitting, 

but not why he is siaing there in the fmt place. The real reason, he daims, is that he judges 

it the besr thing for hirn to do under the circumstances. It is, in other words, only his 

purposehl choice which reaily and fmally explains why he is sitting there. This distinction 

between fmt or primary cause on one hand and auxiliary or secondary cause on the other 

reappean at Laws 10.896~ ff., where primary causality is resmcted to the self-moving soul, 

which alone is said to be capable of initiating anything; everything else. being therefore 

something initiated by and in this sense dependent upon soul, is a matter of secondary 

causaiiry. 

Now with regard to the Timaeus, natural objects and nature as a whole are taken to be 

less than completely explained until one includes, in addition to a description of the physical 

entities involved, an explanation of what these physical entities are for, i.e. what hinctions 

they sente, or why they exist and the marner in which they do so. Take, for instance, 

Timaeus' account of the location of the human liver (69e ff.). It is, he says, located two 

rernoves from the head: for it is not only below the barrier of the neck, but it is also below 

the barrier of the diaphragm. The liver is located here, he says, for a number of reasons: (1) 

the head houses the best part of the soul, namely its ntional part; (2) the liver houses the 

worst part of the soul, appetite; and (3) the gods who made human beings "shrank from 



polluting the divine element with these mortal feelingsl?nore than was absolutely 

necessary" (tr. Lee). For another exarnple of teleological explanation. take Timaeus' account 

of the shape and location of the head of a human being versus that of a grazing animal. The 

human head is spherical, whereas that of a hone, for instance, is elongated. The human head 

is spherical both (1) because the visible gods who made it imitated the Demiurp, who had 

previously made the universe divine and spherical"' and (2) because the human head 

contains the rational and most divine pan of the soul; hence it only makes sense for the 

human head to be spherical as weLI (6% ff.). ('Tt only rnakes sense" may mean. in effecr, not 

much more than that no explanation is felt to be needed; a non-sphencal head in the case of a 

rational human being, on the other hand, would certainly call for explanation, in light of the 

presupposed connection between rationality and sphericity.) By contrast, the horse's head is 

elongated not only because it has no rational part of the soul with which it might undentand 

the heavens but also because it pretty well exhausts its function simply by p i n g :  

Land animais came from men who had no use for philosophy and never 
considered the nature of the heavens because they had ceased to use the circles 
in their head and followed the leadership of the parts of the soul in the breast. 
Because of these practices their fore-limbs and heads were drawn by natural 

120 "Firstly, pleasure, a most mighty lure to evil: next, pains, which put good to rout; and 
besides these. rashness and fear, foolish counsellos both: and anger, hard to dissuade; 
and hope, ready to seduce" (69d, u. Bury). 

la Ihe association between rationality and circularity is strong in Plato's mind. 
According to Skemp, Plato took over from Pannenides the idea that there was a 
connection between thought and sphericicy (83). from Empedocles the ideas that the 
universe was sphencal and that there was no void anywhere (62). and from Alcmaeon 
the idea that planetary orbits were circular (139). The human soul is. in sum. 
analogous to the world-sou1 in terrns of possessing these ntional and divine circles. 
See J. B. Skemp. The Theory of Motion in Plato's Later Dialogues. Enlarged Edition 
(Amsterdam: A.M. Hakkert, 1967). 



affmity to the earth. and their fore-lirnbs supported on it. while their skulls 
were elongated into various shapes as a result of die cnishing of their circks 
through lack of use [9 le ff.. tr. Lee]. 

It is this teleological explanatory background which must constantly be kept in mind 

as one reads this dialogue. The Derniurge is on each occasion trying to achieve sornething: 

the best possible result given what he has to work with. Observable naturai facts, which are. 

I take i t  to be consmed as choices made by the Derniurge or his agents, the visible gods, are 

thus intelligible only in relation to that goal. Hence. for example. the human skull is fragile, 

cot because it is inherently good for a human being to be short-lived but because a rhick skull 

and much flesh cannot be cornbined with quicimess of perception. i.e. a rational He. on one 

hand, and because a shorter but rational Me is bener than a longer but irrationd one (75a-c). 

The nature of the hurnan skull thus reflects the best, that is to Say the most reasonable, 

compromise. and it is only when one sees this that one has undentood why it is the way it is, 

according to Timaeus. If so, then a natuml fact, if it can be seen to serve some purpose. or to 

be useful for something. expresses a rational choice made by the Demiurge or his agents. by 

which 1 mean that he selected the option which made the most sense under the circumstances 

constraining those options. and he or they did this whether or not he or they also acted in 

accordance with extra-cosmic normative standards of appropriateness or morality. 

Timaeus' discourse itself follows an introductory conversation (1 7a-27b) in which a 

trilogy of speeches is projected. of which Timaeus' is the fmt. His speech has been usefully 

analyzed by Comford into four main sections: (1) a prelude to the discourse proper (27c-29d): 

(2) the contribution of Reason (29d-47e); (3) the contribution of Necessity (47e-69a); and (4) 
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the CO-operation of Reason and Neczssity (6%-92). In section (1) Tirnaeus lays down the 

metaphysically prounded methodological principles goveming the rest of the discoune. The 

main feature of section (2) is the construction of soul, both that of the world and those of 

human beings; this is prefaced by a prelirninary discussion of the world's body, and hi is 

prefaced in mm by an explmation of the Demiurge's motive in making the world. the mode1 

he referred to in making it. and why he made only one. Section (3) contains an account of 

that in which body is located -- Timaeus calls this both "the receptacle of becorning" and 

place (or space) -- and the four primary naniral bodies themselves (fie. air. water. and earth). 

This is followed by explanarions. with replar reference to these natural bodies, of both (a) 

ordinary expenence of what happens in the naniral world and (b) o rd inq  expenence of 

human sensation and perception. In section (4) Timaeus describes in derail the human body, 

and how to bring both it and the sou1 out of a condition of disease into one of health. 

The texts in the Timaeur in which 1 am interested and in which an awareness of the 

episternic sensc of to prepon and to prosëkon enhances our understanding of hem and the 

wider dialogue are contained in thc fmt three of these four sections of Tirnaeus' speech."' 

As 1 indicated in chapter one. these passages fall into three general contexrs and are treated 

accordingly in this chapter. In part 1 I discuss those texts dealing with matters of 

methodology (29b and 29d): in part 2, those dealinp with meta-cosmologicaI discoune (Xa,  

38 b, 48 b, 50d, and 62d); and in part 3, those dealing directly with cosmological speculation 

''' The texts are: 29b. 29d. 32b. 33b. 35b. 38a. 38b. 382. 39b. 4 1 ~ .  312, 42b. a d .  a b .  
SOd, 5 13, 52c, 54c, 55d and 62d. 



(33b. 35b. Sla, 52c, 54c. and 55d).12' 

Prep- and prosëk- are 

a s pecifically rnethodological 

(a) in the speech's 

Part 1 : iMethodolooicd Discourse 

used twice by Timaeus in his cosrnological discourse to perform 

func t ion: 

prelude, in a surnmary statement of what the preceding 

argument enables them to do (29d). and 

(b) in a premise of the argument itself (29b). 

Sunilar use of such ianguage c m  be observed in the Cririas and in the Phaedo. 

(la) 

Timaeus begins h i s  discourse by cautioning Socrates. Cricias, and Hermocrates against 

demanding too much from him. While he will give them as accurare an account of the 

universe as is possible, because the universe is physical the best one c m  hope for is 

likelihood or plausibility : an e i k k  logos.!" 

113 The following passages do not seem 
these two verbs: 32b. 38e, 39b, Slc, 

usefully illuminated by the epistemic sense of 
41e, 42b, 46d, and 48b. Prosëk- occurs at 4ûbl 

and 48b8: for the purpose of this dissertation 1 am interested in the second of these 
only . 

if 4 For a recent account of eik8s logos see A.F. Ashbaugh, Pluro's Theory of Explanaiion 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1988). Ashbaugh is interested in 
vensimilitude and does not consider the relationships between prepei, prosëkei, and 
eikos estin. 

According to Comford, 

- (continued ...) 
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The argument he uses to support this claim is imponed from the analogy of the divided line 

- - - 

125 (...continued) 
Eariier cosmogonies had been of the evolutionary type, suggesting a 
birth and growth of the world, due to some spontaneous force of Me in 
nature. or, as in Atomism. to the blind and undesigned collision of 
lifelcss atoms. Such a story was, to Plato, very far from being like the 
truth. So he introduced, for the fmt  timz in Greek philosophy, the 
alternative scheme of creation by a divine artificer, according to which 
the world is like a work of a r t  designed with a purpose. The Demiuge 
is a necessary part of the machinery, if the rational ordering of the 
universe is to be pictured as a process of creation in tirne. But the 
important point is that, no matter whedier you prefer to analyze the 
world or to consmict it piece by piece, the account can never be more 
than 'likely', because of the changing nature of its ob;cct; it can never 
be revised and amended into exact tmth [Piato's Cosrnoiogy 3 1 1. 

In this he disagees, in pan, with Taylor: 

it wili be a mle of method that 'discourses' ... about the mode1 must be 
final: discourses about the mutable copy cannot have this fmaliv, and 
are therefore not 'exact' ..., and we must be satisfied by an 
approximation to fmality and exactitude which is as close as we can 
make it [Commentury 733. 

The reason, according to Taylor, is that tmth in physics would require infmitely acutc 
senses (which we do not have) in order to make absolutely comect observations. 

Both views, not surprisingly, have something to be said for them. Take. for 
example, the relatively simple case of determinhg exactly the height of a particular 
golden statue of an athlete about to launch a javelin. Suppose that the tip of the 
javelin consrinites the highest point of the statue, that at the tip is a single atom of 
eold, and that this single atom has in its outermost orbital shell a single atom. Now 
Y 

contemporq physics tells us that the size of the gold atom is equal to'the size of the 
orbital shell of its outermost electron. But the outemost shell's size is in fact not 
constant but changing: it is a measure of probability of the electron's being within that 
shell. and thus the shell itself varies in size over discrete periods of time. Any 
assenions about the absolute height of the statue can accordingly only be probabilistic 
(Cornforci). But even if we were able to stop the motion of the outemost electron at 
its zenith. relative to the ground, it would be impossible to specify the height 
precisely. since there is no determinable limit to the number of decimal places 
(Taylor). 



presented in Republic 6.509d ff? Now if the world cannot be known because it is not an 

intelligible object. in what sense is it good (Zeyl: "it behooves us") to seek for nothing more 

than opinion, almost as if one had better not exercise this option (29c-d)? Recall Tirnaeus' 

concluding methodological remark: 

Don't be surprised then, Socrates, if it tums out repeatedly that we won't be 
able to produce accounts on a great many subjects -- on go& or the coming to 
be of the miverse -- that are completely and perfectly consistent and accurate. 
Instead, if we can corne up with accounts no less likely than any, we ought to 
be content, keeping in mind that both 1. the speaker, and you. the judges, are 
only human. So we should accept the likely tale on these matters. It behooves 
us not to look for anything beyond this (hoste peri tout& ton eikoto muthon - 
apodechornenous p r e ~ e i  tourou mëden eti pera ~ ë t e i n ) . " ~  

In fact the whole preceding argument has gone to show why one does not have such an 

option; the world is physical, ergo it c m  be opined about but not known. This does not 

uidicate a human limitation to which go& are not subject but on the contrary holds for gods 

and human beings alike: not even the Demiurge himself could know a physical object qua 

physical. 

Now if, as seems to me likely, hoste in the 1 s t  sentence does not introduce the 

argument's conclusion but innoduces rather a summary statement of what that argument 

preceding has established, then prepei does not amount to a recornmendation to seek no 

126 According to the Divided Line Analogy , any visible thing (horaton) is an object either 
of belief (pistis), if it is physical. or of illusion (eikasia), if it is a shadow or image of 
a physical thing. and yields opinion (doxa) only. Anything which is intelligible 
(noéton). by contrast. is either an object of discursive reasoning (dianoia). or of direct 
intuition (noësis), and in either case y ields knowledge (epistëmë). 

127 As in chapter one, a11 translations of the Tintaeus are Zeyl's, unless othenvise 
indicated. 1 rernind the reader of my practice of indicating emphasis by means of 
italics only; 1 reserve underlines to point out words without implying any emphasis. 
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funher. closely pardiel to chrë in the pendtirnate sentence -- which does seem to hnction as 

the argument's conclusion, in which case Timaeus does not in fact repeat himself, since he is 

making two points. not one -- but radier to a justification for not m a h g  the attempt in the 

fmt place: i.e. it is accepmble for them not to look funher. But what kind of acceptability is 

this? Not, surely, moral acceptability, since there is no reason to think that anyone in the 

audience would be moral!y offended if Timaeus s h e d  for certain- in cosmology -- at most 

they would tire out; the same consideration undemiines the plausibility of interpreting prepei 

in terms of a more general n~rmativity.!'~ hior is it Wtely to be a matter of, Say. religious 

acceptability, as though the Demiurge might be offended by Timaeus' attempt to gain 

physical knowledge, being jealous of his own howledge of nature, not only because. being 

good, he is no scr~oge,"~ but also because ex hypothesi it is impossible for intellect -- the 

point is perfectly general -- to have knowledge of such things. The justification for not 

pressing on beyond what is metaphysically possible seems, on the contrary, to be logical and 

therefore pragmatic in kind. If the epistemological situation really is as Timaeus says it is. it 

is pointless and futile in the highest degree to ask for more than one cm possibly hope for. 

Le. to know what is inherently unknowable. Given the metaphysical and correlative 

epistemological commitments of Tirnaeus, then, either of the following translations seem 

plausible: "It makes sense for us  tu seek no more than this: the likely story" or "i& 

128 As it is interpreted by Zeyl (above), Lee (70nel should not look for anything more 
than a likely story in such matters"), Zekl ("ro irt es anaemessen. darüber hinaus 
nichts weiter suchen su wollen"), Brisson ('z ne sied pas de chercher plus loin"), and 
Comford ("it is fittino that we should [i.e. we should], in these matters, accept the 
IikeIy story and look for nothing funher"). 

129 agathos ën. agathoi de oudeis peri oudenos oudepote eggignetai phthonos, 29e 1-2. 
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reasonable for us to seek no more than this: the likely story." Both clearly indicate that the 

acceptability of being content with plausibility in cosmological speculation is specifically 

rational in kind. 

Critias makes a similar remark in the prelude to his own speech (Critias 107a). He 

asks for even greater indulgence with respect to his ensuing discoune than Timaeus goi when 

he gave his account of the universe, reasoning that it was easier for Timaeus to be persuasive 

before than Critias thinks it will be for him now, since the audience is much more 

lmowledgeable about rnortal things than about imrnortal ones. An anist who painü the world 

at large. he continues, has good hopes for escaping sharp cïiticism because few if any are as 

familiar with the world at large as such criticism, if valid, presupposes (107d-e): 

We should recognize that the same is me of verbal descriptions. We are 
content with faint likenesses when their subjects are celestid and divine, but 
we criticize narrowly when they are mortal and human. So in what 
immediately follows, you should make allowances if my narrative is not always 
entirely appropriate (ek dè tou parachrëma nün legomena, to Drepon an mè 
dun6metha pant6s apodidonai. suggignüskein chreon); for you must understand 
that it is f a  from easy to $ive satisfactoiy accounts of human affairs. It is to 
remind you of this and to ask for a still greater indulgence for what 1 am going 
to Say. Socrates. that 1 have started with this long introduction [tr. Lee]. 

Critias 

affairs 

here clearly irnplies that any rnistakes Timaeus has made in his account of celestial 

will be relatively undetectable compared to those he himself may make in his account 

of human ones. What kind of mistake, then, is Critias worried about, if not a distortion of 

historical facts? This he would do either by overglorifying or by underglorQing the 

Athenians of long ago. Given his paticular audience, however. he seerns to me more likely 

to encounter a moral or quasi-moral objection from them if he short-changes these Greeks of 

long ago and an epistemic one if he embellishes them, and given the character of this 



particular occasion -- a celebration -- h e  seems to me more likely to embellish dian to shon- 

change them. For these reasons to prepon on this occasion seems less satisfactonly rendered 

quasi-morally or generaliy normatively'" than epistemically, for instance as follows: "you 

should make allowances if we are not able to produce something in every way plausible." 

At Phaedo 114d Socrates uses prep- in a similar manner to comment on the theory he 

has just advanced concerning the shape. location, and inner workings of the emh, on one 

hand, and the destiny of the soul. on the other. He concludes that it is a good idea to become 

as good and wise as possible, since the prize is fme and the hope is great, and then 

comments: 

Of course. no reasonable man oueht (ou preoei noun echonti andri) to insist 
that the facts are exactly as 1 have described them. But that either this or 
something very Iike it is a me account of our souls and their future habitations 
-- since we have clear evidence that the soul is immortaf -- this, 1 think, is both 
a reasonable contention (touto kai preoein moi dokei) and a belief worth 
risking. for the nsk is a noble one."' 

Tredennick here in my view rightly perceives that the only credible consmial of prepein is an 

episternic one. For not only were none of the individual arguments îdvanced in this dialogue 

and taken to support this belief absolutely decisive, although collectively they seem to 

Socrates and his interlocutors to increase considerably the odds of its being tme, but not one 

of those individually probabilistic arguments were based on normative or quasi-normative 

130 e.g. T. Taylor (tr.). Plato: The Timaeus and The Critias or Atlanticus (Washington, 
DC: Pantheon Books, 1944) 231: "it is requisite to pardon whatever in the ensuing 
discoune rnay be delivered in an unbecoming rnanner"; A.E. Taylor (tr.), Phtu: 
Tirnaeus and Critias (London: Methuen, 1929) 108: "if we do not succeed ,., in 
reproducing the proper touches perfectly, allowances should be made." 

H. Tredrnnick (tr.), The Last Days of Socrates, rev. H .  Tarrant (London: Penguin, 
1993). 
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premises -- they were based rather on considerations of nature. logic, and metaphysics. This 

suongly suggests that prepei is also at least pmly epistemic in sense. since Socrates 

acknowiedges that he has been theorizing well beyond what he or anyone else is in a position 

to claim with confidence. Still, if, as seems Iikely, prepei involves a normative criterion for 

(admittedly intellectual) behavior. then it may not be wholly epistemic in sense. aithough it 

does seem to be predominantly so. Accordingiy, it seems best to render the text as follows: 

"However, f i  not reasonable for a sensible man to insist diat the facts are exactly as 1 have 

described thern." 

An important prernise in Tirnaeus' argument that likehood is the maximum possible 

in cosmology concems the relationship between an accoünt and what the account is an 

account of (29b-c): 

Now in every subject it is of utmost importance to begin at the natural 
beginning, and so, on the subject of an image and its model. we must make the 
following specification: the accounü we give of things have the same character 
as the subjects they set forth. So accounts of what is stable and fmed and 
transparent to undentandhg are themselves stable and unshifung. We must do 
Our very best to make these accounts as irrefutable and invincible as any 
account may be (kath' hoson hoion te kai anefenktois prosëkei logois ëinai kai 
anikêtois. toutou dei mëden elieipein). On the other hand, accounts we give of 
that which has been formed to be iike that reality, since they are accounts of 
what is a likeness, are themselves likely, and stand in proportion to the 
previous accounts, i.e., what being is to becoming, uuth is to conviction. 

As 1 noted in chcpter one, my sampIe of transistors is not agreed as to whether or not 



1 :- 
prosëkei is to be constmed normatively (Zekl:-- ~nsson.'" ~ a ~ l o ? ' )  or non- 

nomatively ( ~ e e , ' ' ~  C~mford"~).  Zeyl seems to leave it unconstmed altogether. A11 

these translations have some plausibility. but all seem problemauc as well. An awareness of 

the epistemic sense of prosëkei, on rhe other hand, makes it possible to intsrprer Timaeus' 

words without collapshg hoion le [estin] and prosëkei (Lee, Zeyl) -- a move on their part 

which in effect makes one of the verbs redundant. It also avoids suggesting, as Comford 

seems to (but Timaeus does not), that it's nanird for (dl) accounts of changeless things to be 

irrefutable and invincible -- if, that is. some such accounts of them are taken to be superior to 

othen.!" It further avoids the problem of who or what it is that pennits (or makes it 

appropriate for) accounts to be irefutable and invincible, and why it mi& do so to a certain 

extent only (Zekl, Brisson, Taylor). Now 1 do not wish to daim that Tirnaeus is not doing 

one or another of these things, but merely that he need not be. For he may be saying that at 
- 

"soweit das iïberhaupt geht und Reden unwiderlegbar sein dürfen und unbesiegbar. 
diirfen sie es da an nichts fehlen la~sen." 

pour autant qu'il est possible et qu'il convient à un discours d'être irréfutable et 
invincible." 

"so far as it is possible and proper for discourses to be irrefutable and fmal, there must 
be no falling shon of that" (Comrnentary 74). He does not comment on Timaeus' use 
of prosëke i. 

" [ t h  description] will be ... as inefutable and uncontrovertible as a description in 
wor& cari be." 

"so far as it is possible and it lies in the nature of an account to be incontrovertible 
and irrefùtable. there must be no fdling shon of that." 

Unless Timaeus. Like Xenophanes, belicves that some such accounts are better than 
others. he would seem to have no non-arbitrary justification for cnticizing 
Empedocles, who gave a rnaterialist account of reality physical. 
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least two features are necessary in good accounts of etemal or changeless things: on one hand 

they must be irrefutable and invincible; but they must do so. on the other hand, while beuig 

reasonable or plausible. Now a necessary condition of reasonability and plausibility is 

intelligibility:138 what is being entertained as possibly me must at least rnake sense. Unless 

the hypothesis is intelligible to the audience, it would be irrational for that audience either to 

agree or to disagree with it; the most reasonable thing to do, in such a case, would be simply 

to withhold assent. If this suggestion is correct, then according to Timaeus the ideai 

explanatory aim, in dealing with what is beyond verfication, and so is probable at best, is to 
1 

secure the maximum on at least these two fronts. If so, he may here be complaining that it is 

possible for an account of etemal things to be irrefutable and invincible without its thereby 

constituting a good account. Perhaps he means that its irrefutability is an extrinsic and not an 

intrinsic feature of it, i.e. it is irrefutable for the simple but not ntionally respectable reason 

that no one lcnows how to dispute it and not because everyone actually understands and 

agrees with it. Timaeus rnay, in that case, be saying something Ue: ''To the extent that it's 

possible and reasonable for accounts to be irrefutable and invincible, nothing must be lefi 

out." Another, similar possibility is that, since the best arguments are literally irrefutable but 

not literally invincible, Timaeus is expressing the metaphoncal invincibility of what is to 

follow, for which the language of making sense is well-suited: 'To the extent .that it's 

possible and makes sense for accounts to be irrefutable and invincible [or: to the extent that 

it's possible for accounts to be irrefutable and to the extent that it makes sense for them to be 

- -  -- 

138 See R. Chisholm, Theory of KnowZedge, 2nd ed. (Englewood CLiffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. 
1977) 13. 



invincible], nothing must be lefi out." 

Part 2: Meta-cosrnological Discourse 

Timaeus uses prep- and prosëk- to comment upon cosmological discourse, in particular 

to Say something about the appropnate language for. or manner of thinking about, 

(a) time and etemity (38a and 38b), 

(b) the pnmary natural bodies and the receptacle (48b and 50d), and 

(c) cosrnornetry, i.2. cosmic geometry (62d). 

How should one speak about time and etemity? Timaeus asks. For they are not the 

same, even if popular speech gives the impression that they are. Now although, accordhg to 

Tirnaeus, utter changelessness is inh-insicaily desirable, and so would have been nice in the 

case of the physical world, unfominately it was impossible. So the Derniurge'klid the next 

best thing: he made it revolve in the same place according to number and so to be "a moving 

image of etemity" (37d-e), the imitation of etemity (by regular rotational motion) being just 

what time is. Given, then, that time and etemity are different kinds of duration, how c m  

speech more accurately reflect the mith? 

For before the heavens came into king, there were no days or nights, no 
months or yean. But now. at the same tirne as he framed the heavens, he 
devised their coming into being. These are ail parts of time, and was and wilf 
be are forms of time that have corne into being. Such notions we unthinkingly 
but incorrectly apply to everlasting being. For we Say that it iras and is and 
will be, but according to the m i e  account only is is a~prooriatelv said of it. 
Was and will be are pro~erlv said about the becoming that passes in time, for 
these two are motions. But that which is always changeless and motionless 



cannot becorne either older or younger in the course of time (legomen gar dë - 
hos Zn estin te kai estai. fëi de to estin rnonon kata ton alërhë logon prosëkei, 
to de ën to t' estai peri fën en chronZ genesin iouran pre~ei  kgesthai -- 
kineseis gar eston. to de aei kazu t'auto echon akittZtfis oute presbuteron oute 
neoteron prosèkei gignesthai dia chronou) -- it neither ever became so, nor is it 
now such that it has become so, nor wiiI it ever be so in the future. And all in 
all, none of the charactenstics that becoming has bestowed upon the things that 
are borne about in the realm of perception are appropriate to it. These, rather, 
are forms of time that have come into being - time that imitates eternity and 
circles according to number. And what is more, we dso Say things like thesr: 
that what has come to be is what has corne tu be, that what is coming to be is 
what is coming to be, and also that what is not is what is not. None of these 
expressions of ours is accurate. [37e-38b]. 

We saw in Timaeus' ctatement of methodology that perceptible things yield only likelihood 

whereas intelligible things yield certainty. Similarly here the single correct referent of the 
,. 

timeless is is somerhing which naturally undergoes no change whatsoever over the course of 

time; it does not even get older. Etemity iç relevantly different Erom tirne in the sense that 

the latter is dynamic whereas the former is altogether static. Time, in other words, is in its 

own nature like the perceptible objects which. qua temporal objects, come to be at one time 

and pass away at another. thinps in the world of space-time are never, so to speak, at rest at 

any panicular present moment or "now" but are instead continuously in transit from "nor yet" 

to "no longer." Etemity, by contrast, is in its own nature like those intelligible objects, the 

Forms, which, qlra etemal. are forever and unchangingly wharever they are. 

Timaeus' argument in this passage may usefdly be analyzed as follows: 

(1) 1t's to predicate "was" and "will be" of the becoming that 
passes in time, for these two are  motion^;'^ 

- - - -  

1 39 "was" and "shall be" are pro~erlv used of becoming which proceeds in time. for they 
are motions" (Comford); "we should ... [resewe] ivas and s h l l  be for the process of 
change in time: for both are motions" (Lee);  "En revanche. les expressions ri1 étaitu et 

(cont inued ...) 



(2) It's for anything which is always changeless and 
motionless to become neither older nar younger in the course of 
time: l a  

[therefore] 

(3) According to the mie account it's to predicate only "is" of 
it, even though we do predicate "was" and "wili be" of it as 
weu."' 

4 

On this analysis, in premise (1) Timaeus draws an a n a l o ~  between the nature of the speech 

and the nature of its object: the language of motion is the besr language for things that 

change, clearly implyinp that the language of stability is the best language for things which 

don? change. Now what makes motion-language the best language for moving things, and 

motionless-language the best Language for motionless things? "Best" must in such a case, it 

seerns to me. rnean something like "most like what it denotes," that is to Say, "most 

analogous." At a general level, analogies are only ever useful from a cognitive point of view. 

- - 

139 (...continued) 
nil serai>. c'est à ce qui devient en progressant dans le temps qu'il sied de les 
appliquer, car ces deux expressions désignent des rnou~ements" (Bnss~n): "dagegen 
»war« und ~wird seincc sdte man nur über das in der Zeit fortschreitende Werden 
aussagen, dm sind nümlich Vorgünge" (Zekl). 

140 "But that which is ever in the sarne state irnmovably cannot be becoming older or 
younger by lapse of time" (Comford); "but that which is etemally the sarne and 
unmoved g neither be becoming older or younger owing to the lapse of time" (Lee); 
"Mais ce que reste toujours dans le même état sans chnger. i l ne vieutr avec le 
temps" (Brisson); "auf das immer sich unveranderlich genauso Verhallende aber trifi 
es nicht a im Laufe der Zeit alter zu werden oder jünger" (Zekl). 

141 "We Say that it was and is and shall be: but "is" alone really belonos to it and 
descnbes it mly" (Comford); "For we Say of it that it iras and shall be, but on a true 
reckoning we should only Say is" (Lee); "Certes. nous disons qu'«il étaitu. q u ' d  est, 
et qu'«il sera», mais, à parler vrai. seule Z'expression nil estu s'applicrue à l'être qui 
est éternel" (Brisson); "Wir sagen ja von ihm. dafl es w a r .  ist und sein wirdr. doch 
ihm komrnt allein das »isr« in wahrer Rede z ~ ( "  (Zekl). 
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and then only to the degree that they make sense in relation ro. Le. to the extsnr that they 

rationally illuminate or heip one to think well and correctly about. the things held to be alike. 

Since there is here no hint of any non-rational consequence of geaing the language wrong. it 

seerns most likely that "right" or "appropriate" is to be constmed as "correct." and "wrong" or 

"inappropriate" as "inco~~ect." Thus the fmt prernise may, and on this argument should, be 

msla ted  as follows: "It makes sense to predicate was and will be of the brcoming that 

passes in tirne, for these two are motions." It makes sense. or feels ri@. for the relatively 

simple reason that they match: Ianguage that doesn't match its object might easily fiel 

correspondingly odd, in the same way thar, given the association betwern rationality and 

sphericiry, an elongated head on a rational being would caII for special explanation just in 

case it is felt to be contrary to what one mi& reasonably expect. " 

Prernise (2) setms to be self-evidently me. provided one translates prosëkei 

epistemicaily. In a philosopher this may by itsrif constitute a good reason to take it thus. If 

X does not change -- at au, it is irnplied -- then X does not change in respect of age either, 

and ro think othenvise (i.e. that it is completely changeless but does Cet older) makes no 

sense. If the relationship between sensemaking and likelihood is as 1 have in chapter one 

suggested it is, this would explair- why my entire sample of @anslaton c m  easily and 

plausibly render Timaeus' words as expressing such a hi& d e p e  of self-assurance. But if. 

as seems clear enough, the reason just*ing their confidence is in fact just that, since the 

prernise expresses a something very like a logicd mih, its contradictory makes no sense, we 
-4 

may reasonably render the second premise more directly as follows: "But it makes no sense 

for anything which is always changeless and rnotionless to become eithrr older or younger in 



the course of time." 

Since the conclusion is an inference fmm just these two premises, if they are 

epistemic in sense there can, it seems to me. be no reasonable doubt that the conclusion is 

epistemic in sense as well. What positively shows that the conclusion of this argument is to 

be taken in this way. however. is that it makes reference to "the me account" (ton alëthe 

logon), and the mith, accessible only to the intellect. is apprehensible onty cognitively (cf. 
i) 

28a). The sense in which it is appropriate to predicate is of what is changeless, then. is just 

that nothing else makes sense. By this argument the conclusion is to be translated as follows: 

"According to the me account it makes sense to predicate only "is" of it. even diough we do 

predicate "was" and "will be" of it as well." It makes sense, that is, assuming Timaeus' 

metaphysical and epistemological commitments. It should be noted that "appropriate" is not 

exactly incorrect as an interpretation of prep- or prosëk- in cases Like this; M e r ,  such 

Ianguage is appr~priate or fining in a specificdy intellectual sense. It seems clear that social 

acceptability on the other hand has nothing to do with it. for Timaeus cx-iticizes social practice 

in this regard. 

(2b) 

Two simikir cases of meta-cosmological discourse can be found at 48b and 5Od In 

the former Timaeus criticizes an analou evidently commonly accepted in relation to the 

prirnary natural bodies; in the latter he suggests an analogy of his own to illuminate the 

nature of the receptacle. 



The analogy Timaeus fmds inadequate is one which compares the four p r i m q  natural 

bodies to the letters of a language. According to this analoc  these natural bodies and letten 
.. 

are the simplest consrituents out of which nature and language respestively are built. 

Timaeus objects that not only are the natural bodies not like the letten of a langage, they are 

not even like its syllables: 

So iar no one has as yet revealed how ... [fm, water, air, and earth] came hto 
being. We tend to posit them as the elemental "lettea" of the universe and tell 
people they are its "principles" ... on the assumption that they know what f i e  
and the other diree are. In fact, however. they shouldn't even be compared to 
syllables. Only a very unenlightened person rnight be expected to make such a 
comparison @roëkon aurois oui' an hüs en sullabës eidesin monon eikot6.s 
hupo fou kai brachu phronountos apeikarthènai). 

Timaeus is evidentiy saying b a t  anyone who compares the prirnary nanual bodies to syllables 

is making a mistake. That he means such a pemn is making a cognitive error seems clear; if 

so. prosëkon is to be construed in a marner consistent with eikotos. Since it k an 

unenlightened person who "might be expected" (Zeyl) to make such a comparison, i.e. who 

would do so. an enlightened one would not. But the enlightened one would avoid doing so 

because it would violate a rational canon to do so, and therefore would violate a moral or 

quasimoral critenon to do so.'" The rnorally right thng to do, for a ntionally enlightened 

human being, is identical with the reasonable and sensible thing to do. This point is clearly 

- - - - - - -p. -- 

1 42 Cf. Comford: "one who has ever so little intelligence should not rank them even so 
Low as sy llabies:" Zekl: "es ihnen doch nicht einmal rukommt. auch nur von einem mir 
schmaler Ehich t  Begabten:" Lee: "they oueht not really to be compared even to 
syllables;" Brisson: "la vraisemblance demande qu'on ne les assimile même pas 
seulement à des syllabes." 



brought out in the following translation: "But it doesn't make sense to compare them even to 

~ ~ l l a b l e s . " ' ~ ~  That unenlightened people do make the comparison in spite of this just goes 

to show that they either do not realize or do not mind that they are acceptkg things which do 

not make sense. 

But if such a comparison is erroneous, what, one might weiI wonder, is the tmth of 

the matter? Taylor argues that the mistake consists in likening the "corpuscles" to syllables, 

when in fact, he says, as Tirnaeus' later analysis shows, they are to be likened to words: 

in the theory of Timaeus rnost of what passes for 'fue'. 'air'. &c. is not pure 
but compound, and even the corpuscles of 'pure' fm. &c. are not formed 
directly fiom his 'letten', the two pnmary ûiangles, but only indirectly, by first 
forming their 'faces' out of combinations of the two prirnary triangles. Thus it 
is the 'faces' of the solid corpuscles which, on Timaeus' theory, are the 
'syliables'; the corpuscles themselves would be words, and the bodies forrned 
of a number of corpuscles the sentences. paragraphs, &c. of nature's book? 

The mistake, then, according to Taylor, consists in a misalignrnent in levels of analysis of the 

two terms of the analogy, not in a hndamental incommensurability between them. Comford 

143 Recall a d ,  where. before actuaily beginning the more complete account. Timaeus 
says: 

I shall keep to what I stated at the beginning, the virtue of likely 
accounts, and so shail ay right from the start to say about these things, 
both individually and collectively, what is no less likely than aiy,  more 
likely, in fact. t h n  whut I have said before. Let us therefore at the 
outset of this discourse cal1 upon the god to be Our savior this tirne, too, 
to give us safe passage through a strange and unusual exposition, and 
lead us to a view of what is likely [emphasis mine]. 

This implies that in Timaeus' view the alternative theory. holding that "elements" are 
like syllables or letters. is unlikely. We can now see why Tirnaeus thinks it unlikely: 
it makes less sense than the theory he himself will presently advance. 

les Taylor, Comrnentary 308. 
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suggests that Timaeus' waming that his ensuing analysis will not reach to the fmt principle(s) 

of al1 things 

rnay mean that the elementary triangles themselves are reducible to numbers. 
and number perhaps to be derived from unity .... or it may mean that ho one 
can ever really know the ultirnate constitution of body, because there can be no 
such thing as physical science, but only a 'probable account'.'" 

An epistemic construal of prosëkon argues in favor of Comford's second possibility, namely 

that physical nature is inherently at best ümslucent to reason. The mistake in the ana log^ 

consists not in a mismatch of levels of analysis but in thinking that body is like language at 

d l .  For if the 'corpuscles' were reaiiy like words, then, Like words, the 'corpusc1es7 would be 

inherently intelligible. But if anything the mathematical 'syllables' into which these naturd 

'words' are analyzed are more. not less, intelligible than the original 'words' were; and in the 

case of language. on the other hand, lettes, syIIables, words, and sentences constitue an 

increasing, not decreasing, order of intelligibility. The mathematical analysis of nanird 
n 

bodies does not make hem, qua physical objects, intelligible for the simple reason that only 

intelligible objects are intelligible. Plato rnay perhaps be demonstrating this with a 

"seemingly arbitrary feature [of Timaeus' mathematical analysis], which has never been 

satisfactonly explained,"'" namely the obvious over-analysis of primary bodies into 

constituent triangles. For what is the point of analyzing the equilateral triangle constituting 

each of the four faces of the pyramid of f i e  into six fundamental 30-60-90' scalene triangles 

when two would have sufficed, if not to show that these six are themselves precisely not 

'" Cornford. Pluro 's Cosmology 

146 Comford. Plalors Cosmology 
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fundamental, since nanirally each one of them is similarly analyzable into three smaller onrs 

of the same type, and so on ad indefinirwn, if not acnialiy ad infinitum? But if so. then since 

anything which is indefiitely analyzable would seem in the fmal analysis -- which cannot be 

achieved, under this hypothesis -- to be inherently incornprehensible, it would rnake sense for 

Timaeus to hold that physical entities, unlike ivords. are Litenlly unintelligible. That would 

explain why it makes no sense to compare them to letten. syllables, or words. 

At 50d Timaeus advances an analogy of his own for the receptacle of becoming. He 
7 

innoduces his more adequate thsee-factor theory (FodOriginal, Image!Copy, 

ReceptaclePlace) at 48e by saying that a full account of the cosmos must also account for 

that which the Demiurge had worked on in order to produce the cosmos, i.e. his "materials." 

The mathematical andysis of the four primary namral bodies into aimgles, to be performed 

shortiy (53c-55c). does not negate the fact that they remain bodies having bulk It would 

seem obvious that such things as bodies, unlike the immaterial Forms, cannot be nowhere but 

must rather be somewhere. So an account of that "somewhere." the receptacle or "wemune" 

of all becorning, soon recast more geornetricalty as place (or space), which provides the 

necessary -- conceived logicaiIy and/or metaphysically, not m o d y  or quasi-rnorally -- 

location for dl that is bodily, is called for. Tirnaeus, it must be remembered, is probably 

trying to "save the phenornena."'" and is thus rationally entitled to infer what is minimally 

I 47 Vlastos reports that the precise phrase does not occur either in Plato or in Anstotle, 
but variants do (e-p. "save a hypothesis") in both. Such usage. he observes. occurs 

in contexts where "to save" is to preserve the credibility of a statement 
(continued ...) 



required in order to account for Our actual experience of the world. That experience 

undeniably includes acquaintance with things that take up room. The receptacle. then. is 

taken to be implied by the bulkiness of physical objects, although neither its existence nor its 

nature are determinable by means of perception. 
" 

Whether the receptacle is implied by physical objects is one thing: whether it's being 

implied is grasped by his audience is another. Plato clearly expects his readers to fmd it hard 

to grasp, and so he has Timaeus argue for its acnial existence on the followhg grounds. The 

observed phenornenon of 'elemental' transformation makes it extrernely unlikeiy that any 

given 'element' is inherently stable (4%-50a). Whatever stability a volume of water, for 

'"( ... continued) 
by demonsmthg its consistency with apparently recalcimt logical or 
empirical considerations. The phrase "saving the phenomena" must 
have been coined to express the same credibility-salvaginz operation in 
a case where phenomena, not a theory or an argument, are being put on 
the defensive and have to be rehabilitated by a rational account-which 
resolves the prima facie contradictions besetting their uncntical 
acceptance. This is a characteristically Platonic view of phenomena .... 
For Plato, then, the phenomena must be held suspect unkss they can be 
proved innocent ("saved") by rational judgment. So it would not be 
surprishg if the phrase "saving the phenornena" -- showing that certain 
perceptual data are intelligible after ail -- had originated in the 
Academy, though we have no means of proving that it did The phrase 
wouId have described aptly, for example, what Plato does for the optical 
data which are accounted for by his theory of vision (Ti. 42A2-C6; Sph. 
266B6-C4): the phenomrna of the reversal of left and nght in ordinary 
rnirrors and of the reversal of up and down in cylindrical mirrors of 
venical curvature would be intellectually disturbing if taken at face 
value for they would then clash with Our normal perceptual beliefs; 
Plato's theory puts him in a position to show that such appearances 
must, nonetheless, "of necessity" be what they are ... ; he could thus 
have said with perfect justice that his theory "saves" those phenomena 
[G. Vlastos, Plato's Universe (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
1975) 11 1-12]. 



instance, appears to have is in hct just that -- an apparent and deceptive stability: for right 

before one's eyes water evaporares. if heared. which Timaeus understands as its tuming into 

air. Metaphysically, of course. this is impossible. since if something has a stable identity to 

begin with, that is to Say if something is reaily a thing, then it cannot shed its own identity 

and assume that of something else, since to do so would entail the paradoxical conclusion that 

somethhg has shed itseif. Therefore it would be reasonable for Timaeus to infer, on the basis 

of ths  sort of consideration and on the supposition that elemental transformation occurs (as it 

appears to, at least), that the 'elemenis' cannot possibly have stable idenuties to begin with. 

E s  way of saying this is that water, for instance, is not a definite sornediing (touto) but a 

sort-of sornething (to toiouron), a quality. Thar which is characterized as fie<, aj>. warery, 

and eanhy, and which retains its identity through change, is the receptacle: rire, air. water, 

and exth are, in other words, different and transitory configurations of various parts of the 

receptacle. 

Now because Tirnaeus is not yet satisfied with his explanation, he provides a number 

of analogies. The fmt is from the physical world. The receptaclz, he suggests. is like the 

gold which is capable of being continuously reshaped from one form into another; the gold 

material is the constant which survives the change of shape (50a-c). He puts off discussing 

how it is thar the receptacle is irnprinted with visible iikenesses of terrain Foms (Le. the 

Forms of Fire, Air, Water. and Earth) because it is very hard to Say. He then offers an 
"3 

analogy for the receptacle from the biological world: 

For the moment, we need to keep in mind three types of things: (i) rhat which 
cornes tu be, (ii) that in which it cornes to be, and (iii) rhat afrer which ihe 
thing coming to be is modeled, and which is i fs source. In tàct it is appropriate 
to compare (ii) the receiving thing to a mother, (iii) the source to a father, and 



(i) the nature between them to their offçpring (kai dé kni proseikusui prepei to 
men dechomenon mëni. to d' hothen pani. tèn de metaxu touton phusin 
ekgon6i). 

Timaeus gives no expianation of what it is that makes the analogy appropriate. As soon as 

one raises the question of what kind of value accrues to such things as analogies, however, it 

becomes clear that it musr be explanatory value. For analogies. if they are good ones, 
n 

perform fmt and foremost a cognitive function of making the things said to be analogous 

more intelligible than they were before. An appropriate, good, or acceptable analogy, if one 

insists upon the word,'" is nonetheless precisely one which increases comprehensibility by 

rationally Uuminating something. Thus it seerns better to understand Timaeus as saying, 'Tn 

fact to compare the receiving thing to a mother, the source to a father, and the nature between 

them to their offspring makes sense." 

( 2 ~ )  

The last meta-cosmological text in which this language bbears an episternic sense 

involves cosmic geometry, or, as I have called it. cosmornetry (62d). Timaeus has long 

before argued that the universe is spherical (33 b: see pan 3 below). After he 'consuucts' the 

primary natural bodies (53c-55c). he discusses the varieties within each basic kind of natural 

lUL Cf. Zekl: "Su scheint denn auch ein Vergleich anRemessen: Dus 
einer Mutter. dus anach dem ...n mil einem Vater. dos Naturding 

Aufnehmende mit 
in ihrer Mitte mit 

einem Spru$?Zing;" Cornford: "Indeed we mav fittineb compare the Recipient to a 
mother, the mode1 to a father, and the nature that anses between them to their 
offspring;" Brisson: "Et tout natureZZement il convient de comparer le réceptacle à une 
rn2re. le modèle à un père. et la nature qui tient le milieu entre les deux à un enfant;" 
Lee: "We mav indeed use the metaphor of birth and compare the receptacle to the 
mother, the mode1 to the father, and what they produce between them to their 
offspring." 



sruff as being due to dieu different shapes, cornbinations. and transformations-(55d-61~). He 

then considen their perceptible qualities in the aggregate (61c ff.). After dealing with the 

topic of temperature, he tums to that of weight, Le. 'heavy' and 'light.' The clearest way of 

explainine weight. he says, is to consider it in relation to place, i.e. to 'above' and 'below.' 

This raises a question about whether or not there is an absolute 'up' (or top) and another 

absolute 'down' (or bottom) in the univene. He answen, Not in a spherical one (62d-63a): 

For given that the whole heaven is spherical, al1 the points that are simated as 
extremes at an equal distance from the center must by their nature be exsremes 
of just the same sort, and we must take it that the center, being equidistant 
from the extremes, is situated at the point that is the opposite to all the 
exuemes. Now if this is the universe's natural constitution. which of the points 
just mentioned could you posit as 'above' or 'below' without justly giving the 
appearance of usine totallv inamropnate language? (fou dë kosrnou tautëi 
pephukotos. ti ton eirëmenon an6 tis ë kat6 tithemenos ouk en dikëi dke i  ru 
mëden prosëkon onorna Legein:) There is no justification for descnbing (ou ... 
Legesthai dikaios) the univene's central region either as a natural 'above' or a 
natural 'below', but just as 'at die center' .... For the whole univene, as we 
have just said, is spherical, and to Say that some region of it is its 'above'. and 
another its 'below', makes no sense (echein ouk emphronos). 

This case is not significantly Merent  from that conceminp the appropnate language for 

things transitory and etemal (Ma above). It seems obviously not incorrect to construe the 

text in a generally noirnative mariner, as my entire sample of aanslators does, but such an 

interpretation does not go as far as the passage seems to ~arrant. '~' For once we ask what 

it is that rnakes a particular use of language appropriate or inappropriate in a context like this. 

we see that the "right" language is right only if it is consistent with the thing it describes. i.e. 

is accurate. Now for a spherical object which provides the naniral context for eveiy other 

i 49 The language of up and d o m  is "quite unsuitable" (Comford), "inappropriate" (Lee). 
"unpassende" (Zeki), "ne convient en rien" (Brisson), for something that has only 
extremities and center and is not further contextualized. 
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physical object but is not itself in some p a t e r  context, Say of void -- recall that Timacus has 

taken over from Empedocles the denial of the existence of void, in consequence of which the 

univene would have to be held to be Literally everywhere there is, since there is no empy 

space 'outside' of it -- for such an object an absolute top or boaom. left or ri&, front or 

bac k are al1 episte mologically indeterminable because literally inapplicable. But what about 

the ceIestiai poles around which the so-called sphere of fixed stars appears to rotate? Isn't 

the north celestial pole, for instance, either at the univene's top or bottom. depending on 

whether the universe rotates east to West or west to east? AU such tak, however, is question- 

begging, insofar as no&, south, east, west, top, bottom, Mt, right, horizontal, and vertical are 

all strictly relative terms. Given Timaeus' assumption that there is nothing 'outside' of the 

universe (33~). there is no reason to think that the univene would rotate "standing up," so to 

speak. rather than "Iying down," i.e. "venically" radier than "horïzonrally," not oiily because, 

as Timaeus puts it, it has no legs (on which it might stand) or a r m s  (which might interfere 

with its rotating smoothly on some surface), but dso because that very h g  which makes 

horizontai rotation mcult in the human case -- the surface upon which one is forced to try 
.h 

to do so, mostly -- is precisely that which is denied to exist by Timaeus. Since there is 

nothing beyond the universe, there is clearly no surface upon which its pole rnight pivot. 

This explains why. on the supposition that the univene is spherical and everywhere. such 

language makes no sense in relation to it. 

It might be objected that prosëkon should be construed in a generally normative 

m m e r  because of dikèi. But if one asks what "iustlv giving an appearance of X" means, it 

soon becomes evident that this has nothing to do with justice morally or politically conceived 



but rather with cognitive accuracy: such a person will correctlv seem to use senseless 
- 

language. Further, in Timaeus' next sentence dikaios is nanually and credibly construed non- 

morally. Zeyl translates, "There is no justification for describing the universe's central region 

either as a natural *above' or a natural 'below', but just as 'at the center'," but the son of 

"jjustfication" involved is sprcifically rational in kind. Taylor's comment on the wider 

passage, which seems to me sure to be correct, indicares what "ought" (his own rendering of 

prosëkon) actually amounts to on this occasion: 

strictly we ought not to use the words up and down at all. but simply to speak 
of the contrasted senses of movement along any radius as 'to the centre' and 
'away from the centre' .... The only point you cm intellkiblv describe as 
'opposite' a point on the circumference is the centre, and this 'faces' a i l  points 
on the circumference alike, and may be said to be 'opposite' any one with - 
much reason as it c m  be c d e d  'opposite' any ~ther."~ 

There is, then, no justification of an epistemic sort for the use of such languaie in relation to 

a sphericai univene. It is this larger point which provides the context within which any 

directive for how one ought to talk appears. as Timaeus' concluding statemenr in this passage 

clearly shows: he thinks it makes no sense to talk this way -- and he would be nght. if his 

presupposition that the universe is everywhere there is were nue. It seems best. in light of 

these considerations, to translate the text accordingly: "Now if this is the way the universe 

reaily is, who, supposing any of the points just mentioned to denote 'above' or 'below', will 

not correctly seem to use language which doesn't rnake anv sense?" It is not that the 

language makes no sense at all, but rather îhat it does not rnake sense on Timaeus' 

assumptions. If one were to suppose that beyond the physical univene there extended infinire .. 

15* Taylor, Cornmentory 436-37. 



void, as the Stoics did,'5' 'top', 'bottom', and the rest might conceivably seem at least to 

make some sense. 

Part 3: Cosrnolooical Discourse 

Timaeus uses prep- and prosëk- to describe the univene itself, in particular to Say 

sornething about 

(a) the shapes of the universe and the primary na- bodies (33b and 54c), 

(b) the number of planetary orbits (35b), 

(c) the existence and nature of the receptacle (5  la  and 52c). and 

(d) the number of worIds (55d). 

Although in parts 1 and 2 above the teleological nature of Tirnaeus' cosmological theory 

naniraUy remained Iargely in the background, in this secticn we will see it much more 

prominently. That should not be surprising, however. since it is only at this point that we 

follow Timaeus into direct cosmological speculation. 

Plato pomays the Derniurge as being detemiined to bring about the best result possible 

-- cosmos. order -- out of chaos. given certain unavoidable consaaints upon that airn; each 
* 

choice made by the worid-maker is thus to be understood as having been made in the light of 

that overaii goal. This point can also be expressed by saying chat the goal expiains the 

choices made (= what the natural facts happen to be), or that the natural facts make sense in 

relation to the goal. or are such as one might reasonably expect, or are such as a reasonable 

15' For the main evidence. see A.A. Long and D.N. Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers. 
Volume 1: Translations of the Principal Sources. with Philosophical Cornmentary 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987, 1990) 294-297. 
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and intelligent man would be willing to bet on, given the goal. But how rhac goal is more 

particularly to be conceived does not seem very ~1ea.r.'~' The charmer of the pre-cosmic 

chaos. however. seerns quite generzl; perhaps a11 one can safely say, in light of this. is that 

whatever it was it was fundamentally dysfunctional. If so. then one might reasonably infer 

that the Derniurge took it upon himself to make it work, and to do so by introducing order, 

the exact opposite of chaos, into it. It might well foUow from this. aesthetically. that it 

became more beauùful. and rationally, that it became more inrelligible. In any case, this 

solution to the problem of the nature of the overall goal in die Demiurge's world-making 

activity is suggested by his deeming it better for the cosmos to be self-s6cient than not 

(33d) -- 1 take it that self-sufficiency is a paradigm case of working weLI -- and by a general 

152 Taylor seems to construe the world's being kalon morally/religiously : "So just bzcause 
God is good, He does not keep His blessedness seKishly to himsrlf. He seeks to make 
sornediing else as much like Himself in goodness. It is of the very nature of goodness 
and love to 'overfiow'. This is why there is a world, and why, with ail its defects, it 
is 'very good"' (Cornmentary 78). Mohr consmes it in epistemic terms: "the 
Demiurge's project is directed to an epistemological end rather than an aesthetic one" 
(R.D. Mohr. "Plato's Theology Reconsidered: What the Demiurge Does," Essays in 
Ancient Greek Philosophy III [Albany: SUNY hess, 19721 291: see also his The 
Platonic Cosmology keiden: E J. Brill, 19851 22). The language of an aesthetic 
interpretation, at least, was used by T.M. Robinson ( 'The World as An-Object: 
Science and the Real in Plato's Tirnaeus" Illinois Classical Studies 18 [1993] 110): 
"[for Plato] the world is not just dive but a living arr-object .... Plato's version of the 
theory is peculiar in that, as a believer in a mimetic theory of art. he needs a paradigm 
as well as an artificer to account for this as for any other art-objzct ...." and by 
Comford before him (Plato's Cosrnology 31: "accordhg to ... plat01 the wodd is like 
a work of art designed with a purpose"). However. in these cases "work of art" does 
not mean "pretty object" but rather "consequence of ntional activity;" the cosmos is 
beautiful in the sense that it exhibits order. The contrast. then. is between plan, 
purpose. and intention on one hand and luck. spontaneity. and chance on the other. 



association between teleology and functionality.15' This raises an inttxesting and 

fundamental question: when the universe works. what does it do? It is not, it seems clear 

enough, simply a matter of everlasting ongoingness that exhausts its function. but more 

significantly what that ongoingness suggests. The universe. in other words. being 

chancterized by time, "a movinp image of etemity," points beyond itself to its cause. just like 

any other image or artefact does. As Taylor purs it. 'What Plato wishes to insist on is that 

the 'world' is not self-subsisting; it is something dependent and derivative, as contrasted with 

its uncaused and self-subsisting author. G O ~ " ' * '  As rny interpretation of the texts below 

suggest. the existence of the cosmos might indicaie to Tirnaeus the existence of an extra- 

cosmic cause, but the characrer of the cosmos, i.e. the rational order in nature -- and it is 

this that Tirnaeus seems primarïly interested in -- in the very act of being discemed might 

weLl inform sensitive investigators of the cosmos who they really are and where they stand in 

the scheme of things: they are rationai entities who are related via rationality to the rational 

world-rnaker. This may be taken to express an ultimate cornmirment. fa which Plato is well- 

hown,  particularly £rom Laws 10, to the belief that there is a point of view, in principle if 

not in practice accessible to human reason, according to which everything that has happened, 

happens, and wiu happen c m  be undentood, i.e. seen to make sense or to be reasonable, 
C) 

given the sum of constraining factors invoived in any given case. Let us now tum to a 

detaiied examination of some cosmological texts in the Tirnaeus. 

Is3 At Repubiic 1.352e a thing's hnction -- what it is for -- is defmed as whatever it is 
that it does either uniquely or best. Cf. H. Rackham (W.) Aristotie: Nicornachean 
Eihics (Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press, 1934, 1990), 1.1097b2 1 ff. 

154 Taylor, Commentary 66-67. 



Recall that Timaeus' discussion of the contribution of Reason to the generation of the 

universe was prefaced by a preliminary discussion of the world's body (which in rum was 

prefaced by an explanation as to why there is a world. what model the Demiurge used in 

making the world. and why there is only one world and not more than one). In this 

preliminary discussion of the world's body. Timaeus deals with the question of what shape 

the universe has. and justifies his answer. as follows: 

And he [ix. the Demiurge] gave it a shape appropriate to the kind of thing it 
was (sche'ma de eddken auz6i to prepan kai to suggenes). The appropriate 
shape for that living being that is to contain within itself all the living beings 
would be the one which embraces within itself all the shapes there are (tai de 
ta panta e n  haul5 z6ia periechein mellonti ;6i6i prepon a n  ei2 schZma 10 

perieilZpphos en hautiii panra hoposa sch2mota). Hence he gave it a round 
shape, the form of a sphere, with its center equidistant from irs extremes in all 
directions. This of all shapes is the most complete and most like itself. which 
he gave to it because he believed that likeness is incalculably more excellent 
(kallion) than unlikeness [33b]. 

Skemp. we saw, says that Plato takes over from Empedocles (who thus appears to have 

interpreted Parrnenides' epithet "like the bulk of a well-rounded sphere" [fr. 8.43, n. Gallop] 

materialisticalfy) the idea that the cosmos is spherical. Taylor comments that "the shape of 

the heaven is that which is best, i.e. most appropriate to the creature which is to contain all 

other creatures within itself."'" He explains that its appropriateness consists in the fact that 

all five Platonic figures can be inscribed within the sphere, and adds that "there is further 

appropriateness which T. does not here anticipate, due to the fact that [the five Platonic 

Taylor. Commentary 101. A similar interpretation is given by the other translators 
consulted: "suitable" (Lee), "cortvenait" (Brisson), "passende," "angemessen" (Zekl), 
and "fitting" (Comford). .. 
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figures] have each its special part to play in the detailed system of his physics."'56 Monley 

has argued that this may explain why the sphere is the most complete (teleotalon) of shapes, 

but it does not explain why it is the most "like itself' (homoiotaton). The reason for 

attnbuting "self-similarity" (tr. Mortley) to the sphere. he says, is that circular motion is in 

some sense better than locomotion: 

axial rotation is only possible for a body with equal radii, and this is the 
implication of the stated preference for similarity over dissimilaity. The self- 
similar body is the only one rhat can be rotated in a circular fashion. Circular 
motion is s~perior to locomotion; therefore sirnilarity is beaer than dissimilarity 
of shape.15' 

While 1 see no reason to doubt that PIato considerç the sphere the best shape for the univene, 

it is not clear what "best" means in such a case. The usual line of interpretation, as indicated 

above, seems to take its cue from Timaeus' comment that the sphere is a shape which 

"contains" every other shape, just as the universe is a living creature which "contains" every 

other species of living creature. Indeed this idea of completeness recurs often in Timaeus' 

account of the cosmos. The account itself. like the work of the Derniurge, is complete, 

finished, or, in an older idiom, perfect, only when the universe is shown to be cornpiete, 

fmished, or perfect (92c). It is not at all hard to imagine that this concept of perfection in 

later times came to be interpreted in moral terms. But there does not seem to me to be any 

more need to regard perfection rnorally in this case than there is to consmie the perfect tense 

of kosmein or indeed any other verb morally. Moreover. why should sornethifig complete in 

-- - - 

156 Taylor. Commentary 10 1. 

157 R.J. Mortley, "Plato's Choice of the Sphere." Revue des E t d e s  Grecques 82 (1969) 
345. 
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one way be cornplete in a different way? After d l ,  the univene contains al1 the natural 

bodies. each of which has some weight, but the univene itself, which ought to "contain" al1 

the weight there is, does not seern to weigh anything at dl .  And if, as seems to be the case, 

the difference between the human and the cosmic body consists not in the range of natural 

bodies "contained" but rather in the amounts of those natural bodies "contained" -- some of 

each of the full range versus all of each of the full range, respectively -- why is the human 

body not spherical. Like that of the universe? 

The epistemic interpretation of prep- provides us with another way to understand what 

Timaeus means. Let us begin by considering what the c o ~ e c t i o n  between completeness and 

goodness might be. In the case of an account, at least, the more things are left unexplained 

the less rationally compelling that account is, Le. the less sense it will make of the data to be 

accounted for. So there is some comection between the concepts of completeness and 

rationality. That there is also a cognitive relationship between completeness and circularity 

has been seen above. Next. circularity and rationality are themselves associated at Ma, 40a-b, 
"1 

44b. 89a, 90d, and by implication at 43I1.''~ Rationality, further, seems clearly to be 

pomayed as intrinsically valuable, for the Derniurge, we are told, discovered that among 

visible entities rational ones are preferable (kailion), as a class, to irrational ones (30b). 

Interestingly, it is just because it is in accordance with themis (30a) as Timaeus puts it. that 

the Demiurge. who is (axiomatically) taken to be good (agathos, 29e), always selects the 

W.K.C. Guthrie (A History of Greek Philosophy V: The Luter Plaro and the Acudemy 
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978. 19891 297) rernarks only that this 
association may well suike us as "the stnngest feature of Plato's psychology." 



more desirable (ameinon. 30a; kallion. 30b) of the options available to hirn.'j9- This is taken 

to explain why he made the world in the fmt place, which mode1 he consulted in making it. 

and why he made only one world rather chan more than one of them: it was in each case the 

better option. It is not surprising, then. that in consequence of such a policy. the world would 

tum out to be not just something good (kalon) but something excellent (kalliston and ariston, 

30b). What I gather from this is that the goodness of the world's shape may in large measure 

be interpreted in terms of rationality. But this needs funher analysis. 

At 32c-33a the Demiurge is said to use up al1 of the available material in order to 

preven: extemal assaults upon the cosmos which could conceivably bring about its demise. 

By thus ensuring that no more than a single act of world-mahg would be necessary. LI i.e. that 

no repais would ever be needed, the Demiuge might reasonably be thought to have acted in 

an exemplary and clever manner. But there is some reason to suppose that by kalos (and, by 

association, agathos) in this case Plato may have in mind something like "sensible" or 

"reasonable." For the Demiurge, as we have seen, is said to prefer the rational to the 

kational. and thus selects it. Now since he wanted to make the pre-cosrnic chaos as much 

like himself as possible (hori malista eboulëthê genesthai paraplësia heautoi, 29e3). and since 

he deemed likeness to be much better than uniikeness (nomisas murioi kallion homoion 

anomoiou. 33b7),l6' the implication seems unavoidable: the Demiuqe is himself a rational 

Is9 Brisson comrnents that "the goodness of the derniurge imposes upon him a cenain way 
of acting," (L. Brisson and F.W. Meyerstein, Inventing the Universe [Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 19951 2 1 ). 

160 The principle is generaily valid, even though it is uttered in the context of the shape of 
the universe. 
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entity. in addition to whatever other features he might have. That he would have made the 

world in a sensible. rational. and-clever marner would hardly be surprising. then. But what, 

it might reasonably be demanded. is so sensible or likely about rhe universe's being 

spherical? 

If we make what seems to be a reasonable supposition that Timaeus is not only 

accounting for the cornpleteness of the universe but also "saving the phenornena," and ask 

which phenornena he is saving, we must surely include the apparent rotation of the heavens. 

That is. it could have been apparent to anyone who made a careful observation of it thai the 

so-calied "fxed stars" (on the not unreasonable assurnption of a stable earth -- for who can 

feel it rotate on its axis or revolve round the sun?) moved en bloc to and fro, northwards and 

sourhwards, every year while simultaneously describing unvarying circular paths centered 

around the celestial poles approximately every 24 hours. This in mm suggests (on the not 

unreasonablc assumption that the fxed stars were all equidktant £rom the earth -- for a star's 

brightness does not in fact entail anything about its distance h m  us), that they were at the 

limit of the universe. Finaily, when one asks Mortley's question conczming what sort of 
9 

shape could rotate then it might well seem reasonable to suppose, that is to say it would seem 

likely, that the univene is itself spherical. Ln fact, however, another assumption is needed, 

namely that the visible universe is literally everywhere there is, for nothhg prevents a cube 

(or any other non-spherical shape) from rotating. But given the denial of empty space beyond 

the universe, only a sphere wiil work For the opposite angles of a cube are further distendcd 

than its oppositc sides are. and so. supposing the univene to be a rotating cube. either its 

surrounding context would have to contract and expand as it did so. in order to prevent die 



admission of void -- but the universe would then be in something else. and the sarne problem 

recurs relative to that further context; or there is no further context, in which case there would 

be void where the corner of the universe had previously been and where its side later was. 

But since void is inadmissible, on Timaeus' view, only a sphere will do. By this argument, it 

looks like the Demiurge selected for the universe the only shape which would work. Le. the 

only one which made sense in this context: a sphere. I conclude that, if the shape of the 

universe is an appropriate one for it. any concem on the part of the Demiurp to make its 

shape reflect its function is at best part of Timaeus' meaning, which may be more fully 

expressed as follows: "He gave it a shape which makes sense and is natural for it." It makes 

sense not only in light of the general teleological mode1 of explanation in Platonic cosmology, 

but also in light of the key physical assumption of there being no void, the apparances in 

need of saving, and whatever aesthetic standards rnight have been amibuted to the Demiurge. 

A sirnilar analysis applies to the shapes of the four primary natural bodies at 54c. a 

passage in which Timaeus descnbes 'elemental' transformation. What is directly relevant for 

my purpose is that each of these bodies has a shape described as prosëkon. Timaeus 

evidently disagrees with Empedocles' view that the 'roots' do not change but only mix (fr. 8), 

a view which seems to be Empedocles' way of preserving the appearance of change while 

respecthg Parmenides' prohibirion on actual change, thus preserving the phenomena as most 

people undentood them.16' Lf this presumption is correct, Tirnaeus also disagreed with die 

161 1 take it that Aristotle expresses the lay view, at least in outline, in book 2 of On 
coming-to-be and Passing-away. Further, in criticisrn of Plato's view of 'elemental' 

(continued ...) 



lay view, according to which al1 four elements were thought to be capable of transformation: 

Not al1 of them have the capacity of breaking up and tuming into one another, 
with a large number of smaU bodies turning into a small number of large 
bodies and vice versa. There are three that can do this. For aU three are made 
up of a single type of triangle, so that when once the larger bodies are broken 
up, the same aiangles can go to make up a large number of small bodies. 
assuming their a~propriate shapes (dechornena ta prosëkonta heautois 
schémata). And likewise. when numerous small bodies are fragmented into 
their mangles. these aiangles may weli combine to make up some single 
massive body belonging to another kind. 

In this case it seems obvious that part of the complex rneaning of prosëkonta Is reiational: the 

shapes are "related to" or "go with" or "pertain to" the various bcdies. However. perhaps 

because these shapes are also descnbed as kallista and arirta (53b5-6) and as being as superb 

as possible (héi dunaton hos kallitra. 53b5), my entire sample of translaton, not implausibly, 

goes beyond this purely descriptive notion of rela~onship.~" But the me situation may be 

more cornplex still. 

As in the case of the universe as a whole. whose sphericd shape made the most sense 

and was most iikely, given a nurnber of consnaining considerations. it is easy to imagine the 

shapes of diese natural bodies as having been thought of by Timaeus as being both the best 

and the rnost likely ones, not 

phenornena." We may begin 

ody because they are kaflirtos but also because they "save the 
.l 

that at Timaeus re peats and thus clearly 

L61(...conùnued) 
transformation, he appeals to ordinary experience: "But for one element alone to have 
no part in the change is neither logical nor apparent to sente: al1 should change into 
each other rvithout discrimination" (W. K. C. Guthrie [W.] ,  Aristotle: On the Heavens 
[Cambridge. MA: Hmard University Press, 1939. 19863 303a3 ff., emphasis mine). 

t 62 They translate as follows: Cornforci. "proper;" Lee, like Zeyl, "appropriate:" Brisson, 
"convient; " Zekl, "tukommenden." 
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underscores the approximative or plausibilistic nature of the immediateiy ensuing remarks 

about the shapes of these natural bodies. This, in conjunction with the claim that these 
" 

naturd bodies were made by the best of craftsmen. sîrongly supgests that the most likely 

shapes were the best ones and vice vena,la where "best" again seerns to involve reference 

to the general teleological mode1 of explanation in cosrnology. the denial of void, thz 

appearances in need of saving, and perhaps the Demiurge's aesthetic standards. In addition, 

as 1 indicated in the beginning of this chapter, Tirnaeus describes our normal experience both 

of the natural world and of human perception itself ultimately in terms of the shapes of these 

natural bodies (56c-69a). Those shapes, he says, are likely to be ulthately reducible to 

scalene and isosceles mangles? The reason for this reduction. in general, is evidently to 

preserve the phenornenon of 'elemental' transformation. Tirnaeus' conjecture is ill-founded, 

however. unless at a minimum it does not conflict with the actual observed behavior of fire. 

air, warer, and earth. Here. according to Timaeus, the lay experience and interpretation of 

those appearances is incorneet: fm, air, and water are capable of transformation, the reason 

beinp that they are cornprised of different numben of the same son of scalene triangles (30- 

163 There follows an extensive description, obscure in many particulars, of the five 
Platonic figures (53e-57d). For useful discussions of this part of the dialogue see 
Comford. Plato's Cosmology 2 10-239 and Vlastos, Plato ' s  Universe 66-97. 

' Timaeus explicitly admits that this mathematical analysis of his is (narurally) no more 
than likely: 

Of the many [scalene nght-angled] triangles, then. we posit as the one 
most excellent (kalliston). surpassing the othen, that one from [a pair 
of] which the equilatenl triangle is constructed as a third figure. Why 
this is so is too long a story to tell now. But if anyone puts rhLs d a i m  
to the test and discovers that ir isn't so. his be the prize. with our 
congratulations [54a-b, emphasis mine 1. 
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60-90") -- thus Empedocles is wrong, too --, but eardi is not, the reason being that it is 

comprised of a number of isosceles triangles (45-45-90"). 

One wonders. naturally enough. why Timaeus might sensibly have thought that his 

hypothesis "saved the phenomena" better than either Empedocles' or the lay view did. Since 

he does not tell us how it would. we are forced to speculate. We might fashion an argument 

on his behalf dong the following lines: on one hand if water becomes hot enough it might 

well seem to turn into air, and if warm air is cooled it might well seem to become water; it 

would be reasonable to expect, then, that if w a m  air were to be heated sa fitrher, it would 

eventudy mm into f i e  (which does not feel unlike extremely hot air -- think of steam). On 

the other hand, extremely cold warer, c o n w  to what one rnight expect given the role of 

tempermre in 'elemental* transformation so far, tums into ice (not earth) and very hot earth 

does not mm into water. Without denying that another hypothesis might be able to account 

for "the facts" in a reasonable manner, Tirnaeus cm. it seems, with some plausibility daim 

that his hypothesis at least does not connadict those "facts." In addition, the denid of void 

inside the cosmos might well have seemed to him to require that the primary physical bodies 

capable of transformation have precisely interchangeable parts. Although it is highly obscure 

how he envisaged ûansfonnation actually occurring, some such teleological anangement 
* 

would be needed for the system of nature to "work" in this mechanical sense. pmvided one 

rejects -- but on what grounds, it is not clear to me -- the Empedoclean view of ultimate 

unchanging ' roots ' . Finally , their mathematical perfection might well attest to the aesthetic 

tastes of the Derniurge. Given al1 these background considerations, it seems best to 

understand Timaeus as saying a number of things here about the shapes of the pnmary natural 



bodies: not only are they the ones which pertain to thern. they are also the best ones. the ones 

which, under the totality of relevant circumstances. make the most sense for them to have. 

The text may, 1 conclude, plausibly be rendered as follows: "the same triangles can go to 
v 

make up a large number of srnall bodies, assuming the shapes which it makes sense for them 

to have." 

The planetary orbits are made from the same "stuff," a complex mixture of Being and 

Becoming, as the world-sou1 itself is.lS What is immediateiy relevant to my present 

purpose is what the Demiurge did with the resulting mixture (35b): 

Now when he had mixed these two together with Being. and from the three 
had made a single mixture, he redivided the whole mixture into as many pms 
as his task required @alin holon touto moiras hosas prosëken dieneimen). each 
part remaining a mixture of the Same, the Different, and of Being. 

Tirnaeus then describes the nurnber and sizeç of the "pans" the Demiurge made h m  the 

whole mixture, i.e. the orbit of the sphere of fixed stars and those of the seven planets (3%- 

'" That "stuff' is described as follows: 

In between the Being that is indivisible and always changeless. and the 
one that is divisible and cornes into being in the corporeal realm, he 
mixed a third, intermediate f o m  of being, denved from the other two. 
Similarly. he made a mixture of the Same, and then one of rhe 
Diflerenr, in between their indivisible and their corporeal, divisible 
counterparts. And he took the three mixtures and mixed them together 
to make a uniform mixture, forcing the Different, which was hard to 
rnix, into conformity with the Same [34bJ. r) 



Again my entire sample of translators neiiher surprisingly nor implausibly take this 

passage in a generally normative But what is the task which c m  be satisfied 

either only or best by means of making just this number of orbits? Why is eight a better 

number than seven, nine. or especially ten, the complete number, in this context?'" Indeed. 

Aetius says that Philolaus held that there were ten planets, including the Sun, revolving 

around a central fxe. At Memphysics 1.5. 986a2-12, Aristotle cornplains thus about 

Pythagorean astronomy: 

They supposed ... the entire heaven to be a harmonia and a number. And all 
the characteristics of numbers and harmoniai ... they found corresponding to 
the attributes and parts of the heaven and to the entire ordering. they Gllected 
and made them fît. If anydllng was missing anywhere they eagerly fded in the 
gaps to make their entire system coherent. For exarnple. since they think the 
number ten is something perfect and encompasses the entire nature of numbers, 
they declare that the bodies that move in the heaven are a h  ten. But since 
only nine are visible, they hvent the counter-earth as the tenth.16' 

An epistemic interpretation of the language, such as "he distributed the whole mixture into as 

many pans as one might reasonablv exrxct," seerns to cast at least a little light on this puzzle. 

The Pythagoreans. as Aristotle says, were very interested in nurnber and harmony, and 

- 

166 D.R. Dicks, Early Greek Astronomy IO Aris~otle (London: Thames and Hudson, 1970) 
10: T o r  naked-eye astronomy the significant objecrs observable are Sun, moon. five 
planets only (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Satum)." Sun and moon are 
regarded by Timaeus as planets. 

167 Cornford: "again he divided this whole into as many parts as was fittino;" Lee: "he 
went on to make appropriate subdivisions;" Brisson: "il le distribrra en autant de 
parties qu'il convenai$" Zekl: "teilte er wieder dies Ganze ein in Teile. so vie1 da sein 
sollten." 

1 68 For the perfection of the number ten, see ivor Thomas (W.). Selectiom Illusîraiing the 
History of Greek Mathematics 1: From Thles to Euclid (Cambridge. MA: Harvard 
University Press. 1939, 199 1) 75 ff. 

1 69 Tr. McKirahan 105. 
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Timaeus does not seem to be an exception. The completeness the Demiurge is raken to be 

aiming for could well have been achieved in the case of celestial orbits by making eight 

rather than ten, on the supposition that the Demiurge understood that the harinonic period in 

music is defmed by the octave. The plausibiIity of this supposition is suggested by the 
I )  

astronomical model presented in Republic 10.617b. where upon the nms of eight celestial 

bowls stand Sirens "uttering one sound, one note. and h m  ail the eight here was the 

concord of a single ham~ony." '~~ If dlls is the nght context for Turiaeus' staternent. then in 

the case of celestial orbits no other number than eight would make more sense, or be more 

appropriate, or be more right, and so on. What seems important here is that some 

background consideration or corisiderations, whether rational or moral or both, make certain 

daims more plausible and worthy of acceptance than othen. 1 conclude that an epistemic 

interpretation of prosëk- seerns somewhat preferable to a vagusly normative one in this 

instance. not only because whatever reasom rnight be advanced in support of a vaguely 

normative one in th is  particular case support an epistemic one as well -- the nonnative 

interpretation, we might Say, rests upon a more basic epistemic one, since normative 

considerations are what one rnight reasonably expect in the case of a normatively good world- 

maker -- but also because the planers have number-teaching function (39b), because number 

and mathematics generaily in Plato have a paradigmatically rational character, and because 

Timaeus' cosmological project. he repeatedly reminds his audience. has a plausibilistic 

I m  P. Shorey (îr.). PInto VI: Republic II. Books 6-10 (Cambridge. MA: Hamard 
University Press, 1935, 1987). 



character at best. 

Since physics, or natulal philosophy, is an eikds logos. Timaeus cannot be certain that 

there is actually such a thing as a receptacle of becorning, although given the empirical data 

(Le. unstable 'elements') and a few rnetaphysical principles goveming identity and change it 

might easily seem reasonable to believe that there is, or even that there mwt be. His 

argument may be andyzed thus: if there are images and if there are originals of images dien 

there m u t  be a receptacle. But this mises the crucial question: are there really images and 

onginals of them? His answer is: Probably (51b-52d). assuming that image and original 

correspond to opinion and howledge respe~tively,'~' Thus if there is howledge and it is 

171 In bnef, image and original are correlative to copy and Form, respectively; Foms are 
apprehended by intellect (nous), copies of them by opinion (doxa): and intellect and 
opinion are not the same thing. Against the objection that now and doxa in fact are 
the sarne thing -- one implication being that there are no such things as Fons .  and if 
not then no such things as copies of them either, another implication bring that there 
is in fact no such thing as knowledge, Platonically conceived -- Tirnaeus argues that 
intellect and opinion are distinct on the grounds that (1) one cm have a tnie opinion 
without having knowledge, which couldn't be the case uniess they were different, and 
(2) they have different feanires, and hence cannot be identical: (a) the former is 
brought about by persuasion, the latter by instruction. (b) the former "lacks any 
account", the latter "always involves a mie account", (c) the former is susceptible to 
persuasion, the latter is not. and (d) the former is widespread among humanity. the 
latter is not (Ne). Feature (b) is particularly noteworthy, since it involves an infinite 
regress. For X cannot be known, that is io Say hown to be mie, unless Y, the reason 
for believing X to be me. is itself not just m e  but known to be me ;  h e  same 
condition applies to Y as applies to X, ad infinitum. Thus. while it may be 
unthinkable that condition (b) is not a condition of knowledge. it is in principle 
unverifiable. This may explain why the Forms, which provide the ultimate grounding 
of knowledge, for Plato, remain to the end a hypothesis: and that may explain why it 
is necessary for Timaeus to reson. finally, to casting his vote in favor of the 
hy pothesis (5 1 d). 



not the same as opinion. and if the object of howledge is not identical with that of opinion, 

then, according to Timaeus, in addition to being constrained to acknowledge the existence of 

both Foms and images of them, one is compelled to agee (homologéteon, 52al) that there is 

some third thing, namely the receptacle, which he now c a b  space or place (hë chürn). It is 

indestructible, provides the location for sensory likenesses of the Foms to play out their 

Y 

meagre existence (which is in any case the maximum possible for them), and 

is itself apprehended by a kind of bastard reasoning that does not involve sense 
perception, and it is hardly even an object of conviction .... We look at it as in 
a dream when we Say that everything that exists must of necessity be 
somewhere, in some place and occupying some space, and that that which 
doesn't exist somewhere, whether on earth or in heaven, doesn't exist at ali 
[52b]. 

He then explains why he thinks his audience might have difficulty believing that space or 

place exists as something independent of the things which occupy it (52b-d): 

We prove unable to draw al1 these distinctions and others related to them -- 
even in the case of that unsleeping, tnily existing reality - because our 
dreaming state renden us incapable of waking up and stating the tnith, which 
is this: Since that for which an image has come into being is not at ail intrhsic 
to the image, which is invariably borne alonglr to picture something else, & 
stands to reason that the image should therefore come into being in something 
eise (dia tauta en heteroi prosëkei tini gignesthai). somehow chg ing  fb being, 
or else be nothing at all. But that which really is receives support h m  the 
accurate, true account, which is that as long as the one is distinct from the 
other. neither ever cornes to be in the other in such a way that they at the sarne 
time becorne one and the same, and also two. 

Zeyl, in my view. grasps the correct sense of prosëkei in this passage. For Timaeus is here 

arguing that (1) an image or likeness can be undentood only in reIaion to that which it is an 

172 pheresthi aei. For a defense of this translation and an estimate of its negative 
consequences for the hypothesis that the physical world is really held by Timaeus (and 
Plato) to be etrmal, see T.M. Robinson, Plato's Prychology, 2nd ed. (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 1995) xxii-xxiv. 



image of (an image is always an 

else which can be represented or 

image-of-X. where "X" is not "irnagehood" but something 
n 

imitated), and (2) an image is always bome but neither by 

itself nor by its original. Therefore (3) whatever images there happen to be are bome by 

some other, third thing, cal1 it what you will: receptacle, wetnuae. place, space. etc. The 

argument is thus framed in terms of what does and what does not make sense. For on one 

hand, every image inherently refers beyond itself to sornething else which it represents, Le. its 

original, Y. Now it seems quite unimaginable either that there could be an image of nothing 

or that there could be an image of nothing other than M e r  images, i.e. an image which is 

never fmally an image of something other than an image, namely the original. On the other 

hand, it also seems undeniable that every perceptible image or representation is in fact bome 

by something other than either the thing represented or the representation itseg. This is 

suggested by the considerations (1) that an image-of-X and X are not identical and (2) that 

nothing which is bome (assurning. of course, that images are "bome" at all) cm be borne by 

itself but radier requires an exainsic supporting medium. The point rnust not be forgotten, 

however, that even if Timaeus thinks his three-factor theory is the one which makes the most 

sense of al1 the possibiiities, this does not by itself ensure that it describes the naniral case 

correctly. In fact he does seem to be clearly aware of this. since he acknowledges that he is 

making a judgrnent on the basis, not of legitimate reasoning (whatever that might fmdly 

amount to). but of its contrary, "bastard reasoning," which is exercised in relation to 

sornething which is extraordinarily difficult to discem, and, as we saw, he resorts in the end 

ro vote-casting (51d). An epistemic interpretation of the text seems naturally îo suggest itself. 

once one realizes that such an interpretation is available. For the sake of clarity, I would 



suggest either replacing Zeyl's "should" with "would" or dropping it altogether. In the former 

case. we get "it stands to reason that the image would therefore come to be in something else. 

somehow clinging to being, or else be nothing at all:" in the latter. "it makes sense for the 

image to come to be in something else, somehow ciinging to being, or else be nothhg at dl." 

Perhaps by "need" Lee intends something epistemic as well, thou& naturally it is hard to be 

sure.173 Brisson appears to amibute to Timaeus a higher degree of confidence than Timaeus 

is entitled By contrast with Zeyl's epistemic interpretation of the text. the generally 

normative ones of Zekl and Comford are simply not convincing."' 

If it is iikcly (but not verifiably certain) that there is a receptacle, what can be said of 

its nature? It would be reasonable to expect Timaeus to answer: Sothing. of come,  which is 

any more than likely. The receptacle. he says, has no inherent perceptible qualities, just like 

the oil usçd by a fragrance maker (which performs its function bener the lcss f h p t  it is 

173 "an image, the rems of whose existence are outside its control in that it is always a 
moving shadow of something elst, needs to corne into existence in something else if it 
is to claim some degree of reality, or else be nothing at ail." 

: 7.: "Une image. en eflet. du rnornenr que ne lui appartient pas cela même 2onr elle est 
l'image. et qu ' elie est le fantôme toujours fugitif de quelque chose d'autre. ne peut 
pour ces raisons que venir à L'êne en quelque chose d'autre et acquérir ainsi une 
existence quelconque, sous peine de n'être rien du tout." 

1 75 "Da bei einem Bild auch das. nach dent es gebildet ist. nichf a u  t'hm selbst kommt. 
sondern es imrner die Erscheinung eines von ihrn Verschiedenen nagt. deshalb kornmt 
ihm zu. in einem davon Vershiedenen zu enürehen, wobei es sich. wer weip wie. ans 
Sein hou--oder es ist ganz und gar nichts" (Zekl): "an image, since not even the very 
principle on which it has corne into being belongs to the image itself, but it is the ever 
rnoving sernblance of something else. it is proZr that it should come to be in 
something else. clinging in some sort to existence on pain of being nothing at au" 
(Comford). 



itself), and the (SC. writing) surface upon which characters are to be impressed (which 

performs its function better the less it obwdes any i n t e r f e ~ g  shapes of its own): 
4 

In the same way, then, if the thing that is to receive repeatedly throughout its 
whole self the likenesses of the intelligible objects, the things which always are 
-- if it is to do so successfully. then it oueht to be devoîd of any inherent 
charactenstics of its own (t'auton oun kai toi ta ton pantan aei te ontün kata 
pan heautou pollakis aphomoi6rnota kaiüs mellonn dechesthni pantün ektos 
autoi prosëkei pephukenai ton eidon) [5 1 a]. 

It is important to realize the limitations of the analogies Tirnaeus offers. In particular, it 

seems unlikely that the Demiurge might prepare the receptacle in such a way that it will 

reflect something accurately d e r  it has been prepared but not beforehand, since the 

recepacle has its inherent nature from etemity, whatever that nature is (52d).Iï6 It is 

therefore unlike the (writing) surface and the fragrance base in thîs respect. What remains, it 

seems to me, is the present and ongoing (not the future) capacity for accurate representation 

of thuigs.'" How Timaeus could possibly h o w  that the receptacle acnially &ects images 

of Forms accurately is highly mysterious if he  is not even sure that there is such a rhing as a 

re~eptac1e.l~~ Nonetheless, his ignorance on the factual point does not imply ignorance on 

the inferential one "Lf X. then Y" (where X = "the receptacle accurately reflects images of 

Forms" and Y = "the receptacle is free of inherent charactenstics which might interfere with 

176 Clearly it is not utterly characterless: it rnoves and reflects things. Besides, I for one 
cannot imagine how a thing without any character at a i l  rnight actually be sornething 
rather than nothing. 

177 For this sense of mellein see LSJ mellü 1.1. 

175 At 51b Timaeus seems to acknowledge the fact that he is less than certain: "And 
insofar as it is possible (kath' hoson ... dunaton) to anive at its nature on the basis of 
what we've said so far, the rnost correct way to speak of it may well be this: that part 
of it that gets ignited appears on each occasion as f ~ e .  the dampened pan as water. 
and parts as eanh or air insofar as it received the imitations of these" (emphasis mine). 
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its reflecting images of Foxms accurately"). This inference would be. in Aristotle's phrase. a 

"respectable" one. It is usual to take the text in a normative manner:lm Lee seems to 

provide the only possible exception: "[the receptacle] must itself be void of al1 cha~acter."'~~ 

Given that we are dealing here with indemonstrable presuppositions on Timaeus' part, both 

that the receptacle performs the function he says it does and especially that it does so well, 

then, die following clearly cpistemic interpretation of the text seems most plausible: "it makes 

sense for that which is to receive the likenesses of the intelligible objects -- the things which 

exist etemally -- both successfully and repeatedly throughout its whole self tombe devoid of 

any inherent characteristics of its o ~ n . " ' ~ ~  

At 55c-d Timaeus puzzlingly raises the question about the number of universes again; 

he had already argued at 30c-d that there is only one univene. Taylor says about this puzzle 

that "if only we knew more about f&-century Pythagoreanism we should probabiy fmd that 

- -- 

1 79 Cf. Comford: "lit1 ought in its own nature to be free of al1 the characters:" Brisson: 'z 
convient qu'elle soit par nature dépowvue de toute forme;" Zekl: "Fermb jeder Art 
von Gestaltung kommt es ihm tu zu sein." 

lgO This way of puning it suggests that Timaeus has sornething like Aristotle's 
hypothetical necessity in mind, for which see Physics 2.9. This interpktation seems 
incorrect. however, for while hypothetical necessity is clearly relevant to preparhg 
surfaces for writùig and making bases for fragrances, it is just at this point, it seems to 
me, that the analogy between them and the receptacle breaks down. The 
improvements made by the Demiurge upon the pre-cosmic chaos seem to have to do 
with the ill-fomed contents of the receptacle and its disorderly motion rather than 
with its reflective capacity as such, which it appears to have from etemity. 

Altematively, "it's likelv that that which is to receive the likenesses of the intelligible 
objects -- the things which exist etemally -- both successfuIly and repeatedly 
throughout its whole self is devoid of any inherent characteristics of its own." 



there is an allusion to some division of opinion in the school itseif which accounts for this 

sudden retum to a question already disposed of."'" Comford fmds the text perplexing as 

weu: "either Our passage must be given up as inexplicable, or we rnust see in it a veiled 

allusion to the possibility of a fLNi f o m  of body [made explicit only in the ~ ~ i n o r n i s ] . " ' ~ ~  

What Timaeus says is that, while he thinks there is likely only one universe, someone else 

considered the whole matter differently might well hold that there are five: 

Anyone following this whole line of reasoning rnight very weil be puuled 
about whether we should say that there are infiitely many worlds or a ffite 
number of them- If so, he would have to conclude that to answer. "infiïtely 
many." is to take the view of one who is really "ud î shed"  in things he ought 
to be " f~shed"  in. He would do bener to stop with the question whether - 
should Say that there's really just one world or five and be puuled about that 
@oteron de h e ~  ë pente autorrs alëtheiai pephukotas legein pote prosëkei. 
rnallon an taurëi stas eikotos diaporësai). Well, Our "probable acccunt" mswer 
declares there to be but one world, a god -- thou& someone else, taking other 
things into consideration, wilI corne to a different opinion. 

An epistemic construai of the text is helpful here. It suggests diat it makes sense, or is 

reasonable. as Taylor purs it.IS4 for someone to suppose that there are five, but' not that 

there are an infinite number of them. What makes it reasonable? Taylor's suggestion szrrns 

like a good one. For although we are not told clearly why it would be more reasonable to 

wonder about the one question than about the other, it may be that no reason cm be given for 

there being an infimite number but some reason can be given for diere being five worlds, for 

Taylor, Cornrnentary 378. 

187 Comford, Plutu's Cosmology 22 1 .  

184 "It is very loose thinking to suppose that there can be an indefmite number .... but the 
discovery that there are five regular sol& and no more makes it a more remonable 
question whether there might not be five kosmoi (Cornmentory 378, ernphasis mine). 



instance that there are five regular solids. It rnust be admitted. though. that this is not much 

of a reason. In any case. the sarne reason which undermines a defiite plurality of cosmoi -- 

the void which would seem to be necessary to keep these cosmoi apart. but which is denied 

by Timaeus to exist -- undermines an infhite plurality of them. 

But, it rnight be objected, is it not Ucely that prosëkei picks up chrë, as my sarnple of 

translators seem to agree on?lg5 Even if it does, however, the kind of propriety involved in 

a hypothesis about the number of worlds is much less patently a rnaaer of either moral or 

quasi-moral nghtness than it is of cognitive righmess. i.e. correchiess. For someone who 

considers the maner in a different way, we read, will corne to a dflerent opdon,  not a 

rnorally wrong or inappropnate one. If so, the implication for chrë may weii be that it has a 

rational use in addition to its moral one. Tirnaeus' view that at least some different 

cosrnological opinions would also be reasonable ones is well conveyed by the following 

translation: "But it would be more reasonable for him to stop with the question whether fi 

plausible [or: makes sense] to Say that there's in fact just one world or whether there are five 

of them." 

This concludes my exegesis of those cosmological passages of the Tirnaeus in which prep- 

and prosëk- appear and which seem to be usefully illuminated by an awareness of the 
5 

epistemic sense of these verbs. In some cases, pairicularly those conceming matters of 

185 Zekl: "ob g wohl die Wahrheir triR zu sagen. es sei nur eine oder aber es seien 
deren finfi" Lee: "whether one oueht - to say that there is really one world or five;" 
Brisson: "que convient-il alors de déclarer: est-il vrai de dire qu'un seul mande est né 
ou qu'il y en a cinq?" Cornford: "whether it is proFr  to speak of them as being really 
one or five." 
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methodology and meta-cosmological discourse, an epistemic interpretation of prep- or prosëk- 

seems vimially to recommeiid itself. With respect to cosmological discouse, an epistemic 

consuual seems on some occasions best taken as part of Plato's overall meaning. and on 

othen, panicularly given the teleological and functional explanatory framew0r.k involved, to 

be preferable to a non-epistemic one. 

We may now take a step back from the detailed work which has constituted the bulk 

of this dissertation in order to estimate the impact of this study upon our general 

interpretation of the cosmology of the Tirnaeus. The interpretive results of this chapter 

suggest that the worldview expressed in this dialogue is not just a moral one, but dso, and it 

seems to me more deeply, a rational one. We have on a nurnber of occasions seen that a 

consideration of the teleological and hnctional explanatory background seems to tilt the 

balance in favor of a rational rather than a moral interpretation of the text. This way of 

putting it may be slightly rnisleading, however, since rationality and morality are very closely 

related in both Socrates and Plato. Whereas in Socrates they seem to be ac td ly  identical, in 

Plato the attainment of moral goodness serves a higher and more important end, namely the 

exercise of rationality. Justice in the human sou1 and city alike, as he puts it in the Republic, 

consists in the rational pan's governing the whole. Anstotle articulates the same general 

thesis conceming the relationship between rationality and morality in great detail in his 

Nicornachean Ethics. And so, to say that the balance seems tilted in favor of a rational rather 

than a moral interpretation may in fact amount to saying that rationality provides the context 

within which morality is best understood. In other wordç, it is, according to Plato, when a 

human being is rational tbat he or she works best, i.e. fulfrls his or her me function which 



alone can provide a legitimate moral imperative for him or hrr. Part of what it means to be 

rational surely is to do what makes sense given some goal. Now in the case of the universe. 

we saw, the Demiurge aiways selects the better option, which 1 suzgested means that it will 

better attain the goal that the univene work: "better" seerns in such a case to be equivalent to 

"more sensible" or "more reasonable." The Demiurge's pronoia (30cl), if this interpretation 

is correct, seems to have more to do with rational calculation than with moral superintendence 

or providence as it later came to be undentood. The rationd ordcr of the univene. then, 

seems to be both a sign of die rationality of its organizer, and, by virtue of human reason's 

being able to intuit the rationd nature of the world-making god via that cosmic order, at die 
* 

same time a mode1 for human living and so the cure for its ills -- just as the introduction of 

cosrnic order is the cure, so to speak, for pre-cosmic chaos. "Becomhg as good as possible," 

"becornin_o as rational as possible," and "becoming as godlike as possible" do not seem to 

differ to any appreciable degree. The transition from chaos to cosmos recounted by Tirnaeus, 

under this interpretation, marks a gain in rationality in the total scheme of things. 

Plato was not the fmt to use this son of laquage ro speculate about maaers strictly 

speaking beyond verifcation. Parnienides and Xenophanes, we saw in chapter one, both used 

eikos to perform jusr such a task It has ernerged, during the course of this investigation. that 

eikos estin shares semantic ground with both prepei and prosëkei. This fact suggests new 

possibilities of interpretation for epiprep- in Xenophanes B26 and for prosëk- in Anaimander 

A26. In the next and final chapter of this dissertation 1 re-interpret this related material in the 



5: Construing Xenophanes B26 and Anaximander A26 

Plato. as we saw in passing in chapter one. was not the fmt to use the kind of 

language investigated here to comment upon things suicrly speaking beyond his reach. Recall 

that Xenophanes used it in B26 to attribute motionlessness to his one, greatest god. 

Specifically Plato's and Xenophanes' respective subject-matter ciiffers, but genencally it does 

not. In chapter one 1 indicated two solutions which have been proposed for the problem of 

how Xenophanes conceived of the nature of the divine body: according to one, the god has no 

body; according to the other, the god's body is of a particuiar kind, radically different from 

that of mortals. I noted that construing epiprepei as "it is fitting" or "it is appropriate" 

presented difficulties for both of these solutions. 1 said, in relation to die fmt, that 

the reason that the gods are neither snub of nose nor red of hair is that go& do 
not have bodies at all. This would explain why. if it is the god who "shakes 
all things," he must do so with his rnind. It would also go sorne way toward 
explaining why the god sees. thinks, and hears "whole;" for the language of 
part and whole seems to make more sense when applied to a body than to a 
min?, hecause the latter does not obviously have parts. But it must be 
conceded that it does not explain very well why it would not be "fitting" for 
the god to travel from one place to another, as though it were better for him to 
stay in one spot: for if the god has no body. how can he either move or stay in 
one place? 

According to the second solution, that Xenophanes' god has a special son of body, 1 

remarked that "why it would be inappropriate for the god's body to travel fiom here to there 

is not clear, particularly in light of opinion 7, which seems to imply that there is no need for 

it to do so." 

It seems useful to cite Lesher's translation of the fragment complete with its 

Simplician context: 



[So also when (Xenophanes) says that it remains in the same place and does 
not move:] 

... always he abides in the same place. not moving at all. nor 4 
it seemlv for him to mvel to different places at different rimes 
(aiei d' en taurai mimnei kinoumenon ouden. oude meterchesthai min 
epiprepei allote allêi) 

[he does not mean that ir remains at rest as the state of being opposite ro 
movernent, but only thar it is deprived of motion and ~ s t . ] ' ~ ~  

Epiprepei is here rendered normatively In terms of seemliness: the sense is no: simcantly 

different than if it had been rendered in terms of fittingness or appropriateness. Lesher has 

the Company of a good many scholan in taking it t h ~ s . ' ~ '  Jaeger says that "[in 

Xenophanes] the concept of the appropnate ... appears for the f i t  time in the Greek 

tradition." Jaeger's argument appeals to h. 11 and 12, in which. as we saw in chapter one, 

Xenophanes implicitly criticizes the immoral behavior atüibuted to the p d s  by Horner and 

Hesiod. It is not hard, then. for Jaeger to conclude that "[Xenophanes had] an irnmediate 

sense of awe at the sublirnity of the Divine. It is a feeling of reverence that leads 

Xenophanes to deny ail the f i t e  shortcomings and limitations hid upon the go& by 

: 86 Lesher 110-1 1. The fragment is preserved by Simplicius in his Comrnentary on 
Aristarle's Physics, 23-10. 

157 For example, W .  Jaeger, The Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1947) 49; J. Burnet, Eady Greek Philosophy (New York: Mendian. 
1959) 120; K .  Freernan, Ancilla to the Presocraric Philosophers (Cambridge. M A :  
Harvard University Press, 1948, 1983) 23; Guthrie 374; McKirahan 62; by implication. 
H.A.T. Reiche, "Empirical Aspects of Xenophanes' Theology," in I. Anton and G. 
Kustas (edd.). Essays in Ancienr Greek Philosophy (Albany, NY: SUNY Press. 197 1): 
Hussey says that Xenophanes has "a 'puritanical' conception of 'the divine' and whar 
may be fittingly thought about it" (23 n.32). if the translation I am about to propose 
is correct, Hussey is not. 



traditional religion. 

The fact that LSJ cite this as its only illusüative text in which epiprepei rneans "it is 

fitting" or "it is appropriate" does not shed a good deal of Light on what Xenophanes had in 

mind in using it, even if. they are correct. For tak of appropriateness with reference to the 

god's being motionless suggests that Xenophanes thought it somehow or other wrong or bad, 

perhaps degrading, for the god to rnove, which surely seems to imply that it's preferable for 

him to stay in one place. But the results of chapten two, three, and four show that he need 

not be interpreted this way, since he might very well have meant: 

the god always abides in the same place, not movinp at ali, nor does it make 
anv sense for him to be travelling to different places at different times.lg9 

By contrast with the usual normative translation of this fragment, the epistemic one 1 propose 

here seems more likely to be something Xenophanes would have been comfortable saying, 

given that. as he himseif says, opinion is alloaed to ail in such things. So let u s  ask why 

Xenophanes might have thought rhat it doesn't make any sense for the god to move. The 

specific answer, to repeat, seems to depend on how he conceived the nature of the divine 

body. Simplicius, we saw, says that the god is neither at rest nor in motion, an interpretation 

Iss Jaeger 49. 

189 According to LSJ, epi- sometimes denotes something about surfaces, a possibility 
depending on its radical sense of "upon." and sometimes, like ari-, it intensifies the 
verb it modifies. Their example of the former is Homer, Odyssey 24.252 ( o d e  ti toi 
douleion epiprepei eisoranshi e i h s  kai rnegethos: "you do not on the surface look 
like a slave. judging by your form and stature"). Pindar, Pythian Ode 8.44 may be an - 
example of the latter (phuni to gennaion epiprepei ek pateron paisi Iërno: 'The 
nobility of fathes shines brightly in the actions of their sons"). The fmt of these two 
possibilities of interpretation seems rather unlikely in the case of Xenophanes B26, 
since no monal has ever seen or will ever see the surface of the god's body. on the 
supposition that that body is to be identified with the universe. 



which 

if it is 

reason 
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naturally goes with the view that the god is just bodiless. ünder such an interpretation. 

correct. clearly neither motion nor rest makes any sense in relation to it for die simple 

that neither are possible conditions for this body -- ex hypothesi non-existent -- to be 

in. But it cannot be ruled out that Simplicius has misunderstood Xenophanes. Lf. then. die 

rivai interpretation is correct, i.e. that die god has a body. Xenophanes rnight well have 

undentood the univene to be the goci's body. This hypthesis would help to account for the 

tradition, going back to Aristotle. that Xenophanes' god and the univene were the same 

(Meruphysics 986b 10 ff.). It would also explain how it is that the god is able to shake ail 

thir.gs qua mind withour having to go anywhere ro do so. since he is already qua body (and 

thus ako q u  mind?) everywhere there is to be. Finally. it explains why he doesn't move 

from here to there, Say, four feet to the lefi; for qua physical universe - recall the literally 

contexrless universe implied by the denial of exm-cosmic void in the Tirnaeus -- there is 

nowhere else he could possibly go to. On some such supposition the idea ùiat the god might 

move. qua body. at least, makes no sense at au: for the objection diat this body appean to 

rotate is easily met by noting that rotatory motion in a single place is not in fact motion from 

'here' to 'there.' An episternic interpretation of the fia,gnent seems most likely even if both 

of these suppositions are incorrect; for whatever Xenophanes' reason actually was. given that 

reason it wouldn't have made sense for the god to mvel, not would it be likely that he 

would. The very generality of the interpretation seems to recommend it. 

Anaximander (A26) may or may not have used similar language even before 

Xenophanes, but he does appear to have had it or something like it in mind, to judge from 



Aristotle's report. According to Aristotle, Anaximander believed that the earth was stationa. 

in the middle of the heavens. An argument for this view is preserved in On the Heavem 

Some, like Anaxirnander ... declare that the earth is at rest on account of ifs 
similarity. For it is no more fittinq for what is established at the center and 
equally refated to the extremes to move up rather than d o m  or sideways 
(rnallon men gar outhen anij ë kat6 ë eis ta plagia pheresthai prosëkei tu epi 
tou mesou hidrwnenon h i  homoios pros ta escham echon). And it is 
impossible for it to make a move simultaneously in opposite directions. 
Therefore, it is at rest of necessity.Iw 

A major consnaint upon our understanding of this text as an expression of AnaXimander's 

thought is that it does not purport to be a quotation from Anaximander's book. It represents 

rather Aristotle's interpretation of Anaximander's thought and would naturally have been 

recounted by Aristotle in language intelligible to his own audience. Let us then cauùously 

suppose that Aristotle has gmped Anaximander's meaning more or less accurately, including 

the notions of impossibility and necessity involved in the argument. Then it does seem 

wananted for McKirahan to claim that this is "the fmt hown application of the Principle of 

Sufficient Reason."19' But as it stands Aristotle's testimonial mises a number of puzzles, 

perhaps the oddest of which is that "fittingness" (or "appropnateness") dong with "sirrdarity" 

together constitute the Reasons which are S a c i e n t  to ensure that the earth stays put in the 

center of everything. They are such diflerent kinds of reasons. Anaxirnander's grometrical 



Ieap from the mythical mindset. for which he has become farno~s.'~' seems seriously 

undermined by an appeal to something as ordinory as appropriateness. Some questions which 

naturally arise. supposing that he is actually appealing both to geometrical and to generally 

normative considerations in explaining his view are: How might he have understood the 

relationship between geometry and this quasi-morality? Why would it be inappropriate, or 

somehow or other wrong or bad, for something at the center to move off-center? In what 

sense is it better to be at the center of a circle, as opposed to one of the foci of an ellipse, for 

instance? In general, how might something such as a geometrical position produce anything 

remotely like a non-geomeûical obligation? And why does Aristotle accept the fact of earth's 

central location in the scheme of things but not refbte Anaximander's appeal to fittinpess, 

hstead appealing to his own doctrine of naiural places? 

In fact, however, no such relation between geornetrical position and non-geometricai 

pressure need be supposed. For as we have seen, Plato himself used prosëk- in an epistemic 

manner, which shows that such a construal was available to Aristotle. That Aristotle used 

these words this way is strongly suggested in the foilowing passages: On the Sou1 41 1b16. 

Parts of Animak 642b10, Politics 1323a18, and Meteorology 340a26. In the fust of these, 

Aristotle raises a doubt about the rheory that the soul holds the body together: 

For, if the entire soul holds together the whole body, then each of its parts 
oueht ~roperlv tn hold together some part of the body (ei gar hê ho12 psuchë 
pan to soma sunechei. prosëkei kai ton rnorion hekaston sunechein ti fou 
sdmatos). But this seems impossible. For it is diEficult even to conjecture 

' D.F. Furley rejects the view expressed in Aristotle's report as un-Anaximandrian. 
"The Dynamics of the Eanh: Anaximander, Plato, and the Centrifocal Theory," in 
Cosm ic Problerns, 1 4-26. 

See 



what part the intellect will hold together or how it c m  hold any part 
together. Ig3 

Smith more clearly (and co~~ect ly,  in my view) construes the text in epistemic terms: "For, if 

the whole soul holds together the whole body, we should exwct each part of the soul to hold 

together a part of the body."lg4 The relevant question for my purpose is not whether 

Aristotle's argument is a good one but only what the nature of his claim is. That much 

seems clear enough: on the hypothesis that A has a given relation to B, the parts of A ought 

reasonably to have a sirnilar relation to the parts of B, as the followuig translation rnakes 

explicit: 'For, if the entire soul holds together the entire body, then it makes sense that each 

part of the soul would hold together sorne part of the body." n i e  consequent of this 

conditional is clearly taken to be absurd, on the grounds of which the antecedent may 

reasonably be rejected 

At Parts of Animais 642b10. in a criticism of the mrthod of division. Aristotle says: 

"Further. one o u ~ h t  not to break up a pnus ( en  de prosëkei më diaspan hekaston genos), e.g. 

of birds, in such a way that some corne under water animals but others under some other 

genus, as is done in some pubfished  dichotomie^."^^' Somz of those dichotomies, we see. 

- 

193 R.D. Hicks (tr.), Aristotle: De Anima (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1907). 

194 J.A. Smith (n.), On the Soul, in J .  Barnes (ed.). The Complete W u r h  of Arisfotle: The 
Revised Oxford Translation, 2 vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984). 

195 H.G. Apostle and LP.  Gerson (m.), Ariszotle: Selected Workr (Grinneli, IA: The 
Peripaietic Press. 1982). Ogle translates similarly: "Again it is not mrmissible to 
break up a natural group. Birds for instance. by putting its members under different 
bifurcations, as is done in the published dichotomies, where some birds are ranked 
with animals of the water, and others are placed in a ciifferent class" (Wm. Ogle [tr.], 
Parts of Anirnals, in Barnes, Aristotle. 
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some birds to the group of water-creatures! There cm be little doubt 

this was erroneous, as Peck sees: "Again, it is a rnistake to break up a 

the group Birds. by putting some birds in one division and some in 

another. as has been done in the divisions made by certain writers: in these some birds are 

put in with the water-creatures. and others in another cl as^."'^^ Ln this case it seems that 

the group "birds" has. in Anstotle's view, been over-analyzed; it's comrnon sense, he implies, 

that birds go with air and fish go with water. To put this point more fomally, an analysis of 

a natural group which abolishes the very critenon on the basis of which that natural goup 

was initially established makes no sense. In light of this. the followin; translation 

recommends itself: "Further, it doesn't make sense to break up a natuml group, for instance 

Ig6 A.L. Peck (tr.) Arirtotle: Parts of Animals (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1937, 1983). 1 expect that if Peck had been aware of the epistemic sense 1 am talking 
about. he would have rendered 687a 12ff. differently than he did. In this passage, 
which clearly expresses a teleological conception of nature. Aristotle criticizes 
Anaxagoras' hypothesis that it is because human beings possess hands that they are 
the most intelligent: 

but surely the reasonable point of view [= Anstotle's point of view] is 
that it is because he is the most intelligent animal that he has got hands. 
Hands are an instrument; and Nature, like a sensible human being, 
always assigns an organ to the animal that can use it (as it is more in 
keeping to give Butes to a man who is already a flute-player than to 
provide a man who possesses flutes with the skill to play them) 
(orosëkei gar roi onti aulërëi dounai mallon aulous ë tüi aulour echonri 
prostheinai aulëtikZn); thus Nature has provided that which is less as an 
addition to that which is greater and superior; not vice versa. 

The immediate context clearly shows, however, that, whatever "it" is, it is to be "more 
in keeping" with sensibility and rationality: the text is consequently and by a wide 
margin more satisfyingly translated: "for it makes more sense to give fiutes to a man 
who is in fact capable of playing them than it does to teach any man who happens to 
have Rutes how to play them." The reason, presumably, is that it takes some native 
ability to become a good flute-player. 



Birds, by assigning some to one class. other to another." 

At the beginning of book 7 of the Politics Aristotle argues that the best political 

constitution is not determinable untïi the best mode of life is: 

If we wish to investigate the best constitution appropnately, we must first 
decide what is the most desirable Me; for if we do not know that, the best 
constitution is also bound to elude us. For those who live under the best- 
ordered constitution (so far as their circumstances allow) mav be exwcted, 
barring accidents, to be those whose &airs proceed best (arista gar pranein 
prosëkei tour arista politeuornenous ek ton huparchont6n autois. ean m ë  ti 
gignëtai p~ralogon).'~' 

Anstotle here reasons that there is a close relation between quality of life and quality of 

political constitution, and that the appropriate (Le. reasonable, I am inclined to say) inference 

is from the former to the latter rather than vice versa. Why? Not because those who live in 

the best constitutions always in fact have the best lives but because they are most likely to, as 

his remark about accidents -- by defmition that which is out of the ordinary -- shows. Thus 

one may plausibly render the text: "For it's likelv that those who live under the best 

constitutions available to them fare the best, accidents notwithstandùig." 

Finally, at Meteorology 34Ua19 ff. Aristotle diçcusses two meteorological problems, 

the f i t  of which concems the locations respectively of air and fire relative to the prirnary 

elernent. He begins by raising the question why there are no clouds in the celestial region: 

197 T.A. Sinclair and T.J. Saunders (UT.), Politics, in J.L. A c M l  (ed.), A New Aristde 
Reader (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987). Similarly B. Jowett (in 
Barnes, Aristorle): "for, in the natural order of things, those mav be expected to lead 
the best life who are govemed in the best rnanner of which their circumstances admit" 
and H. Rackham: "since it is to be exwcted that the people that have the best form of 
govemment available under their given conditions will fare the best, exceptional 
circumstances apart" (H. Rackham [a.], Arisrorie: The Politics London: Heinemann. 
1932, 19501). 



If water is produced frorn air and air from water, why are no clouds farmed in 
the celestial region? The farther the region from the earth and the lower its 
temperature the more readily should clouds form there broséke gar rnallon 
hosoi porroteron ho topos tës gës kai psuchroteros) and its temperature should 
be low because it is not so very near to the heat of the stars nor to the rays 
reflected from the eanh, which by their heat break up cloud-formations and so 
prevent clouds gathering near the earrh -- for clou& gather where the rays 
begin to lose their force by dispersion in the void [340a26-27].'98 

Webster translates similarly: 'They ought to form there the more, the further from the earth 

and the colder that region is."lg9 Now there is clearly no question of rnorality or quasi- 

rnorality herc but rather of what one would ordinarily and reasonably expect to be the case in 

the light of normal expenence of the natural world This much is clearly and precisely 

conveyed by the following: "Clouds would be more Iikelv to f o m  in the place which is 

further from the earth and colder." And that is just why it constitutes a p r o b l p  requiring 

solution. 

On the basis of this sampie of four texts, it seems clear that Aristotle used prosëk- in 

an epistemic manner at least sometimes. If so, it is possible that in his testimonium on 

Anaximander he intended the word epistemically. Thar he in fact did so seems beyond 

reasonable doubt in light of his fmal criticism of the theory (296a4 ff.. a. Guthrie): 

Finally, what they Say is not even true. Thus much happens accidentally to be 
mie, that everything must remain at the centre which has no reason to rnove in 
one or another particular direction (kata swnbebëkos mentoi tout' alëthes, ho-s 
anankaion menein epi tou mesou pan hoi mëthen mallon deuro ë deuro 
kinertthai prosëkei); but so far as their argument goes, a body need not remain 
there but c m  move -- not, however, as a whole, but scattering in different 
directions. 

19' H.D.P. Lee (u.), Aristotle: Meteorologica (London: Heinemann, 1952. 1962). 

'* E.W. Webster (tr.), Meteorology, in Bames, Arisrotle. 



In Our target passage, A26, Guthrie interprets the having of a reason, in the text just cited. as 

the having of a (nanid)  impulse: "that which is situated at the centre and is equably related 

to the extremes has no impulse to move in one direction -- either upwards or downwards or 

sideways -- rather than in another." Others construe it in a quasi-normative 

Kahn. on the other hand, says diis about Anaximander: 

That this cosmological application of a geornetrïc idea was Anaimander's 
personal achievement. is foxtunately beyond doubt. One of the rare items of 
information which Aristotle gives us conceming the thought of Thaies is the 
latter's teaching that the earth does not fall because it floats on water. The 
Egyptian and Oriental affities of this doctrine have been remarked both by 
ancient and by modem cornmentaton. It rnay be considered philosophical only 
in that it recognizes a problem to be solved Anaximander dismisses all such 
pseudo-solutions at a single stroke and gives the question its decisive form: 
Why, after all, should the earth fall? If the univene is syrnmetricd, there is no 
more reason for the earth to move down than up. By this implicit rejection of 
the familiar idea of 'down' as the direction in which ali bodies tend, 
Anaximander is well ahead of his t h e .  The use of such speculauve reasons in 
radicd contrast with the evidence of cornmon sense did not satisfy fiis 
successors, who resorted to more solid considerations to keep the eardi in its 
place.'!" 

These considerations lead him to translate A26 as follows: "for a thing established in the 

middle, with a similar relationship to the extremes, has no reason to move up rather than 

2 00 See McKirahan above; cf. S. Leggatt (tr.), Arirrotle: On the Heavens I and II 
(Warminster: A n s  and Phillips, 1995): "for what is situated at the centre and stands in 
a similar relation to the extremes is no more fit to move upwards than downwards or 
towards the sides" and JL. Stocks (tr.), On the Heaven, in Bames, Aristotle: 'Motion 
upward and downward and sideways were dl, they thought, equaily ina~pro~riate to 
that whicli is set at the centre and indifferently related to every exwme point." 

20 1 C.H. Kahn, Anarimander und the Originr of Greek Cosmology (New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1960) 78. Dicks claims that Kahn paùits a "vastly distoned picture 
of ... [Anaximander which] implies a farniliarity with the concept of the celestial 
sphere and its main circles which is entirely anachronistic for his time, and for which 
there is no good evidence before the latter part of the fifth and the beginning of the 
fourth century B.C." (45). 
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down or laterally" (76). Now Anstotle says of this argument that it is a clever one. but not 

true (rouzo de legerai komps6s. ouk alëth8s de; cf. Metaphysics 10 1 Oa4:  hile they speak 

plausibly [eikot6sjl they do not Say what is m e  [alëthë]"). Let us ask. then, what is so clever 

about Anaximander's reconstmcted argument, for if anything a supposed connection between 

quasi-rnorality and geornetxy seems mysteing rather than clever. On the other hand. a 

connection between rationality and pometry does seem clever, even nanirai. i.e. what one 

might reasonably expect of a philosopher, rather than mysti@ing. On theoe grounds, and in 

light of the results of this thesis, we have good reason to translate as follows: 

Some, like Anaxirnander ... Say that the earth is at  rest due to 'similarity.' For 
it makes no sense for what is established at the center and similady related to 
the limits to move up rather than down or sideways, and it's impossible for it 
to move simultaneously in opposite directions. Hence it's necessarily at ra t .  

By conmst with the normal interpretation of Anaximander's thought in this niâtter, the 

interpretation 1 propose here seems to have at least two philosophicdy siNcant things to 

be said on its behalf: fmt, it seems clearly consistent with and related to -- we might even 

say it complements -- the other. geometrical reason for the earth's resting at the center of 

everything; second, it is a fine and interesting example of not-utterly-erroneous archaic 

philosophical reflection upon the universe, as Aristotle implies by his endorsement of its 

geocenaic result (though not its rationale): If this interpretation of Aristotle's report is 

correct, and if Aristotle reports Anaximander's thought accurately, then we may reasonably 

conclude, with Kahn, that Anaximander's farnous leap h m  the mindset of myth is not only 

not underrnined, it is in fact enhanced. - 
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